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Ammonius (AD 435/45-517/26) brought the ideas of his teacher Proclus from Athens to the chair of philosophy in Alexandria. He succeeded his father Hermeias in the chair, but he gave new life to it. His pupils included all the most important remaining Neoplatonist philosophers of the sixth century AD: Philoponus, Simplicius, Damascius, Asclepius and Olympiodorus. His father-in-law was Syrianus and his brother Heliodorus.

The *Categories* commentary, translated here, is described as being written up by pupils from the voice of, that is from the seminars of, Ammonius. Only one of the commentaries surviving in his name, that on the *de Interpretatione*, is not so described.

He is the first author to hand down to us the set of ten introductory questions about the study of Aristotle which thereafter are standardly prefixed to Neoplatonist commentaries on Aristotle's *Categories*. We know from elsewhere that the set of ten was already laid down by Proclus in his *Sunanagnôsis* (reading of a text with a master).\(^1\) There follows a set of particular questions about the treatise to be commented on, in this case the *Categories*. Some of these questions are repeated when Ammonius comes to comment on the categories of relative and quality.\(^2\)

Perhaps the most important question is the point of studying Aristotelian Philosophy. The aim is to ascend to the supreme

\(^1\) Elias *in Cat.* 107,24-6. For this and other information, see Richard Sorabji (ed.) *Aristotle Transformed: The Ancient Commentators and Their Influence*, London and Ithaca N.Y. 1990.

\(^2\) 66,5, 80,18.
Neoplatonist God, the One. This will be made possible by a reading of Aristotle and Plato, culminating in Plato's two supposedly theological works, the *Timaeus* (on the second God, the divine Intellect) and the *Parmenides* (on the One). Ammonius' belief in the One is clearly expressed in this passage and again in 36,25, where he gives the standard Neoplatonist view that one can speak only negatively of it, saying what it is not. This commitment to the One is important, because Ammonius was accused of making some disgraceful compromise with the Christian authorities in Alexandria. And one of the reasons why the pagan Neoplatonist school lasted so much longer in Alexandria than in Athens has been thought to be that the Alexandrians were closer to Christian monotheism, having abandoned the supreme One, in favour of the Creator-Intellect. It is clear, however, that Ammonius accepted the One in addition to the Intellect and was free to express his belief.

Ammonius reveals his own view on the reinterpretations of Aristotle's *Categories* which Porphyry and Iamblichus had devised, in order to protect the work from Plotinus' criticisms. Plotinus' major complaint was that Aristotle's scheme of categories took no account of Platonic Forms. Porphyry's reply was that the work was designed for beginners, and therefore was not intended to be about real things, but only about words insofar as they signify things. Iamblichus went further: Aristotle's accounts of the various categories do apply, and apply first and foremost, to the Platonic Forms and to things at that higher level.

In Ammonius, we find agreement with Porphyry that the *Categories* is designed for beginners. It is therefore concerned not with Platonic Forms, but with things perceptible to the senses and familiar to the masses, *inter alia* with the kind of substance that has matter as well as form. But as to Porphyry's idea that Aristotle is talking about words which signify things through the medium of concepts, Ammonius claims that Aristotle is talking about all three: words, things and concepts. Hence Ammonius sometimes describes him as talking about things, sometimes as talking about words. Where Aristotle uses two different expressions, 'said of' and 'is present in', Ammonius suggests that he employs the first expression ('said of') to show that he is talking about words which are said, while he employs 'is' to show that he is talking about things. Universals are merely *said of* individuals, because they do not depend on individuals for their being. Aristotle also describes himself at 2a12 as talking about what is *said* to be the most primary substance, because according to Ammonius, Aristotle's own view coincides with Plato's, that it is universals, not these perceptible individuals, that are really the primary substances.

Ammonius evidently sides with the view, which became standard from Porphyry onwards, that there is fairly substantial harmony between Plato and Aristotle. He does not, however, in his section on the qualities required of a commentator, go as far as his pupil Simplicius, who in a corresponding passage makes it one of the commentator's duties to display the harmony of Plato and Aristotle in most things. What Ammonius does say in this section is that the commentator must be dispassionate about Aristotle and not act as if he was paid to prove him right at every point.

Ammonius has a splendid explanation for Aristotle's obscurity of style. The obscurity is deliberately designed so
that 'good people for that reason may stretch their minds even more, whereas empty minds that are lost through carelessness will be put to flight by the obscurity when they encounter sentences like these'. Ammonius also has to discuss the number and state of the manuscripts and the authenticity of the work. He does not, like many modern scholars, suspect the authenticity of chapters 10-15, but he does think their positioning requires discussion. He also has occasion to explain how Greek grammar sometimes followed different rules nine hundred years earlier in the time of Plato and Aristotle.

Ammonius imports not only Platonist, but also Pythagorean, ideas into his commentary on Aristotle. He thinks, for example, that the numbers 4 and 10 have a special significance. And he is taken in by a pseudo-Pythagorean treatise on categories, probably from the first century BC, which purports to come from Archytas. Since the real Archytas preceded Aristotle, this gives Ammonius the impression that Aristotle did not invent the scheme of ten categories, but merely gave it its particular order. Among the Platonist ideas of Ammonius, which would not be approved by Aristotle, we find the view that our souls pre-existed and enjoyed knowledge before our incarnation, and the opinion that universals are prior to individuals and do not depend for existence on them. But the second, as remarked above, is fathered onto Aristotle.

Quite apart from its historical interest, Ammonius’ commentary is valuable in a further way. It provides a gymnastic, probably unmatched in modern literature, requiring the student to think through the viability of Aristotle’s scheme of categories. According to Aristotle, what characterises a particular accident like Socrates’ whiteness (to take an example that Ammonius would accept) is that it is in something (in Socrates), not as a part (of Socrates), and that it cannot exist separately from what it is in. But in that case, why will not form be an accident of matter? And conversely, will not Socrates’ fragrance fail to be an accident of him, since it exists separately from him when it floats off into the surrounding air?

There are other problems too. If there is a category of passion to match that of action, why not one of being had to match that of having? Where do points and privations fit in the scheme? Are the differentiae which differentiate kinds of substance themselves substances? Since place and time fall under the category of quantity, how do the separate categories of where and when relate to them? In fact, it turns out that the first four categories are the basic ones, in Ammonius’ view, and the other categories arise from interrelations among the first four. The category of relatives is particularly tricky. Position (thesis) is a relative, but one type of position, posture (keisthai), is a separate category. Knowledge is a relative, but one branch of knowledge, music, is a quality. In fact, everything which counts as a relative (e.g. a father) can also be classified as a thing in its own right (e.g. a man) under a different category.

A further question is why the categories have the order which they have. The order is regarded by Ammonius as Aristotle’s particular contribution to the subject. To show why the category of quantity comes second after that of substance, Ammonius appeals to Aristotle’s other works, in this case to Metaphysics 7.3. There, on one interpretation, Aristotle speaks of a first subject (hupokeimenon próton) or prime matter. This subject has as a first layer of properties — length, breadth and depth, in other words items drawn from the category of quantity. Ammonius takes it that prime matter, endowed with these quantities, acts in its turn as a second subject which is endowed with further properties drawn from
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the other categories. So endowed, it constitutes familiar physical objects like Socrates, or bronze. This sort of analysis had already been given by Porphyry. It is intended to show that quantity constitutes a fundamental level in the make up of substances, and so deserves its place as the second category. In fact, Aristotle himself was somewhat haphazard as regards the order in which he listed the categories. But it has been plausibly suggested that Aristotelians came to feel that they must provide a justified order, because this is what had been done by the Stoics for their very different set of categories.

It can be seen that Ammonius imports many alien elements into his study of Aristotle's categories, and yet that that makes him no less adept at provoking reflection on the categories themselves.

Readers should know that, since the preparation of our volume, I. Hadot has argued for the authenticity of certain passages that were excluded from the Busse text which we have followed.
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42 For these see Aristotle Metaph. 7.3, 1029a12-13.
43 Porphyry ap. Simplicium in Cat. 48,11-33.
44 Hans Geltzschalk, 'The earliest Aristotelian commentators', ch. 3 in Aristotle Transformed.
Prolegomena to the Ten Categories
by the Philosopher Ammonius

Since we want to delve into Aristotle's philosophy, as a useful introduction to it for us, let us raise some questions, ten in number. (1) Where do the names of the philosophical schools come from? (2) What is the division of the Aristotelian writings? (3) Where should one begin the Aristotelian writings? (4) What obvious utility does the Aristotelian philosophy have for us? (5) What will guide us to it? (6) How should an auditor of philosophical lectures (logôn) prepare himself? (7) What is the form of the narrative? (8) Why has the Philosopher obviously made a point of being obscure? (9) How many and what sort of prerequisites are there for the study of each of the Aristotelian writings? (10) What sort of person should a commentator on them be?

The philosophical schools get their names in seven ways. One is after their founder, as the Pythagoreans, Epicureans, and Democriteans are named after those who founded each of these schools—Pythagoras, Democritus, and Epicurus. Another is after the country of the founders, as, for instance, the philosophy called Cyrenaic. Another is after the place where they studied, as, for instance, the Stoics, since they studied in the Painted Stoa, or the members of the Lyceum or the Academy, who also take their appellations from a place. Another is after their kind of life, as, for instance, the Cynic (kunikoi) philosophers, who were called dogs (kunes) on account of their frank speech and contentiousness. For a dog can distinguish family members from others, and that is how these philosophers behaved. They received those worthy of philosophy hospitably, but chased away those unworthy and incapable of mastering philosophical reasoning. That is why
they are called Cynics, and also why Plato said, ‘even a dog has something of the philosopher in him’.¹

Philosophical schools are also named after their manner of disputation in philosophizing, as, for instance, the undecided (ephektikoi) philosophers. They thought themselves quite unworthy of the name of philosophers, since they sought the nature of things, but did not succeed. For they said that there is total ignorance (akatalépsia) and that no one knows anything. Although Plato refutes them with other strong arguments, he also uses this sort of refutation, which is drawn from their own doctrine: ‘Do you claim’, he says, ‘that you know there to be total ignorance, or that you do not know? If you do not know this, we will surely not believe you, since your claim is just talk.² But if you do know it, then there is cognition (katalépsis).’

In support of their claim that there is no knowledge, they used this argument: ‘If there is to be knowledge, the knower must conform to what is known; and if the knower is to conform, then either what is known must stand fast and always be the same, or if it should change, the knower would have to go along and change with it. If, therefore, things are not fixed but always change, and our soul cannot follow along and change with them, the result will necessarily be ignorance.’ Now indeed they were right to say that things change and are always in flux and effluence, i.e. in flow and change. That is why when one of the ancients³ said that one cannot step into the same river twice in the same place, another one⁴ replied to him with the truly penetrating thought that one cannot do it even once. For at the same time one puts one’s foot in, water flows over it, before the rest of the body goes in. Now, as I said, they were right in asserting this, but they were wrong to suppose that our soul cannot follow along. For Plato proved that good souls not only do not come upon things afterwards, but actually anticipate them and meet them first with the speed of their own movement, and in this way they apprehend them.

¹ Rep. 376A.
² Literally, ‘your claim comes from your jaws’: humin apo gnath{Jn apophainome­noi. This is not a verbatim citation of any surviving passage in Plato’s dialogues.
³ Heraclitus, as reported by Plato (Grat. 402A).
⁴ Cratylus, as reported by Aristotle (Metaph. 1010a13).
Note that in ancient times, those who proposed to write would compile in summary fashion their own particular discoveries into an exposition of the subject; then they would take many thoughts from even older books, in order to confirm the ones that were correct and refute those that were not. Last of all, of course, they composed their writings, making them beam with the beauty of their words and the ornamentation of their narrative. In this way the notebooks differed from the systematic works in ordering and in beauty of expression. Some of the notebooks are uniform, e.g. when an inquiry is conducted into some one thing; others are diverse, e.g. when it is conducted into many things. Some of the systematic works, on the other hand, are in dialogue form, e.g. those which are set out dramatically in question and answer form among several characters; others are in propria persona, e.g. the ones Aristotle wrote as coming from himself.

The dialogues are also called popular (exoterika), whereas the writings in propria persona are also called axiomatic (axiomatika) or school works (akroamatika). It is worth asking why on earth they were named this way. Some say systematically works, on the other hand, are in dialogue form, at least used a clearer style in these works and his proofs are not those which are set out dramatically in question and answer form among several characters; others are in propria persona, e.g. the ones Aristotle wrote as coming from himself.

The dialogues are also called popular (exoterika), whereas the writings in propria persona are also called axiomatic (axiomatika) or school works (akroamatika). It is worth asking why on earth they were named this way. Some say that the dialogues are also called popular because Aristotle does not openly exhibit his own aim in them but rather models his discussions after those of other people. But this is false. They are called popular because Aristotle wrote them for one who is serious and in fact a genuine lover of philosophy.

Among the school works some are theoretical, some are practical, and some instrumental. The theoretical ones are concerned with the discrimination (diakrisis) of the true and the false; the practical ones are concerned with the discrimination of the good and the bad. But since in the theoretical realm some things creep in as apparently true without being true, and similarly in the practical realm some things are coloured with the name of the good without being good, we need some instrument to discriminate such things.

What is it? Demonstration. Next, among the theoretical works, <there are> the theological, the mathematical, and the natural (physiologikon); and among the practical works <there are> the ethical, the economical, <and> the political; and among the instrumental works, some go into matters concerning the first principles (arkhai) of the method, some into matters concerning the method itself, and some into matters concerning other ways of contributing to the method. (By ‘the method’) I mean the demonstrative one (apodeiktikê). Since a demonstration (apodeixis) is a scientific (epistêmonikos) syllogism, before knowing it one must know the syllogism in general. But since this name ‘syllogism’ does not denote a simple, but rather a compound (for it signifies an aggregation (sullogê) of statements (logôn)), before turning to the syllogism, it is therefore necessary to study the simples of which they are composed; these are propositions (protaseis). But these too are compounds, out of nouns and verbs, which will be taught in the Categories. Propositions <will be taught> in de Interpretatione and the syllogism in general in the Prior Analytics. These then are the principles of the method. The Posterior Analytics teaches us the method itself, that is, the demonstrative syllogism. But again, just as physicians who pass on medical information to the young mention teachings of noxious things along with beneficial ones so that they might choose the former and avoid the latter, so also here, since sophists cause trouble for those who seek the truth and want to mislead them with sophistical syllogisms, the Philosopher also writes them down so that we may avoid them. These are said to be included in the method in another way, just as if someone wanting to teach how statements should be put together were to cover syllables before nouns and verbs, and letters even before syllables. Letters, syllables, and nouns and verbs are said to be the principles of the method of how writing should be composed – those concerning the composition itself concern the method...
itself. But if one also wanted to count the vices of discourse, one
would say that he discusses things that are included in the
method in another way as well. And this is the division of
Aristotle's writings.

In the third place, let us ask where one should begin. The
natural sequence would be to begin with the ethical treatise, so
that after first disciplining our own character, we might in that
way 'get to the other writings. But he has used demonstrations
and syllogisms in that <treatise>, too, and we are likely to be
ignorant of them, being untutored in this kind of discourse. So,
for this reason, we must begin with logic, having first, of course,
disciplined our own character without the ethical treatise.
After logic we must go on to ethics, and then take up the
physical <treatises>, and after those the mathematical ones,
and finally the theological ones.

In the fourth place, in addition to these <questions>, one
must ask what purpose and what obvious utility the Aristotelian
philosophy has for us. We answer that it is to ascend to the
common principle (arkhē) of all things and to be aware that this
is the one goodness itself, incorporeal, indivisible, uncircumscribed,
infinite and of infinite potentiality.9 For <goodness> is
not the only thing that is good. Notice that just as what we call
white is a body that has received whiteness, whereas <what we
call> whiteness is the quality itself, so too a body that has
received goodness and participates in it is called good, whereas
goodness is a kind of substance and being (huparxis).

In the fifth place, in addition to these <questions>, let us ask
what will guide us to the aforementioned principle. And we
reply: first, the ethical treatise, and then after that the one on
physics, and then the mathematical one, and finally after these
we will grasp theology.

In the sixth place, let us ask how one should prepare oneself
to listen to what is to come in Aristotle's writings. We reply that
one must be educated in character and pure of soul. 'For the
impure is not allowed to attain the pure', as Plato said.10

9 Ammonius alludes here to the idea of an ascent to a mystical union with the One
(the supreme God of the Neoplatonists), an ascent which he supposed would be
facilitated by a reading of Aristotle and Plato, culminating in Plato's supposedly
teological treatises, the Timaeus (on the divine intellect) and the Parmenides (on the
One).
10 Phaedo 67B1.
rejected on the basis of both form and matter. The form here is
the intricacy of the thoughts and the truth that is evident in the
language; the matter is the expression and the narration of the
teaching.) Sixth, one should ask what main points it is
divided into. Just as it is someone who has carefully examined
each of the limbs and joints of a human being who knows best
the whole human being composed of them, so too it is one who
has gone through in detail the main points into which a
discussion (logos) is divided who knows the discussion best.

In the tenth place, after everything <else>, one must
inquire what sort <of person> a commentator on Aristotle's
writings needs to be. We reply that he must know very well that
which he is about to comment on, and must also be an
intelligent man, in order to present the Philosopher's thought
and to examine closely the truth in what he says. For one must
not, so to speak, sell oneself completely and accept what is said
and in all earnestness support everything one comments upon
as true, even if it is not. Rather one must examine each point
closely and, if it should turn out that way, prefer the truth to
Aristotle. In this way, then, should the commentator prepare
his commentary.

But since we want to begin with the treatise on the
Categories, let us now examine the questions raised a little way
back; the first <concerns> the aim. Notice that commentators
have differed on this, some saying that the Philosopher is
discussing words (phònai), some <saying> things (pragmata),
and some, concepts (noëmata). Those of each group support
their claims with textual passages. Those who say it is about
words say that when he says 'Among things that are said, some
are said in combination, some without combination' (1a16) he
is obviously distinguishing words. Those who say it is about
things say that he is obviously distinguishing these when he
says 'Among the things that there are, some are said in some
subject and some are in a subject'. And those who say it is
about concepts <point out> that after completing the doctrine
of the ten categories he says 'Concerning genera, that is

11 Reading ἰδὲ τὰ ἰδασκαλίας ἀπαγέλια with Pelletier. The MSS read ἰδὲ ἰδα
ἀπαγέλιας ἰδασκαλία, 'the teaching of the narrative'.
12 1a20.

13 11b15 (in part).
14 Ouden ara peritton oude elleson periekhei he tou genous rhêtheisa hupographe
tes ennoias (Isag. 3,19). The most natural interpretation of Porphyry's remark is that he
is trying to elucidate the concept of genus by means of a description (hupographe)
since he thought that genus could not, strictly speaking, be defined (cf. Boethius, in
Isag., Editio Secunda, CSEL 48, 180,20-2). If this is so, Ammonius has surely
misinterpreted him; Porphyry's remark about the concept of genus no more commits
him to the idea that a genus is a concept than Frege's discussion of the concept horse
indicates that he thinks that a horse is a concept. But another (less plausible) reading
of Porphyry's remark is also grammatically possible: 'Therefore the description we
have given of a genus embraces nothing more or less than a concept.' Such a claim
would well serve Ammonius' purpose, since it suggests that a genus is nothing but a
concept.
about these things, not by pointing at them with his finger, but rather by means of words that signify them through mediating concepts. And as for those who say that concepts are the sole purpose, we reply that concepts are concepts of things and that he who is engaged in teaching about these things teaches through words that signify them. Thus whichever one of the three one were to mention, one would necessarily have to admit the other two as well. So we were right to say that the Philosopher's aim is to lecture about words that signify things through mediating concepts. And this is reasonable. For the book at hand is primary both for the treatment of logic (tēs logikēs pragmateias) and for all of the Aristotelian philosophy. Thus as a primary treatment of logic it teaches about words; but also as an introduction to the rest of the Aristotelian philosophy it makes a division of beings, that is, of things. That this is done through mediating concepts is clear from the fact that when the extremes are taught, necessarily the means are also taught along with them.

We said a little while back that there are two branches of philosophy, the theoretical and the practical, and that whereas the theoretical concerns the recognition (katalēpsis) of the false and the true, the practical concerns the discrimination of the good and the bad. But since in each of these branches something that is not true masquerades as true, or something that is not good masquerades as good, in order for people not to be deceived by them they need an instrument to discriminate such things for them, one that they can use as a rule or a standard to reject what is unsuitable. And this instrument is demonstration. But a demonstration is a syllogism, and a syllogism, as we have already said, is not a simple thing but rather a collection (sullogē) of statements which are, to be precise, propositions (protaseis) and which are composed of nouns and verbs. We also said that nouns serve as subjects (hupokeitai) whereas verbs are predicated, and these are composed of syllables. But these syllables do not per se signify anything, and, for this reason, there is no study of them by the Philosopher. We will not stop with nouns and verbs, although we will not go beyond to their syllables, either. It is therefore necessary that there be something intermediate between them. Accordingly we say that prior to nouns and verbs there is the first application (thesis) of simple words. For one should be aware that nature, recognizing that the <human> animal was going to be sociable, gave him speech so that by means of it people might indicate their own thoughts to one another. And after they banded together, human beings agreed with one another that this, for example, would be named 'wood', and that, 'stone'; and that the word 'Socrates' would signify a certain substance, and 'walk' (peripatein), a certain action (energeta). In this way, then, all words <came to> name what they signify. In sharpening the focus (epibolē) for a second time, people observed that articles, but not tenses, can be attached to some words, which they called nouns, and that tenses, but not articles, are attached to others, which are <the ones they called> verbs. Aristotle's aim, then, is to treat not simply nouns and verbs, but rather the first application of simple words signifying simple things by means of simple concepts. Then are all words discussed in the Categories? I think not, for they are infinite <in number>, and infinite things do not lend themselves to science (epistēme). But he reduces <them all> to certain universal words, not an indefinite <number>, but limited to the number ten. And all words are reduced to these, which are: substance, quality, quantity, relative, where, when, doing, being affected, position, having. And this is the aim.

The usefulness is clear immediately. If the book, the Categories, is the beginning of the study of logic, and logic, as we have said, discriminates for us the true from the false and the good from the bad, the aforementioned book is therefore useful to us. Moreover the order is also immediately obvious to us, since we said that the first application of simple words precedes <that of> nouns and verbs, whereas nouns and verbs <precede> simple propositions, and they <precede>
universal syllogisms, and they <precede> demonstrative syllogisms. It is with reference to the order of these things, accordingly, that the books have been composed as well.

We must ask why on earth he entitled the book the Categories. We answer accordingly that he proposes to teach about genera and species and that the species are subjects (hupokeitai) for their genera and the genera are predicated (katagoreitai) of their species. Therefore individuals (atomai) are subjects only, subordinate <species and genera> are subjects for those that precede them and are predicated of those that come after them, and the ultimate genera (genikotata) are only predicated. So since the ten expressions (phônai) <under investigation> are <names> of ultimate genera (i.e. are only predicated and are never subjects) that is why he entitled it the Categories.¹⁷

One should be aware that forty copies of the Analytics have been found in the ancient libraries, but <only> two of the Categories. One of these has the beginning, 'Among things that there are, some are called homonyms, whereas some are called synonyms',¹⁸ The second is the very one we now have in front of us. This is preferred, since it has the advantage in order and material and everywhere declares Aristotle <its> father. All agree that the work is a genuine composition of Aristotle. For it is evident that in all of his writings he makes mention of the theories here. Wherefore, if this is spurious, so are those; but if those are genuine, this will be genuine also. Nevertheless one should be aware that the discovery of the categories is not his, but rather existed previously;¹⁹ however, their organization is due to him.

The book is divided into three parts: one is that of the 'pre-categories',²⁰ one the categories themselves,²¹ and one the 'post-categories'.²² The pre-categories will be a useful introduction for us into the doctrine of the categories. For, since he was going to mention in the doctrine of the categories certain words that are unknown to us, that is why he wishes to teach about them beforehand, so he would not appear to throw his account into confusion. He discusses the post-categories at the end. For since in teaching the categories he used certain <other> words that are not known, he goes on <later> to define them. But we must ask why on earth he did not also teach <them> before the categories. We reply that at the beginning he mentioned those <words> that he anticipated would not be known at all. But some he kept for the end, since they would be known from ordinary usage without our having a precise understanding of them. That is the reason he used them in the doctrine of the categories without defining them. For in ordinary usage everybody uses the word 'simultaneous' (hama) and the word 'before' (proteron) and the noun 'motion' (kinesis). Accordingly he gives a more precise account of what is signified by them. But some have said that these have been appended spuriously by people who want to read the Topics right after the Categories. And indeed they even entitle the book before us the 'Pretopics' (pro tôn topon). But these people do outright battle with the manifest facts and the order. If he really taught that the primary position of simple words immediately precedes <that> of nouns and verbs, and he teaches in the Categories about the position of simple words, whereas in de Interpretatione <he teaches> about nouns and verbs, then each of the two <books> is connected to the other like a chain, and before the latter one cannot read anything other than the Categories, nor after the former anything other than de Interpretatione. And the same argument and order <applies> all the way up to the Posterior Analytics, that is, the Apodictics.

¹⁷ Literally, 'the predications', or 'the predicables'.
¹⁸ This is apparently a running together of the opening of the Categories with 1a20ff.
¹⁹ The supposed inventor of the categories to whom Ammonius refers is Aristotle's predecessor Archytas. But the treatise on categories Ammonius alludes to was wrongly attributed to Archytas and is in fact of much later composition. Cf. Introduction for details and references.
²⁰ Praepraedicamenta.
²¹ Praedicamenta.
²² Postpraedicamenta.
1a1. Things are called homonyms that have only their name in common.

If souls were on high, separate from the body, each of them would on its own know all things, without need of anything else. But they descend at birth and are bound up with the body, and, filled up with its fog, their sight becomes dim and they are not able to know things it is in their nature to know. This is why they need to communicate with one another, the voice serving their needs in conveying their thoughts to one another. Now everything is made known (dé lountai) both by a name and by an account (logos). And this is reasonable enough, since each of the beings is both one substance (ti esti) and is also composed of many proper parts which, in conjunction, satisfy its nature. For example, man is both one substance and is composed of a genus and its constitutive differentiae; it is signified as one being by the sound ‘man’, which is a simple name, and is signified as a compound of certain parts by an account which goes through each of the properties of a man, e.g. mortal rational animal.

It therefore follows from this that if we take two things, they will either (a) have both in common – I mean both name and account – or (b) differ with respect to both, or have one in common but differ with respect to the other, and this in two ways: either (c) they have their account in common but differ in name, or, conversely, (d) they have their name in common but differ in account. Thus, there are four different cases.

Now if they have both in common, they are called synonyms, since they share with one another a definition (horismos) together with their name.23 as it were. This is the way that genera are predicated of their own species, for man is called animal and is also a sensible animate substance.

But if they differ with respect to both, they are called heteronyms, as is the case with man and horse. For you would not call a man a horse, nor a horse a man, nor again do they have the same definition, but different ones.

Now if they have their name in common, but differ in account, they are called homonyms, as is the case with the two Ajaxes. For they have the name ‘Ajax’ in common, but not the same definition; in defining Telamon’s Ajax we say ‘the one from Salamis’, ‘the one who fought Hector in single combat’, or some such thing, whereas we define the other one differently – as ‘the son of Oileus’, or ‘the Locrian’.

But if they have their account in common but differ in name, they are called polyonyms, as is the case with sword, scimitar, and sabre.

Of these four, Aristotle here discusses only two – I mean homonyms and synonyms – since he takes only these to be useful in his doctrine of predication, and because from them the other two are obvious, since they are their opposites. For polyonyms are opposed to homonyms in that the latter have their name in common but differ in account, whereas polyonyms, as we said, differ in name but have their account in common. Moreover, heteronyms are opposed to synonyms. For the latter have both in common, while the former differ with respect to both. Therefore, one who knows these will thereby know their opposites as well. The Philosopher’s brevity was deliberate, for opposites are known by the same knowledge. Therefore the remaining two should be learned along with the account of the first two.

He put homonyms before synonyms, not because being is predicated homonymously of the ten categories, but because in a course of study simpler things should always come before those that are not as simple. Now homonyms are simpler than synonyms, in that they have in common only their name, whereas synonyms have, along with that, their account in common.

It should be said that some things are just different

23 Sun tòi onomati. Ammonius is suggesting a possible etymology for the word sunónumon.

24 MSM reads: ‘... not, as some say, because...’. 
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25 (heteron), while others are heteronyms. Things that are entirely other, such as man and horse, are different (for they have neither the same name nor the same definition), while heteronyms are those that differ in both these respects but are the same in their subject, such as ascent and descent. For neither the name nor the definition of these is the same, yet their subject is the same; for they are thought of in relation to the same staircase. Similarly, too, seed and fruit, which differ in both respects, are thought of in relation to the same grain. For that <grain> is called fruit in reference to having already grown, but seed in reference to future growth.

1a1. Things are called homonyms that have only their name in common; the account of being (logos tès ousias) corresponding to the name is different.

The thought behind this passage is completely clear; those things are homonyms, he says, that have their name in common but differ in definition (horismos). The statement raises the following questions: Why does he say ‘homonyms’ and not ‘homonym’? And why does he say legetai and not legō or legontai? And why does he say ‘name in common’ and not say further ‘verb’ as well? Next, why does he say ‘account of being’ and not say ‘definition’ or ‘description’? And why does he not make mention of accidents as well? (The Philosopher has thus <been> interpreted according to the order <of presentation>, ignoring the things said here. In fact, he first teaches about accent and inflection, and then mentions those things, bringing them in as subordinate.)

31 This parenthetical remark is obscure and difficult to translate. Busse proposes that it may be an interpolation by a student of Ammonius, and that ‘the Philosopher’ here refers to Ammonius rather than (as it normally does) to Aristotle.
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See how precisely he says not ‘homonym’ but ‘homonyms’, using the plural form of the word, since homonyms are thought of as many things, or at least two, but one never speaks this way in the case of one thing. One should know that homonyms always require these three things: accent, inflection, and breathing. For if we find names that differ in one of these respects, they are not homonyms, as, for example, with argós (idle) and Argos (the city). The accent here is changed; the paroxytone means a city in the Peloponnesus, the oxytone means a sluggish person. Because of the change in accent, then, these are not called homonyms. It is the same with inflection. For we say ho elatēs and mean a charioteer, and we say tês elatēs and mean the wood of the silver fir tree. Thus, because of the change in inflection, these are not homonyms. We say the same about breathing, also. For we say oion and the word with rough breathing (hoion) means ‘of what sort’, but the unaspirated word (oion) means ‘the only’ and it is not a homonym. With the word ‘Ajax’, however, the accent is the same and the inflection is the same, and even the breathing is the same for both. It will follow, therefore, that they <sc. the two heroes named ‘Ajax’> are homonyms.

The Philosopher sees that, even though homonyms are multiple, they are, at any rate, signified by a single expression. For this reason he himself makes his statement with legetai (singular) and does not say legontai (plural). For it was always the custom among Attic speakers to use that form of expression. Thus Plato said, ‘These things, Gorgias, are said about Themistocles’. Moreover, it is clear that this word (sc. ‘homonyms’) was in use among the ancients and is not a coinage of his. For when it is his own he says, ‘I call’ (kalō), as he says in the Analytics, ‘I call a term that into which a proposition is resolved’.

One must understand things. Ho elatēs is in the nominative case, tês elatēs in the genitive.

455E.

An. Post. 24b16.

As opposed to expressions. Ammonius is clear on the point that for Aristotle it is things, not expressions, that are homonyms.

29 Gorg. 455E.

30 An. Post. 24b16.

28 Ho elatēs is in the nominative case, tês elatēs in the genitive.
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1a1. ... that have only their name in common.

Do we not then find homonymy among verbs? We do, indeed, say eró and it means both 'I will say' and 'I am erotically affected'. How is it, then, that he says those things are homonyms that have only their name in common? We say to this that he understands 'name' (onoma) here, not in opposition to 'verb' (rhéma), but in a more common way, according to which each semantic expression is called a name. As Aristotle says in de Interpretatione: 'In and of themselves, then, verbs are names' (16b19). Thus eró is a homonym and has a common name, but a different definition, and there is homonymy among verbs.

19,1 1a1. Only.

'Only' is said in two ways, either as opposed to yoked together, as when we say there is only one person in the bath, as opposed to another person besides, or as when we say there is only one left behind in battle (to be sure, having with him, perhaps, a spear and clothing, or something else, he is not alone, but is called 'alone' for lack of his companions); or else to mean unique, as when we speak of the only sun. In this passage 'only' is used in the first way.

1a1. Common.

'Common' is said in two32 ways; either <it means> what is partaken of indivisibly, for example, animal (for we all partake of it indivisibly; it is not as if some partake only of substance, some only of animate, some only of sensation), or <it means> what is partaken of divisibly, like a field (for not everyone touches the whole, but each <touches> a part). Surely it is what is partaken of indivisibly that he means here.33

32 The text reads 'four ways', but Ammonius mentions only two. There may be a lacuna here.
33 MS M adds: For the 'Aj' of the word 'Ajax' is not predicated of one thing and the 'ax' of another, but the whole is predicated indivisibly of both Telamon's <son> and Oileus' <son>.

The Philosopher has confidently cited all these examples, since someone might object that there are no homonyms at all, but rather synonyms. For the Ajaxes have in common a name and a definition — mortal rational animal. So he was right to say 'the account of being corresponding to the name is different', lest we select just any definition rather than the one corresponding to the name they have in common. For one of the Ajaxes is Telamon's son, from Salamis, who fought Hector in single combat; the other is Oileus' son, the fleet-footed Locrian. Therefore the definition corresponding to the name is different for each of them.

But someone might say that it is possible to call homonyms synonyms as well, as in the case of the two Ajaxes. For they are homonyms, in that they have a name in common but a different definition corresponding to the name; one is Telamon's <son>, the other Oileus'. But on the other hand someone might say, 'Even with respect to the account corresponding to the name they are synonyms';35 for both Oileus' and Telamon's <sons> are men36 and so they will be synonyms. How, then, do they differ from one another? In this way: homonyms, such as the Ajaxes, have a commonality between them with respect to a name, e.g. to 'Ajax', and the two of them also have a commonality with homonymy itself, in that they participate in that homonymy. Of course, that does

34 Zion may mean either 'animal' or 'image' (not necessarily the image of an animal). A better example of homonymy in English might be 'ball', meaning either a sphere or a dance.
35 At this point, MS M adds: for in so far as they are Ajaxes, they have <something> in common with one another with respect to the name 'Ajax', but also with respect to the definition corresponding to the name.
36 There may be a lacuna here. The text as we have it appears to conflate two arguments, one of which (a) takes man and the other of which (b) takes homonym to be a shared predicate ('name') whose definition is also shared by the two Ajaxes. Pelletier, noting that Ammonius discusses only the second of these (cf. 20,7-20,12 below), proposes reading 'homonyms' in place of 'man'. Busse wants to reject the entire passage (20,1-20,12). For further details on argument (b), cf. Philoponus (in Cat. 20,22): 'Some say that perhaps even homonyms are synonyms, since they share both the name homonym and also its definition. For homonym itself is predicated of the Ajaxes, and so is its definition; for each of them has only his name in common with the other, but a different definition.'
not make them synonyms; for here we are considering only their relation to each other.\textsuperscript{37}

1a2. Account (logos).

For what sort of reason does he say account (logos) instead of definition (horismos)?\textsuperscript{38} We answer: it is because we cannot give definitions to all things; for the supreme genera do not receive definitions. Rather, there are times when we use descriptions (hupographai). Still, there is homonymy even among things for which we use descriptions. This is why he does not say 'definition', since that would leave out things signified by description. On the other hand, if he had said 'description', he would have omitted things signified by definitions. So this is why he has used 'account', since it is predicated in common of definition and description.

1a2. [The account of being [corresponding to the name]...

Why is there not homonymy among accidents? We actually observe it: sharp is predicated of taste and tone and voice and knife. For we say 'sharp taste', and similarly with all of the others. So why <does he say> 'the account of being (logos tês ousias) corresponding to the name'? We reply that he says 'being' (ousia, 'substance') here, not in contradistinction to accidents, but in the more general sense of the being (huparkxis) of each thing. In this respect even accidents are said to be (huparkhein) among the things that there are (en

\textsuperscript{37} Ammonius seems to have in mind the following argument. Consider any two homonyms, such as the two Ajaxes. Since they are homonyms, the name 'homonym' can be predicated of each of them. But the definition of 'homonym' can also be predicated of each. So the two Ajaxes have both a name and the definition corresponding to it in common, and that makes them synonyms. Therefore, all homonyms are synonyms. His reply appears to be that this argument considers not just the relation between the two homonyms, but between each of them and something else (viz. homonymy itself), whereas to qualify as synonyms they would have to be considered (with regard to sameness of name and definition) just in comparison with one another. (This seems not quite satisfactory way of saying that synonyms must have the same definition corresponding to their common proper name – the definition Aristotle would call the logos tês ousias.)

\textsuperscript{38} cf. n. 26.

1a4. For if one were to set out what it is [for each of them to be an animal].

If one wanted, he says, to give a definition of each of these as being an animal, one would give two different definitions. Of the genuine human being: mortal rational animal. Of the drawing: perhaps, image (zōion) drawn with such and such colours.\textsuperscript{39}

1a5. What it is to be zōiōi [animal, image] is distinct for each one.

And this is why he doesn't say 'to be an animal' (zōion einai) but 'what it is to be an animal (zōiōi einai).\textsuperscript{40} We say that things are characterized either by their matter or by their form or by both together, that is, by their matter and their form. If, then, he had said zōion einai ('to be an animal'), he would have signified their matter and their form, whereas in saying zōiōi einai ('what it is to be an animal') he signifies that with respect to which it is characterized, that is, its form. For the being of a thing is its form, and proper definitions are derived from it, since definitions should be made up of genera and constitutive differentiae.

This, then, is the division of homonyms: among homonyms (1) some are so by chance (and these are called accidental), for example, if someone were perchance to discover here and in Byzantium someone called Socrates. These are not further divisible. And (2) some are homonyms by intention, of which

\textsuperscript{39} Ammonius seems to have forgotten what his point is. He is supposed to be giving two different definitions of zōion, and not a definition of anthrōpos. Perhaps he offers mortal rational animal (the stock definition of anthrōpos) not as a definition of zōion, but only as a way of making clear that its definition will be different from that of zōion in the other sense. The zōion that is a human being is a mortal rational zōion, and that is clearly a zōion in the sense of living thing; the zōion that is a drawing is a zōion drawn with such and such colours, and that is clearly a zōion in the sense of image.

\textsuperscript{40} The dative + infinitive construction, zōiōi einai, literally 'being for an animal', is a phrase Aristotle standardly uses to refer to an essence. zōiōi einai is often translated 'essence of animal'.
(A) some are homonyms of one another and paronyms of what they are called after. Among these (i) some are called after the efficient cause, as when both a scalpel and a book are called medical, and (ii) some are called after the final cause, for example, a healthy drug. (These are both after one (aph’ henos) <cause> and towards one (pros hen) <cause>. Those that are after one are after the efficient cause, and those that are towards one are towards the final cause.) (B) Some are both homonyms of one another and also homonyms of what they are called after. Among these (i) some differ temporally from what they are called after. (And among these (a) some are called in memory of another; for example, someone remembering his own father, or teacher, or some such person, might call his own son by that person’s name; (b) some by chance, as when someone calls a child Felicity; (c) some by hope, as when one names <someone> hoping <he will> become <as one has named him>. But (ii) some are not temporally different from what they are called after. Among these, in turn, (a) some are called according to the similarity among the things <as when we call a prudent person Prudence>. (b) Some are called according to participation: for example, a female musician and musical knowledge are both called mousike, a philological woman and philological knowledge are both called grammatike. Some are called according to analogy, that is to say, as this is to this, so is that to that, for example, foot of a bed and foot of a mountain. And among those called according to a similarity among things, (a1) some are because of the similarity of their behaviour (energeia), for example, calling a certain person Swift (Gorgias) from his hurry ing (gorgeuesthai); (a2) some because of the similarity of the form, for example, between the image and the original, and (a3) some according to metaphor, as head and foot (literally, feet) of <Mt.> Ida.

1a6. They are called synonyms.

After completing the discussion of homonyms he treats synonyms. His teaching concerning synonyms is clear from <that concerning> homonyms. He even uses the same example here, since he wants to show that one can often call the same thing both a synonym and a homonym, first in one respect and then in another. For example, Ajax is both a homonym of the other Ajax and a synonym. He is a homonym because, though he shares a name <with the other>, he differs <from him> with respect to the definition of Ajax. But he can also share the definition of human being and is therefore a synonym.

1a12. Things are said to be paronymous in case one gets its name from another.

One must recognize that there are four things to consider concerning paronyms; more specifically, the first two are commonality and difference with respect to the name, and the second two are commonality and difference with respect to the thing. Take, for example, grammar (grammatike) and grammarian (grammatikos). With these there is obviously commonality with respect to the name, but also a difference concerning the last syllable: with one it is kos and with the other, ke. It is the same with respect to the thing. <For there is commonality in the thing, in that the grammarian is so called because he partakes of grammar, and there is also a difference concerning the last syllable: with one it is kos and with the other, ke. It is the same with respect to the thing.>43 For the grammarian is a substance, whereas grammar is a science, which is to say, a quality, i.e. an accident. If one of these <four things> should be missing, you will not have paronyms. Thus suppose there is commonality and difference with respect to the name, and suppose there is also commonality but no difference with respect to the thing; then you will not have paronyms — for example, plata nos (plane) and platanistos (plane).44 Here we would not call them paronyms; for they are the same.

Again, suppose that all the other features <are present>,

41 This passage is apparently mutilated, but the sense of the original is evident from the remarks of other commentators. Philoponus comments: 'As when someone calls his own son Plato thinking he will be a philosopher.' Olympiodorus comments: 'As when someone names his own son Socrates or Plato hoping that he will be such as they have been.'

42 Ammonius appeals to the Platonic notion of participation (methexis) to make the point that a female musician (mousiké) is so called by virtue of her participation in musical knowledge (mousiké).

43 Insertion by Olympiodorus.

44 The first term is a later, simplified, form of the second.
but there is no commonality with respect to the thing; then, similarly, they will not be paronyms, as is the case with Helenē (the woman) and Helenos (the man). Again, suppose that all the other features <are present>, but there is no difference in the last syllable; then they will not be paronyms, as with the science of music, mousikē, and the woman musician, mousikē. These are homonyms and not paronyms. * Again, suppose the other <features are present>, but there is no commonality with respect to the name. Then, similarly, you will not have paronyms, as with virtue (aretē) and good (spoudaios). It is therefore necessary that paronyms have all the aforementioned features, as is the case with the art of grammar and the grammatikos. For they are so called paronymously.

The Philosopher, then, has embraced all the aforementioned features in a very concise way. Saying ‘from another’ reveals both commonality and difference with respect to the thing. If something <merely differs> from another, it is clear that it has commonality with the other, but if it <differs> completely from another, it is clear that it also has a difference. Now in saying ‘gets its name with some difference in grammatical form (ptōsis)’ Aristotle presents the commonality and the difference in the name. Grammatikē (grammar) differs from grammatikos (grammatikos) in the form of the ending of the name. What the Philosopher calls ptōsis is the variation (analogia) of the last syllable and not, as the grammarians <use the term>, the difference between the nominative and the genitive and dative.

One must recognize that some people say that paronyms are exactly in the middle between homonyms and synonyms. They have in common with them that both they and the other <two> will have commonality in the name, but they differ from homonyms in that the latter, that is the homonyms, involve completely different things, whereas the paronyms have a commonality <with respect to the thing>. Paronyms differ from synonyms in that the synonyms impose a complete commonality in the things, whereas the paronyms require a difference as well.

45 Ptōsis can mean, generically, any grammatical modification, or, specifically, the case endings of nouns and adjectives.

One should be aware, however, that paronyms are not exactly in the middle, but come closer to synonyms. For they share with them commonality in the name and in the thing. They differ from them only in that paronyms do not have complete commonality in the thing and in the name, but have only a diminished commonality along with a difference in these respects. But paronyms are separated from homonyms by no small amount. They approach them only insofar as there is commonality in the name, but even in this commonality one sees a difference. Whereas homonyms will have complete commonality – the same name – with paronyms there will be some difference. Thus paronyms come closer to synonyms.

1a16. Among things that are said, some are said in combination...

Why did Aristotle put things <said> in combination ahead of those <said> without combination? For good reason. Since he is about to divide those without combination, he mentions them last so that he can proceed directly to his teaching concerning them. And indeed he does divide them when he says ‘examples of things said without combination are man, ox, runs, wins’ (1a18-19). He puts the two nouns together on purpose, and the two verbs together, so that one doesn’t connect the noun with the verb and take him to be saying <them> in combination.

1a20. Among the things that there are, some [are said] of a subject.

The natural sequence would be to produce an account of the categories themselves, but since he wants to produce a more general fourfold division before his teaching concerning the categories, he puts that in front. He does so because we first obtain the number ten by adding up the numbers from the monad to the tetrad; that is, one, two, three, four added up in this way make ten. The tetrad is the substance and a kind of origin (genesis) of the decad, just as the tetrad, in turn, is derived from the dyad. After having divided expressions
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(legomena) into two he next divides beings into four and then into two he next divides beings into four and then both together into ten, going through the most appropriate numbers for division up to their totality and arriving at their most perfect limit. One should also be aware that Aristotle produces his fourfold division of beings by means of compounds (kata to sumplekomenon), but later he produces the inventory of ten genera without combination. This is the division. Some beings are universal, some are particular; and again, some beings are substances, some are accidents. Thus six pairings are generated, as we learned in the Isagoge. Two of these are nonexistent, but the remaining four, I mean the subalterns and the diagonals, do exist. They are these: some beings are (i) universal substances, some (ii) particular accidents, some are (iii) universal accidents, and some (iv) particular substances; for example, (i) man and (ii) this white (or this knowledge) and (iii) white and (iv) this man. This is our diagram:

substance

incoherent

accident

neither of a subject and in a subject

in a subject and not of a subject

of a subject and not in a subject

of a subject

incoherent

universal

particular

If Aristotle had used these words, what he said would have been clear; but he used other names in pursuit of obscurity, as we have said, and also because he wants to use the more appropriate names. The universal he calls 'of a subject', because it is certainly said of some subject, and the particular <he calls> 'not of a subject', because it is not said of any

subject. (He calls the one by the negation of the other.) The accident he calls 'in a subject', because it needs some other subject in order to exist (hupostêna); and substance he calls 'not in a subject'.

For this reason it is worth asking what Aristotle's purpose was in not calling substance 'subject' but <describing it instead> by means of the negation of the expression signifying accident. We reply that (1) not every substance is a subject (for surely primary and divine substances are not subjects). Therefore, it was reasonable that he did not call substance 'subject'. But then, too, having made a division of things, he wanted to make it by means of negation and affirmation, so it would be exhaustive, i.e. would in fact include everything. It is as if he said, 'Among colours some are black and some are not black'. Indeed one who speaks this way has included everything, whereas one who says that among colours some are black and some are white has not included everything; for he has not included yellow, grey, and other colours. Therefore, it is right that Aristotle made the division by means of negation and affirmation. (2) Another reason is that 'subject' is said in two ways: on the one hand, with respect to belonging (huparxis), as a substance <is a subject> for accidents; on the other, with respect to predication, as particular substances <are subjects> for universal <substances>. For particular substances are subjects for universal ones not in order for the <latter> to exist (hupostôsi) (for the universals pre-exist) but so that <the universals> can be said of them. If therefore he had simply called substance 'subject', someone might have objected, saying that he calls the particular substance a subject for universals only with respect to predication.

Using these names he sets out four pairings: first, universal substance, since it is most honourable; next, its opposite, I

46 Ammonius apparently has in mind the fact that the fourfold division is made by means of compound expressions (e.g. 'said of a subject but not in any subject') whereas each of the ten categories is introduced by a single term (e.g. 'substance').
47 See Ammonius in Isag. 95.19.
mean the particular accident. Then he gives precedence to the universal accident over the particular substance because discourse among philosophers concerns universals.

One should consider what the Philosopher means when he says ‘among the things that there are, some are said of some subject but are not in any subject’ (1a20-1). It must also be noted that here, where he is reasoning about words, he uses ‘said’, but whenever he is talking about things (ousión) he uses ‘is’.

Out of the six <possible> pairs, Aristotle now proposes to clarify the four that we have highlighted, that is to say, (i) the particular accident, (ii) the particular substance, (iii) the universal accident, and (iv) the universal substance. He begins with (i) the particular accident because it is clearer and simpler. Since, then, we understand things from their definitions, he gives, not a definition of it, but rather something analogous to a definition. In something is analogous to a genus and the rest to differentiae. In something is said in eleven ways: in a time, in a place, in a container, as a part in the whole, as a whole in its parts, as a species in a genus, as a genus in a species, as the <affairs> of the ruled in <the power or control of> the ruler,50 as form in matter, as in an end, as in a subject, for example, an accident in a substance. He then takes this in something in his definition as a genus said of many things. He has added not belonging as a part so as to distinguish it from things in something as parts, for example, this hand. For it is in the man, too, as being part of him. So to separate it from them he has added not belonging as a part. But he has added cannot exist apart from what it is in to separate it from the rest.

One must recognize that some people fault this definition for both the defects of definitions, that is to say for overshoooting and exceeding the definition of the thing and yet also for leaving out and not including all. They say that it does not convert with the thing defined, as must be the case with definitions and things defined, as we have said. For example, man is mortal rational animal capable of understanding and knowledge. This converts. For if something is a mortal rational animal capable of understanding and knowledge, it is a man. Some then say that the definition given does not fit all accidents, and others say it fits other things also besides accidents. For they say that Socrates being in a place is in something and not as a part in a whole (for he is not part of the place) and he cannot exist apart from what he is in (for he cannot exist apart from a place), so that according to the definition Socrates is an accident, which is absurd. We reply then that Socrates can exist apart from what he is in. For if we suppose him to have left behind the place where he was earlier and gone to another place, he is no less Socrates, whereas the accident separated from its subject has been destroyed. Moreover, one must recognize that place goes along with Socrates not as completing his essence but rather as attending in the way that a shadow goes along with someone walking in the light and not at all as completing his proper essence. It is especially necessary to add in (en) to ‘belongs’ (huparkhon), so that it will be that which inheres (enuparkhon) in something; for we do not say that a substance inheres in a place but just that it is in it. We say this — I mean that they inhore — only of accidents.

Again it is said, ‘Form is in matter and is not part of matter and cannot exist apart from matter. Therefore according to the aforesaid definition form, too, is an accident’. We reply that, in the first place, the form, even if it is not part of the matter, is yet part of the composite (for in this way we also say that the hand is not part of the rest of the body but rather of the whole body), and, in the second place, the form is constitutive of the substance of each thing and when it is destroyed the subject is destroyed. But the accident does not constitute the substance of the subject and when it is destroyed the subject is not damaged. These comments are directed towards those who say that the definition fits other things as well.

Those, however, who say that it does not fit all accidents say

50 cf. Philoponus 32,23-4; Anonymous Paraphrase 6,16.
that he has defined only the inseparable ones. Thus the fragrance in the apple is separable and comes to us at a distance from the apple, but it is still an accident. If, then, it is separable from its subject, it would not be comprehended by the definition given. We reply to them that we solve this in two ways. First, Aristotle does not say in which it was but in which it is (therefore it is impossible for the fragrance to exist apart from the place\(^51\) in which it is; for it is either in the apple or in the air). Further, not only does the fragrance of the apple come to us, but it comes with some substance of the apple. A sure sign of this is that after some time the apple will shrink and shrivel up, which shows that some substance of the apple in which the fragrance belongs is dissipated.

But if someone says, ‘And yet when the apple was still on the tree the fragrance came to us no less from the nonshrivelling, sometimes even growing, apple’, we reply to him: ‘You do not understand nature’s faculty of nourishment and growth. Do we not see growth taking place among all animals? And doubtless we do not for that reason say that they are not reduced each day by dissipation because, nevertheless, there is a greater amount brought in by reason of nourishment than the quantities of waste. Nature is so arranged that not only is evaporation imperceptible but growth, to the contrary, is comparatively perceptible.’ We then say the same for the apple. For it is not that the effluence from the tree is imperceptible to us and thanks to this no substance is dissipated from it. It is rather that the substance that goes into it by reason of nutrition is greater than what goes out.

But it is possible to be persuaded of this in another way. Passing by a stinking place we block our nostrils with a garment and breathe air without the stench. For that reason it is clear that the stench cannot pass through the garment because of its thickness. But the air, having subtle parts, travels through. Thus it is clear that this scent comes to us with some substance of the subject. This is also shown by the smoke given off from incense, which immediately comes to

\(^{51}\) Deleting mêloù (apple) and reading topōu (place, genitive) for topoi (place, dative). Unamended, the text reads: ‘it is impossible for the fragrance to exist apart from the apple in which place it is.’
accidents from self-subsistent individuals. Absolutely (haplōs) is said in three ways: either strictly (kuriōs) or solely or universally. For he means ‘universally, things that are individual and one in number’. We have written at length in commenting on the Isagoge of Porphyry about how many ways individual is said.\(^{52}\) We shall now say in how many ways one is said, for it is also said in many ways: either one in species, as we say Socrates and Plato are one in species in that they are men; or one in genus, as when we say man, cow, and horse are one in genus in that they are animals; or in number, as when we say Plato is one – but one here means individual, and this is what Aristotle says, for the sake of clarity, when he means one <in this sense>. Individuals, then, beings that are one in number, are never said of any subject but are often found in a subject, as this white is in body. For this reason, therefore, he has added nothing prevents, since they are not all in a subject. For Socrates is not in a subject, but this grammar, as Aristotle says, is in a subject, the soul. And to speak universally, things that are one in number and not substances are not said of any subject, but are in a subject.

1b10. When one thing is predicated of another [as of a subject, whatever is said of what is predicated will also be said of the subject].

25 The exemplar <for this> is that of universal substance. When one thing is predicated essentially (ousiōdōs) of another, he says, and in turn another thing is predicated of it, the last will also be predicated of the first. One might raise this objection: ‘If it is true that whatever is said of what is predicated will also be predicated of the subject, and genus is predicated of animal and animal of man, then genus will also be predicated of man.’ But this is not what Aristotle meant. For the Philosopher said ‘whatever is said of what is predicated’, i.e. as attributes of it (hōs pragmata autou) and as characterizing its essence (ousia), ‘will also be said of the subject’. And he was right to add ‘as of a subject’, in the sense of ‘essentially’

\(^{52}\) There is no such discussion in the surviving text of Ammonius’ commentary on Porphyry’s Isagoge.
Differentiae of genera can divide them in many ways. For example, the differentiae of animal are rational and irrational, but animal can be differentiated also, based on permanence of life, as mortal or immortal; and, based on place, as winged, aquatic, or terrestrial; and, based on the feet, as footed or footless. These different things are also differentiae. Although Aristotle uses the example of a differentia based on place, he inserts in its midst other differentiae as well. He does so deliberately, wishing to show that taking other differentiae makes no difference.

1b20. [Yet nothing prevents] differentiae of genera that are subordinate one to another [from being the same]. Aristotle was right to say 'nothing prevents'. For subordinate genera will not necessarily have the same differentiae. Rather, the essential differentiae of subordinate genera are always entirely the same, but not always the accidental [differentiae]. For this reason he has added 'nothing prevents'. It often happens, however, that they are the same, on account of the aforementioned general rule: 'whatever is said of what is predicated will also be said of the subject.'

1b25. [Each] of the things [said] without any combination [signifies either substance or ... ]. Earlier, Aristotle handed down to us the four-fold division of universal substance, particular substance, universal accident, and particular accident. Now he presents a ten-fold division, by means of examples, in order to give us some notion of them, and later to teach [us] about each in detail. This is connected to his remark above (1a16): among things that are said, some are said in combination, some without combination. Now in accordance with this he says of the things without any combination; in saying without any he makes clear that there are many combinations. For (1) we can use a simple expression with a compound meaning, as when I say 'I run'; (2) the expression may be compound but its meaning simple, like mortal rational animal (for the expression is compound, but its meaning is man); (3) both expression and meaning may be compound, as when I say 'Socrates runs'; or (4) both may be simple, like the categories themselves. So Aristotle is here distinguishing those things said without any combination, i.e. the ten categories.

1b27. To give a general indication of what these things are – examples of substance are man and horse. At the start Aristotle kindly furnishes us with an explanation of the categories, first to give us a notion of his teaching about them, and so we may later accurately examine each category in particular. He says that substances are man and horse, but you must understand that the rest of the things that are self-subsistent (authupostata) and need nothing else to exist are also substances. So much for substance; we will understand the rest of the categories clearly from the text.57

2a3. Examples of having are wearing shoes and being armed. Since having is opposed to being had, some people wonder why Aristotle says that there is a category only of having, but not one of being had, just as there is in the case of being affected, which is opposed to doing and of which he has made a category – I mean the category of being affected. Our response is that being had can be subsumed under the category of being arranged, but having cannot be subsumed under any of the others. This is why he had to define a category for it.

Now some people say that not every entity can be subsumed

57 At this point MS M adds: Here it should be indicated that although every quality is in a subject, they are not all assigned the same kind of subject. Rather, some, such as heat and cold, exist in body, while others, such as geometry, have their being in the soul. Since he wanted to indicate the two types of quality by means of examples, the Philosopher mentioned some, saying 'examples of quality are white and grammatical', taking white as an example of a quality in a corporeal subject and grammatical as an example of one assigned to be in the soul.
under the ten categories. Under what category should we subsume a point or a privation? With respect to points, our response is that Aristotle is here discussing things known by perception, and to the many. But a point is not an independently existing thing; it is a principle (arkhe) of things in general. One would be similarly puzzled about matter and form, but as we shall explain, the present discussion concerns neither the simple substance that is superior to the composite, nor the simple substance that is inferior to the composite, but composite substance. With respect to privation, some have said that it belongs in the same category under which possession is subsumed, since opposites are subsumed under the same category. But we say it is not to be subsumed under any one of the categories. For they are categories of beings, whereas privation is not a being, but a privation of being.

2a4. Each of the things mentioned above [said just by itself] is no assertion.

Since he wants to inform us that he is not here proposing to distinguish affirmations from negations, Aristotle says that each of the categories by itself does not signify anything true or false. For if I say 'Socrates walks', then if he in fact walks, I have spoken truly, and if not, I have spoken falsely; and likewise for negations. But if I say 'man' ten thousand times I am speaking neither truly nor falsely, and the same goes for 'walks'.

However, someone might object that one who says '(I) walk' is speaking either truly or falsely. For if he is in fact walking he speaks truly, and if not, he speaks falsely. We reply that one who says '(I) walk' (peripatô) has virtually included the 'I' (egô), as if he had said 'I walk' (peripatô egô). Thus once again the pronoun has been included in the verb to produce a truth or falsehood, since a single category all by itself cannot do this. For it is obvious that none of the categories is by itself either an affirmation or a negation, but that they combine with one another to do this. For example, in 'man walks' an affirmation is generated from a substance and an action. And by inserting a negative particle in the middle we get a negation, such as 'man does not walk'.

2a5. [Each of the things mentioned above said just by itself] is no assertion.

Most of the manuscripts (bibliôn) that appear to have it right do not have 'or negation'. For if no single category signifies an affirmation, then certainly none signifies a negation. For it would need a negative particle, and one would suppose action to signify affirmation rather than negation.

2a7. For it seems that every affirmation or negation [is either true or false].

Aristotle says 'seems', since in not all cases is an affirmation or negation obviously true or false. An example would be if someone says '(I) run' or '(I) do not run'. The reason why Aristotle says 'seems' is that in these cases one virtually supplies the unexpressed 'I'. Either that is the reason, or because the 'seems' is redundant, or because it is a copyist's error, or because he means it is thus apparent to everyone.

2a11. Substance in the most proper sense of the word, that which is primarily and most of all called substance...

Substance is first in order among the categories and for this reason he naturally puts it in front of the others. It is

---

58 Reading, with Busse, phêsonen ('we will say') for ephamen ('we said'). The explanation referred to occurs below at 35.27ff.
59 Peripatô, first-person singular, means 'I walk'. Cf. n. 56.
60 Ammonius clearly means that a single predicate from any category does not by itself constitute an assertion.
entailed\textsuperscript{64} by the other categories, but it does not entail them; it \textit{<s destruction>} destroys them but it is not destroyed by theirs, because it is self-subsistent whereas the other categories have their being in it. From the fact that there is substance it is not necessary that there are the other categories, but if there were not substance the others could not exist.

Some substance is simple, some composite. Some simple substance is better than composite, some is inferior. Man and things of that sort are composite substances. The substance of the gods is simple substance that is better than the composite. Simple substance that is inferior to the composite is prime matter and form. These latter \textit{<two>} gain recognition on account of the composites, and things recognized because of something else are always inferior to that on account of which they are recognized. Thus, among crafts we call bridle-making inferior to horsemanship, for horsemanship uses the finished product of bridle-making as an instrument. The bridle is a means, horsemanship is an end. And with other things it is similar. But Aristotle will not discuss here what is simple and superior to the composite (for that is theology), nor what is simple and inferior to the composite (for that is the inquiry into natural causes and phenomena \textit{[phusiologia]}), but rather the composite and relational, insofar as it is signified in such a way.

He says of this substance that some is primary and some secondary, calling the particular primary and the universal secondary. For this reason it is worthwhile to ask why he says this, since universals are more worthy than particulars. Our response is that things prior by nature are secondary to us and things prior to us are secondary by nature. For example, matter and form, then the common elements, are prior by nature. From them come the sperm and the blood and then, in this way, the man. But for us the man is prior, for we discover the man first and then the things previously mentioned, which are recognized on account of it. Since, then, the explanation is aimed at beginners and to beginners immediate things are more manifest, it is fitting that in the present circumstance he calls particulars primary. For it is from particulars that we are led to universals.

It is because he does not approve of this manner of speaking that he does not say 'that which primarily and most of all \textit{is} <substance>', but '<that which primarily and most of all> is \textit{called} <substance>'. One must notice how Aristotle expresses himself here. Because, as we have said, he disapproves of calling the particular substance primary; he says it is that which is \textit{said} not of any subject. For the really primary substance, that is, the universal, \textit{is} of some subject. So he says 'is \textit{said}' to indicate his disapproval. But since he knows that neither primary substance nor secondary is in a subject, he says 'is': 'is \textit{not} in any subject' (1a21). He agrees to 'is' here because <the claim> is acceptable to him.

2a12. That which is neither said of any subject ...

Some people question why Aristotle defines the most worthy thing by means of negations, since they are less worthy than affirmations. We reply that this is not inappropriate. We, too, when we want to refer to the divine, do not affirm something of it, but rather, as Plato says, we resort to negation.

Others are puzzled, saying that perhaps the definition \textit{given} of substance fits both the truly primary and divine substance and also the individual soul.\textsuperscript{65} For God is neither said of any subject nor is he in a subject, and the soul is, of course, the same. We reply that in neither case does the definition fit.

It is absolutely unthinkable to have this definition in mind for divine substance. 'Not being \textit{in}\textsuperscript{66} a subject' means \textit{as opposed to things in a subject}, and \textit{<the definition>} fits things that have some relation to those in a subject. But the divine is completely unrelated and transcendent \textit{(exeiremenon)} both from everything in a subject and from everything not in a subject.

\textsuperscript{64} \textit{Suneispherein} literally means 'join in payments', and LSJ do not attest its use in the sense of 'entails'. Still, that is what it assuredly means in this context. Cf. Plato's similar use of the related verb \textit{epispherein} at \textit{Phaedo} 104E10ff.

\textsuperscript{65} Ammonius apparently has in mind Iamblichus' \textit{type} of theory. Cf. Introduction for details.

\textsuperscript{66} The MSS have 'of a subject'; we follow Pelletier in reading 'in a subject'. The MS reading may be the result of haplography: 'not being of a subject' means \textit{as opposed to things said of a subject}, and 'not being in a subject' means \textit{as opposed to things in a subject}. Cf. Philoponus in \textit{Cat.} 52,14.
subject that is nevertheless a subject for accidents. As for the
soul, if one understands the transcendent one, again the
definition, for the same reason, does not fit (for although it has
the thoughts and the knowledge of all things before it, it is
itself unrelated and transcendent). If one understands the
individual soul, perhaps the definition applies to it. For after
it has fallen into a relation and is seized by forgetfulness, it is
then driven to the memory of previous things and becomes a
subject for grammar at one time, for medicine at another time,
and in the same way for other skills. It is not surprising that
the definition fits the soul at one time but not at another, for it
has an intermediate order between the things which
completely transcend matter and those completely involved in
matter. When the soul is separated (exeiretai) from bodies, the
definition does not apply to it; but when fallen into matter it is
causd to forget. The definition then applies and there is no
paradox.

2a14. What are called secondary substances.

It is worth considering what manner of division Aristotle is
using in the case of substance. For some of his divisions are of
(1) genera into species, some are of (2) a whole into parts, and
some are of (3) an ambiguous expression into its different
senses. We reply first that it is not of a genus into species,
because it never happens that one of the divided species
includes another. For example, some animals are rational and
some irrational, but we cannot say 'Some animals are
irrational and some are horses'. For the second is included
under the first. And it is in just this way that primary
substance is included under secondary. Nor is he dividing as a
whole into parts. For one cannot say 'One <part> of the whole
is the hand and another is the finger'. For in the same way the
finger, too, is included under the hand. Rather, one <part> of
the whole is the hand and another is the foot. Nor, for the
same reason, is he here dividing an ambiguous expression
into different senses. For among things divided as an
ambiguous expression into different senses we do not find one
included under another. For example, the expression 'dog' is
predicated of the constellation and of the philosopher and of
the terrestrial dog, but none of these is included under any of
the others. And, above all, one finds only homonymy, not
commonality of definition, among ambiguous expressions
divided into different senses. But with primary and secondary
substance there is commonality not only of name but also of
definition. For Socrates, who is a primary substance, is called
by the name of the secondary, that is, by the name 'man';
moreover, Socrates and the universal man also have the same
definition. Likewise, an animal is called both sensible animate
substance and animal. Thus we say that he gives an ordering
(taxis) of substance, but not a division.

2a15. These, as well as the genera of these species.

Here the Philosopher draws together what he said above. By
saying 'these' he means primary substance, and by saying 'as
well as the genera of <these> species' he means secondary
substance.67

2a16. For example, the individual man.

Aristotle takes <this> as an example of a primary substance.
And from the example it is obvious that primary substance is
67 Ammonius seems confused. His idea apparently is that Aristotle understands
the species to be the genuine primary substance, so that among universals it is only
the genus, not the species, that is a secondary substance. Perhaps he is drawing on
Metaph. Z, which has seemed to many interpreters to link primary substance to
included under secondary. For the individual man is in the species man, and animal is the genus of this species. Since animal includes the universal man, and the universal man includes the individual man, and the individual man is a primary substance, therefore the universal man and animal are called secondary substances.

2a17. So they [man and animal] are called secondary substances.

Aristotle is right in saying 'are called', since by nature they are primary substances.

2a20. Both the name and the definition of a thing said of a subject must be predicatable of the subject.

Aristotle here deduces the following corollary: whatever is said of something as of a subject, he says, shares both its name and its definition with the subject (for Socrates is called a man and a mortal rational animal), but what is in a subject never shares its definition, although it sometimes shares its name. For whiteness is in body and does not share its definition with body; we would not call the body a colour penetrative of sight. But it does share its name, for we call the body white. Notice, however, that this is not always the case. Consider: virtue (areté) shares neither its name nor its definition with a subject. Someone who partakes of virtue is not called 'virtued' (aretaios) but 'good' (spoudaios).

2a34. Everything else [is either said of primary substances as subjects or is in them as subjects].

Again, Aristotle does well to say 'is said'. For universals do not need primary substances, i.e. particulars, in order to exist, but in order to be said of them.

2a35. ... or is in them as subjects.

Again, the 'is' is good here. For accidents have their being in particular substances. Aristotle wants, then, to heap praise on primary substance. Since things are divided into three – into universal substances, particular substances, and accidents – each of them, he says, will need primary substances, some in order to exist (for accidents have their being in substances) and some in order to be predicated (for what are the universals to be predicated of other than the particulars?). And if primary substances were to be destroyed, accidents, too, unable to exist (hupostēnai) in anything, would be destroyed. In the same way universals, unable to be said of any subject, would be destroyed, too.

It is not what is prior to the many but what is in the many that is called universal. This <remark> has been added on account of what is said in Porphyry's Isagoge, <viz.> that it would be possible for the genus to exist even on the hypothesis that all the species had been destroyed. There, of course, <Porphyry> was discussing intelligible genera and species, which are prior to the many, whereas here <Aristotle> is discussing perceptible genera and species, that is, those in the many.

2b5. ... or is in them as subjects.

That is, universal substances are said of particulars, whereas accidents have their being in particular substances. If there were, then, no primary substances, there would be neither universals nor accidents. It is reasonable, then, that particular substances are said to be primary. And he was right to fix on 'are said' for universals and 'are' for accidents.

2b7. Among secondary substances, [species is] more [substance than genus.]

68 In English, of course, a person with virtue is called 'virtuous'. But in Greek, the adjective corresponding to the noun aretē (virtue) is the non-cognate form spoudaios, usually translated as 'virtuous'. Here the usual translation would obscure Ammonius' point; we therefore render spoudaios as 'good'. We have translated his neologism, aretaios, as 'virtued', to preserve the odd sound Ammonius intended this expression to have.

69 Isag. 15,18ff.
Now he compares secondary substances (species and genus) to each other, and proves by means of two arguments that a species is more a substance than is a genus. One argument is based on its relation to primary substance, that is, on its proximity; for a species is closer to the primary, that is to say particular, substance than is a genus. The other is from analogy; as a primary substance is to its species, so is a species to its genus.

For if one were to give an account of what some primary substance is [it would be more informative and more appropriate to give the species than to give the genus]. Now if one were to give an account of what Socrates is, both 'man' and 'animal' would be appropriate answers, but 'man' would be more appropriate than 'animal'. For saying 'animal' we introduce more (for it signifies both rational and irrational) and we did not indicate whether we meant rational or irrational. On the other hand, by answering 'man' we give a more immediate account of the nature of Socrates.

For the former is more distinctive of an individual [man]. To be a man is indeed more distinctive of Socrates than to be an animal. For the latter is more general and is predicated of many species. The same relation holds in the case of trees and the genus plant.

Further, primary substances [are subjects for everything else]. This comes from the second argument, the one from analogy. The reason that primary substances are called primary, he says, is that they are subjects both for accidents with respect to belonging (huparxis) and for universals with respect to predication. For as primary substances stand to accidents and universals, so species stand to genera. Species are subjects for genera with respect to predication, but genera are not subjects for species. For genera are predicated of species (thus we say, 'Every man is an animal', and man, i.e. the species, is the subject, and animal, that is to say, the genus, is predicated), but species are not reciprocally predicated of genera. Thus we cannot say, 'Every animal is a man', as we say 'Every man is an animal'. So for these reasons a species is more a substance than is a genus.

Among species that are not themselves genera [none is more a substance than another]. Aristotle was right to have added 'that are not genera', lest you consider animal <as an example>; for animal is not only a species but also a genus. Accordingly, one should not consider these, but rather those that are only species, i.e. the infimae species, for example man and horse.

For it is no more appropriate [to give man in defining the individual man than it is to give horse in defining the individual horse]. Having gone through a review of substance vertically, that is from individuals to species and from species to genus, he wants now to make the comparison horizontally in a similar way, from species to species and from individual to individual. Accordingly, he says that there will be no difference between one species and another with respect to being a secondary substance or between one individual and another with respect to being a primary substance.

[For it is no more appropriate to give an account of an individual man as a man] than of an individual horse as a horse.

Indeed, the relation (logos) that man has to the individual man, horse also has to Xanthus. For just as you can assert nothing more distinctive of Socrates than man, so too you can

70 Omitting tout' esti ta hupallela ('i.e. subordinates') with MS M. Ammonius' point is not that we should ignore subordinate species, but that we should ignore those species which, being genera as well, have subordinate species.
assert nothing more distinctive of Xanthus than horse.

2b29. It is reasonable that, after primary substances [species and genera alone among everything else should be called secondary substances].

Now he states the reason why he has called genera and species secondary substances, but has not said that accidents are tertiary substances. He gives two arguments, the first derived from the setting out (apodosis) of a definition. For he says: if to the question 'What is Socrates?' we respond 'man' or 'animal', we will be setting out the definition properly and intelligibly. But if we respond 'pale' or 'he runs' or some such thing, we will be setting it out improperly and unintelligibly. Thus it is reasonable that we should call species and genera secondary substances, but we absolutely do not call accidents substances.

2b37. Moreover, [it is because they are subjects for everything else that] primary substances [are most properly called substances].

The second argument is by analogy. He says that just as primary substances are called primary on account of their being subjects for the rest, so too are species and genera called secondary substances on account of their also being subjects for others. But species and genera are subjects for accidents. So they are, reasonably, called secondary substances. And it is the same, too, for the others.

3a7. Not [being] in [a subject] is something common to all substances.

Having divided substance into primary and secondary, and having compared these to one another, he proceeds in good order and now wants to give a definition of substance. But since substance is an ultimate (genikòtaton) genus, and we cannot give a definition of an ultimate <genus> because definitions, as we know, are composed of genus and constitutive (sustatikòn) differentiae, he looks for a proprium (idion) of substance.71 Indeed, this is somewhat like a definition. For just as a definition belongs to all and only that of which it is the definition and is convertible with what it defines, so too a proprium belongs to all and only that of which it is the proprium, and they are convertible with one another. This, then, is the reason he wants to give a proprium of substance. But he does not immediately produce an answer acceptable to him; rather, he first says that not being in a subject is a proprium of substance. This fits every substance, but not only substance — it fits differentiae, too, whereas a proprium must belong to all and only.

By saying 'common' he seems to be contradicting himself. For if he wants to give a proprium of substance, how can he say 'common'? Our response is that two features absolutely must belong to a proprium, viz. to all and to only. So by saying 'common' he meant '<belonging> to all'.

It is obvious that the proprium given belongs to primary substances, but it is clear from this that it belongs to secondary substances also. For animal and man are somehow in the particular man not as in a subject, but as of a subject.

3a15. Moreover, although [nothing prevents the name] of a thing that is in a subject [from sometimes being predicated of the subject ...].

Aristotle wants to show that for this reason, too, secondary substances are not in a subject, <e.g.> the particular man. For he says that what is in a subject can sometimes give its name to the subject, but never its definition. For we call a body white, and whiteness, which is in a subject, the body, gives its name to the subject, but not its definition. For we do not call the body colour penetrative of sight. But secondary substances give both their names and their definitions. For Socrates is called both a man and a mortal rational animal.

71 'Idion means 'peculiar' or 'distinctive'. Aristotle uses it in a semi-technical way to indicate a non-accidental characteristic that is distinctive, but not part of the essence, of its subject (cf. Top. 102a18-30). We follow the common practice of having the Latin translation proprium represent this semi-technical usage.
This, however, is not peculiar (idion) to substance. Rather, their differentiae are not in a subject, either. Aristotle rejects the proprium of substance that he has given, as it belongs not only to substance but also to differentiae. And this makes it clear that he is separating differentiae from substances. Does he therefore conclude that they are accidents? That would be absurd. For it seems even to Aristotle himself that they are substances, so that species are made up of them and they are predicated essentially of the species. For if they were not substances, substance would turn out to be generated out of accidents, which is absurd. So if differentiae are substances (for the parts of a substance are substances and a definition consists of the parts of a substance), how can Aristotle say 'this is not distinctive of substance but <belongs> also to differentiae', which obviously implies that differentiae are other than substance?

Now our response is that some substances are intelligible and some are perceptible. Of the perceptible, some are eternal, such as the heavenly bodies, and some are subject to coming into being and destruction. Of these, some are simple, such as rational and mortal — which are precisely the essential differentiae that nature has combined to bring man into being — and some are composite, such as genera, species, and individuals. Now Aristotle's teaching here concerns only composite substance that is subject to coming into being and destruction, I mean individuals, species, and genera. And so having compared substances with one another, he compared species alone and genera and then individuals, too, since he set himself to teach about them as well. But he made no mention of differentiae, since they are simple and he is constructing a definition of composites, as has already been said. It is for this reason, therefore, that Aristotle says that this <sc. not being in a subject> is 'not a proprium of substance'. He did not mean every substance, absolutely, but composite substance. And that was reasonable. For <not being in a subject> belongs not only to the composite, but also to the simple, i.e. to differentiae, to rational and irrational.

And that is why he seemed to be distinguishing differentiae from substances.

Others say that differentiae are not substances without qualification, but that some of them are related to substance, such as rational and mortal, some are related to accidents and border more closely on them, such as the black in the raven or white in the swan, and some are exactly in the middle between substances and accidents, such as the heat in fire. (For on the one hand it partakes of accident in that it is a quality, and on the other it partakes of substance in that it completes its subject.) These people have made a clever effort, although it is not entirely correct. For under what category shall we rank these <differentiae>? Or might we need an eleventh? That is absurd.

We should not be afraid [that we might have to say] that the parts of a substance [are not themselves substances since they are in a subject, viz. the whole <substance>].

The very point one was likely to have raised as an objection to Aristotle, he himself has anticipated and solved. One might have objected as follows: 'Since the parts of substances are in something (for hands and legs are observed in a man) and similarly accidents are also in something, as whiteness or heat may perhaps be observed in a man, the parts of substances are therefore accidents — which is absurd.' Aristotle solves this by saying that he has explained in what sense an accident may be said to be in something, <viz.> not as a part of the subject. Differentiae, on the other hand, provide what is needed by the whole; that is, they constitute the subject. Thus, even if they have in common <with accidents> that they are in something, there is this difference between them: the differentiae make up <the subject> and belong <to it> as parts, whereas accidents do nothing of the sort. One must realize that Aristotle's discussion concerns not
perceptible parts of substance, for example, hands and feet or other such things, but intelligible (i.e. real) parts, for example, rational and mortal. For some parts are perceptible and some are intelligible, and his discussion concerns intelligible parts. So the location (taxis) of this observation is appropriate. For after saying, 'It is not a peculiarity of substance not to be in a subject, for differentiae also are not in a subject' (3a21-22), lest one think he meant by this that differentiae are not substances (for they are indeed substances in the strict sense) he then says, 'We should not be afraid [that we might have to say] that the parts of a substance [are not themselves substances] since they are in a subject, viz. the whole <substance>.' (3a29-31). The inclusion of this observation will seem inappropriate unless we recognize that Aristotle is talking about intelligible parts, such as rational and mortal. These are indeed properly <counted as> parts of man, for man is <constituted> of them.

3a31. For 'things in a subject' was not being used to mean <things belonging to something as parts>.

This is what he has said: Accidents, even if they are in something, are not so as parts of substances. But he has said in what sense they are in something, namely, not as a part in the whole.

3a33. It is a characteristic of substances and differentiae [that they are said synonymously of everything they are said of].

Aristotle has turned to a second concomitant (parakolouthéma) of substance and immediately gives an unfavourable judgment of it. This is clear from the fact that he has included differentiae; for again it is evident that this proprium fits them. Anyhow, it is not only for this reason that this proprium does not fit substances, but also because it is not a characteristic of every substance. For a primary substance is not predicated of anything.

3a35. [For every such predicate] is predicated either of individuals [or of species].

First Aristotle teaches that some things are recipients of predication; then he connects them in the following way with synonymous predication. Individuals are not said of any subject, species <are said> of individuals, and, again, genera <are said> of both. And these things are said synonymously of the things of which they are predicated. For whatever <is said> of the predicate will also <be said> of the subject (3b4-5). For Socrates is called a sensible animate substance and a mortal rational animal. And man is called a sensible animate substance, and this is with good reason. For since the genus is predicated of the species and of the individual, and the species <is predicated> of the individual, and whatever is said of the predicate is also said of the subject, it is with good reason that the genus is predicated synonymously of the individuals and of the species, and the species of the individuals.

3b10. Each substance seems to signify a particular this.74 Having rejected the first two concomitants of substance – not being in a subject and being said synonymously of everything <it is said of> – he turns to the third: signifying a particular

---

74 Following this lemma, and preceding the subsequent commentary, MS F adds: After rejecting the first two propria of substance, Aristotle goes on to the third. Let us <first> investigate their order, then why he used the <expression> 'particular this' (tode ti), and third why he used 'signifies' and not 'is signified.' For 'signifies' applies to words, and 'is signified' to things.

Now since he used the <expression> 'in a subject' in many ways and has already demonstrated the way in which predication arises, it was necessary for him to put not being in a subject first as a proprium of substance. He put being said synonymously of <everything> they are said of second, since other things in addition to secondary substances are predicated synonymously of an individual substance, e.g. differentiae. He assigned the third position to particular this, since the remaining propria, such as more and less, and not having a contrary, are used for things.

Here he used the <expression> 'particular this' only for words. Aristotle understood 'particular this' determinately (hórismenós), as applying to determine existing things, but <he understood> 'such' (taioide) to apply to the indefinite and to the universal. (Indeed he was correct to withhold the term 'universal' from all things, such as <sensible>.) Plato, on the other hand, had to understand 'particular this' to apply to the universal as a determinate thing, i.e. to the Forms (for he said that they were substances in reality), and 'such' to apply to the particular (tou kathekasta), (for he said particulars are indeterminate because they are not at rest but have their being in flow and effluence). Both are right in what they say, since they understand <the expression> in two different ways.

The reason that Aristotle said 'signifies' is that he sometimes transfers a property (pathos) of a thing to a word or a property of a word to a thing. For example, in the case of <saying> 'Socrates walks', one transfers the activity to the word 'Socrates'; or, again, <in saying> 'A man thinks', <one transfers> thinking, which is strictly a
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60 This (tode ti). ‘This’ (tode) signifies a pointing out (deixis), and ‘particular’ (ti) signifies a substance in the sense of a subject (tēs kata to hupokeimenon ousias), because it is permanent and does not need anything and is not in a subject but is a subject for all <the rest> and is the cause of their unity, that is, of their signifying one thing, such as this log or this man. For ‘particular this’ is said of a substance in the sense of a subject, that is, of the observable individual substance. For that is what is capable of being pointed out. But he discovers that even if this distinguishing mark is a concomitant of substance alone, it is not a concomitant of every substance. For a species or a genus, he says, such as man or animal, although it seems to signify a particular this because it appears in the singular form, signifies rather a plurality and a certain quality (poiotēta tina). For <a species or a genus> makes apparent the commonality and uniting of particulars. On that account he says, «A species or a genus» is not a sort (poion) in the sense of accident, but rather it marks off a sort with respect to substance,75 i.e. a uniting and gathering together of particular men. Indeed a sort in the sense of accident comes after the substance is generated and needs the substance in order to exist, whereas the latter <sort> certainly does not.

3b26. Nor is anything [the contrary] of man or animal.
There is nothing contrary to Socrates, or to man, or to animal, in the way that cold is contrary to hot or black to white.

3b30. Although someone might say that many [is contrary] to few.
In truth, these are not strictly contraries, as Aristotle himself proves a little later. But he says, by way of concession, that even if these things are contraries, nothing absurd will follow from the purported fact. For it takes only one case to overturn a universal. Therefore if nothing is the contrary of two-footed, it is clear that not having a contrary does not belong to substance alone.

3b33. It appears that substance does not admit [of more and less].
This is the fifth concomitant <of substance>. It is reasonable that substance does not admit of more and less, since it does not have contrariety. For there is more and less in things in which there is contrariety, and there is contrariety in things in which there is more and less. For a contradictory (makhomenon) comes into being by a decrease in its contrary. Aristotle does not add, in conclusion, that ‘this is not distinctive (idion) of substance; for quantity also does not admit of more and less’. For since these concomitants are interconnected, he has left it to you to understand and supply this implied but unexpressed conclusion, which he had already stated above.

3b34. I do not mean that [one] substance [is not more] substance [than another].
For since earlier he said that the individual substance is more a substance than the species, and the species more than the genus, now he says that he does not mean by this that one substance is not more or less a substance than another, but that the same substance does not admit of more and less. For
example, Socrates is not said to be sometimes more Socrates and sometimes less, nor is a man said to be more or less a man.

3b39. For one [man] is not more [a man] than another.

Socrates is not sometimes more a man and sometimes less, nor again is Socrates more a man, in respect of being a mortal rational animal, than Plato, in the way that one white thing is more white than another, and similarly for the rest. A thing can even be said to be more white than itself. For what is now white can later, its whiteness having increased, become whiter than itself.

4a10. Most distinctive of substance [seems to be the fact that something the same and one in number is receptive of contraries].

5 This sixth concomitant Aristotle has rendered a *proprium* (*idion*) of substance. He says ‘one in number’ <to indicate> that one subject is preserved; he says ‘the same’ <to indicate> that it does not change with respect to its real being (*hupostasis*). For a colour goes from white to black and changes with respect to its real being; but Socrates <remaining one and the same is at one time hot and at one time cold, and it is the same with the rest>.77 He says ‘receptive of contraries’ meaning *having the capability of receiving contraries in turn*. <For he does not say ‘receives contraries’>,78 since <on that showing> opposites would be in the same thing in the same respect. But by ‘receptive’ he meant only that there is a capacity.

But how would this appear to be a *proprium* of substance? For it does not fit secondary substances. We will say that even if it is not a concomitant of all <substance>, still it is a concomitant of <substance> alone. What belongs to something alone is more distinctive of it, even if it does not belong to all of it, than what belongs to all of it but not to it alone. And this is reasonable. For how could what belongs to other things also be a *proprium* of this particular thing? Of the six characteristics of substance that have been presented, the first, fourth, and fifth belong to all of it, but not to it alone, whereas the second, third, and last belong to it alone, but not to all of it. That is why the three which belong to all of it but not to it alone have been defined negatively as being far from the nature of *propria*, while the second, third, and sixth have been defined positively as being more proper (*idia*) than the others, on the grounds that, as we have said, a *proprium* must belong to that alone of which it is a *proprium*.

The final one is given precedence over the second and third, even if it seems to apply (sémainein) in the same way they do (for all three belong to substance alone but not to all of it). The reason is that *signifying a particular this and being said synonymously of everything it is said of are taken in connection with an expression (phasisé), whereas the last <derives> from the very being (*huparxis*) <of substance>.
The last <characteristic> would belong to all and only substance if we were to make a slight addition and say, after the *proprium* given, ‘or contains what is one and the same and is receptive of contraries’. For in putting it this way we include species and genera.

4a21. [This sort of thing] is to be seen in no other case.

He anticipates just what one would likely find puzzling, and resolves it. That is, we say that spoken statements and opinions can receive contraries. For the statement which says, ‘Socrates is sitting’, is true if Socrates happens to be seated, but false if he happens to be walking about. And similarly concerning the opinion. For one who judges about Plato that he is sitting judges correctly if Plato happens to be seated, but falsely if he is not. Thus the same statement, and the same opinion, can receive both truth and falsity.

He resolves this in two ways, namely, by objection and by counter-objection. The objection is not to accept the puzzle at all, but to refute it as stated. The counter-objection is to admit the puzzle and to grant its premises, but to show that even if they obtain, they will do no damage to what he has said. Here

77 The bracketed passage does not occur in any of the MSS. We follow Busse, who derives it from Philoponus.
78 cf. n. 77.
he has put the counter-objection before the objection to make things clearer for beginners.

4a34. Statements and opinions, however, [remain themselves entirely unchanged ...]

Note that among substances, contraries change into each other (for what is hot becomes cold and conversely what is cold <becomes> hot, and similarly what is dark <becomes> light and what is light <becomes> dark). But with statements and opinions this is not so. For a falsehood does not change into truth, nor truth into a falsehood. Rather, it is by a thing (pragma) being changed and altered that truth and falsehood come into being. Truth and falsehood do not derive from statements or opinions.

4b2. It would still be characteristic of substance that it happens in this way ...

That is, a substance is capable of receiving contraries in a different way from an opinion or a statement.

4b4. Even if one were to allow that statements and opinions can receive contraries ...

With the counter-objection one proceeds by concession; in truth, they are not capable of receiving contraries. For statements and opinions are not said to be capable of receiving contraries in virtue of receiving anything themselves. For how will they ever be capable of receiving contraries when they do not have any independent existence (hupostasis) at all? This is precisely what is required for there to be a future reception of contraries; but statements and opinions perish as soon as they are uttered.

Let what has been said thus far concerning substance suffice. Next we must discuss quantity.

On Quantity

4b20. Some quantities are discrete.

Having completed his discussion of substance, Aristotle now takes up quantity, for quantity is second in order among the categories. Prime matter, which is formless and incorporeal, first receives the three dimensions and becomes a three-dimensional object called the second subject, and next receives its qualities and becomes a quantified composite. For example, when the three-dimensional <subject> receives heat and dryness, it becomes fire; when it receives coldness and wetness, it becomes water, and similarly for the others. So quantity quite rightly is second in order among the categories, quality third, <and relatives fourth>. For relatives are a kind of relation (skhesis) to other categories, while place and time and the rest are derived (sesulētai) from now true and later false. The utterance may be the same on both occasions (e.g. 'He is sitting'), but the statements made are different.

It is not clear why Ammonius says 'quantified' here (as all MSS agree that he does). One would have expected to be told that, upon receiving its qualities, the second subject becomes a qualified composite. It will, according to Ammonius' account, already have become quantified when it became three-dimensional. Perhaps his idea is that prime matter first receives the three dimensions and becomes quantified, and then receives its qualities and becomes a quantified composite.

As Pelletier points out, the bracketed phrase must be understood if the next sentence is to be relevant.
Moreover, we divide substance into primary and secondary, and 'primary and secondary' itself involves number. Hence, number is used for the three-dimensional, and number is a quantity. So Aristotle is quite right to take up quantity in the second place. Aristotle divides quantity into continuous and discrete. He further divides the discrete into two – number and statement (logos) – and the continuous into five – line, surface, body, time, and place. Then he cross-divides quantity into those composed of parts having position (in relation to one another) and those not so composed. Quantities composed of parts having position (he divides) into line, surface, body, and place; those not so composed into time, statement, and number.

Some people say that, properly speaking, there are three species of quantity – number, volume, and power, i.e. weight. They argue that (1) statement and time are the same as number; (2) line, surface, and body can be reduced to something common – magnitude; (3) place is the same as surface, and therefore (4) one kind of quantity is number, another magnitude, another power. (For under this last heading they place heavy and light, which are weights of quantity, for they fall under it.)

Why didn't Aristotle mention change (kinēsis)? Our response is that change is not an actuality (energeia), but an indefinite thing. Therefore he did not mention it, since he was addressing his discussion to beginners. For change itself is nothing other than the transition (hodos) from something in potentiality to something in actuality.

In other words, those whose permanent and co-existent parts have a certain order and continuity in which they are arranged in relation to one another in a subject.

4b22. While others are not so composed. That is, the ones which have their existence in coming into being. He means position not in its primary sense of position in place, but in the sense of position with respect to a relation (kata skhesin).

4b22. Some are discrete. Discrete quantities are, just as he himself says, those whose parts do not meet one another at any common boundary. Continuous quantities are those whose parts meet at one common boundary.

4b25. For there is no common boundary of the parts of a number at which the parts meet. He does not prove that number is a quantity, since that is self-evident. But he does demonstrate that it is discrete, from the fact that there is no common boundary joining any of its parts.

4b28. Nor do three and seven meet at any common boundary. That is, a number is discrete by nature. Indeed, five and five are always discrete and do not meet at any common boundary.

4b32. That [a statement] is a quantity [is obvious]. Aristotle shows that a statement is a quantity, and that it is a discrete quantity. But first he shows that it is a quantity, since a statement's being a quantity cannot simply be taken for granted if it is not supported by some kind of proof. For this reason he says that a spoken statement is a quantity because it is measured by syllables. For it is not <a quantity> in respect of its signifying something or in respect of its being compound. For if something is measured by something, what
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is measured is either the double or a multiple of what measures it. These are propria of quantity. So if a proprium of quantity is evidently a concomitant of a statement, then a statement would be a quantity.

But how can a statement (logos), which is one of those things considered <to be said> in combination (if indeed it is composed of a noun and a verb), fall under one of the categories, if the categories are of things without combination? We reply to this that logos here must be understood as having the more common meaning of ‘word’. Moreover, since logos is said in many ways (it means spoken language, and it also means inner language) here he is talking about spoken language.

5a1. A line, on the other hand, is continuous.

This is reasonable, for each part of it meets another at a common boundary, a point. But one should take the division <as> in the mind and not in actuality, since <actually> dividing it would not allow it to be continuous.

5a3. For the parts of a plane [meet at a common boundary].

The geometer calls a surface (epiphaneia) that is exposed by slicing, a superficies (epipedon), but the ancients applied the term ‘superficies’ to every surface. The common boundary of a surface, at which its parts are joined to each other, is a line. A body is also called a quantity, but only with respect to the three dimensions, since it is counted under substance in virtue of being a subject for accidents and being capable of receiving contraries while <remaining> one and the same in number. But quantity is connected with corporeal substance, on which account it is reasonable to discuss it after substance.

5a6. Time and place are also like this.

That is to say, <they are> continuous, for past time and future join at a common boundary, the present (nun).

On Quantity

5a8. Place, too, is one of the continuous quantities.

Place, as is said in the Physics lectures, is the limit of a container (peras tou periekhontos) in so far as it contains what it contains (to periekhomenon). For example, the place of wine is the concave surface of a jug. It is not the whole jug; for that has both convexity and concavity, and it contains the body of the wine in its concavity. Even if we were to scrape a part of the outside surface while preserving the inside, the wine would be no less contained. What Aristotle means, then, is this: if an entire body is in a place, and the body is continuous and its parts are joined at a common boundary, then the place of the body is also continuous and its parts are joined at a common boundary. For if the parts of the place were not joined at a common boundary, but rather were separated from each other, there would be some parts of the body not in a place – which is absurd.

5a15. Moreover, some [quantities ... parts] which have position [in relation to one another].

After having divided quantity into the discrete and the continuous and having divided it again into those quantities whose parts have a position and those whose parts do not, and having first discussed discrete and continuous quantities, he now considers the second division. Quantities whose parts have position must display these three characteristics: (1) they endure, (2) their parts are arranged somewhere and do not disappear, that is, they are in something, and (3) they have an order with respect to one another.

5a23. But the parts of number ...

The parts of place are arranged in something, the body whose place it is.

84 cf. Phy. 4.4, 212a20. As Aristotle defines it, the place that a thing occupies is two-dimensional: the inner surface of the thing’s surroundings. Aristotle denies that there is a three-dimensional space which a thing occupies.
85 Reading hupomenein with MS M.
86 There is evidently a lacuna in the text here, as Busse notes.
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5a25. Or [see] which of its parts adjoin one another. Nor can the parts of time ...

For the whole of time does not exist simultaneously, but only at a moment, and it has its existence only in coming into being and passing away. How could that which does not last take a position?

5a28. Rather, [you might say they have] a certain order.

He means a natural order. The present comes before the future, not the future before the present. There is a natural order, as in this case, whenever <the order> cannot be reversed. But an order is with respect to us whenever it can be reversed without making a difference. For example, we say 'This is the first of them', beginning first with the one on the right; but, on the other hand, we might have begun, if we had wanted to, with the one on the left.

5a30. And it is the same with number.

Number is twofold: on the one hand, it is in the soul that does the counting, and on the other, in the things counted (just as, too, a pint is twofold, the pint as measure, for example, the copper pint, and the pint as measured, for example, a pint of wine or honey). Since, then, number is twofold, as Aristotle says⁸⁷ – that in the soul and that in the perceptible thing – it is clear that number in the soul would not be composed of parts with position (for its parts do not have any position; rather it is intelligible, in the soul alone). But number in the things counted, for example, in ten human beings or horses, is composed of parts that have position. For its parts are arranged somewhere and they have some position with respect to each other. This is why he says 'You would not exactly (ou panu) find position', and does not say, 'You would find none at all'.

5a33. And it is the same with a statement.

On Quantity

That is, a statement is also made up of things not having position. For it is in being made up of things that have existence, and none of its parts endure to have any position.

5b1. For example, [there is said to be] a large amount of white.

The scientist's task is not only to investigate things he himself proposes, but also to go through in detail and refute those that seem to be so but in truth are not. Now white may seem to be a quantity. For we speak of white as more and less, which is characteristic of quantity; but then we also call an action long. So Aristotle says that these are not quantities in the strict sense, but only per accidens. For since white is in a surface, and that can be more or less, we say that the white is more or less. It is the same with an action; for example, a war is called long per accidens. Thus, since a war goes on for a certain period of time – e.g. for ten years – and we say that its time is long, for this reason we say that the action, as well, is long, per accidens. A change, too, is called large if its time is large. For time is the measure of change. Thus, we call a revolution of the moon a month, of the sun a year, and of the entire heaven a day. So if someone were to ask how long an action is, the answer is its time, e.g. ten years. It is the same with a surface; one may say that the white is as large as the surface is. For if we are asked how much white there is, we say two cubits if that is how large the surface containing the white is. Therefore, we mean that the surface, not the white itself, is more or less. Indeed, the white in a one-cubit surface can be whiter than that in a two-cubit surface, and then we do not say that there is more white (leukon pleon) but that one white is whiter than another (leukon leukou mallon).

5b11. Moreover, there is no contrary of a quantity.

Having presented to us his division of quantity and having said which are quantities in the strict sense and which are called quantities per accidens, he now wishes to set out, as he did with substance, what is distinctive of quantity.
5b14. But [could someone say that] many [is contrary] to few...

Here, Aristotle appropriately examines whether large and small are contraries. In his discussion of substance he touches on it only lightly, conceding in his counter-objection that they are contraries. Now there are definite quantities, and also indefinite ones. The definite ones are, e.g., two cubits and three cubits, and they are quantities in the strict sense; the indefinite ones are, e.g., large and small, many and few. Moreover, large and small apply to the continuous (for we call a body large or small, and it is the same with the rest of the continuous quantities that have position), whereas many (polus) and few (oligon) apply to that which is discrete and does not have a position. Thus, time is spoken of as more (polus) or less (oligon), and so is number. That is why, in illustrating large and small with examples, Aristotle chose mountain and millet seed. These are cases of the continuous, for each of them is a body.

5b16. For a thing is not said to be large or small just in itself.

Here Aristotle once again makes a concession. Even if large and small are contraries, they are not quantities, but relatives. For the large is called large in relation to the small, and the small is called small in relation to the large. And later he shows that they are not contraries, but rather that they make reference to one another.

5b18. For example, a mountain [is said to be] small.

If a thing were said to be large or small just in itself, a mountain would never be said to be small or a millet seed large. But we call a mountain small obviously comparing it to another mountain, or a millet seed large obviously because it is larger than another. Therefore, a thing is not said to be large or small just in itself, but in relation to something else.
something else, and similarly for many and few, and since neither large nor small exists independently in and of itself, it is clear that they are not contraries.

5b33. Besides, if large and small are contraries.

Here is a different proof, through reduction to impossibility. Aristotle says that if we were to say that large and small are contraries, it will follow that the same thing is both large and small, that is, when compared with two different things. Therefore, it can receive contraries at the same time and will be contrary to itself, which is impossible. Therefore, large and small are not contraries.

6a1. Although a substance, for example, [is thought] able to receive contraries ...

Although a substance is able to receive contraries, it does not, however, admit contraries together at the same time and in the same part. For the same thing will never be cold and hot, or white and black, at the same time.

6a4. And it follows that these things are their own contraries.

Heightening the absurdity, Aristotle says that if large is contrary to small, it will follow that the same thing is able not only to receive contraries at the same time, but also to be opposed to itself, which is absurd. For no being is opposed to itself.

6a8. Therefore large is not [contrary to small].

Supposing first that these are contraries, Aristotle has shown that they are not quantities; then supposing that they are quantities he has shown that they are not contraries. But the truth is that they are neither quantities nor contraries, but among the relatives. But since, then, they are among the relatives, they must be in a different category, so as to take on the relation <appropriate to> relatives. And where would they be, if they are not included in the <category> of quantity and are not contraries?

6a11. But [it seems] most of all [with respect to place] that there is contrariety [of quantity].

If someone wants to contemplate contrariety in quantity, Aristotle says, he should consider up and down. For these are set at the greatest distance from one another, that is, they admit the <popular> definition of contraries. For this is how people define contraries: ‘those things in the same genus that are at the greatest distance from one another’ (6a17-18). But this is not acceptable to Aristotle; for there is no absolute up or down, but only surrounding and centre, which are not contraries, but relatives. For surrounding is called the surrounding of something in the centre.

6a17. For those things [in the same genus] that are at the greatest distance from one another ...

Notice how nature, wanting to unite contraries, has put them under the same genus. The genus of the contraries white and black is colour, and that of hot and cold is quality. And they do battle in a single subject.

6a19. It seems that a quantity does not admit [of more and less].

He says that not having a contrary is a proprium (idion) of quantity, and he shows that it belongs to every <quantity>, but he does not mention that it does not belong to <quantity> alone. (Indeed, this <last point> should be clear from what has been said about substance.) Rather, he passed over to another proprium of quantity: not admitting more or less. And this is reasonable. For where there is contrariety there is more and less, but where there is not, more and less are not found. For more and less arise from a mixture of contraries. One must realize that Aristotle again rejects this, since it also

90 Ammonius is assuming a spherical cosmos, with the earth at the centre, which is viewed as down, and the stars at the periphery, which is viewed as up.
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fits substance, and passes over to another proprium, something which is indeed called a proprium in the strict sense.

6a26. Most characteristic (idion) of a quantity is [that it will be said to be] both equal [and unequal].

Aristotle does not mention that the proprium he has just given an account of is not <in the strict sense> a proprium of quantity; for that should be clear from what was said in the account of substance. But this one – to be called both equal and unequal – is in the strict sense a proprium of quantity. And if we predicate (legomen) both equal and unequal of something in connection with something else, <this is> not per se, but per accidens. For example, we say that this white body is equal to that white body; but, in a similar way, also unequal, not in so far as it is white but in so far as it is a body. But a careful auditor might say: 'How is it that Aristotle has put body under substance and again under quantity, although we said in the introduction that no being is placed under two categories?'

We answer that he understands body in two different ways. There is enmattered (enulon) body, for example, say, a stone or a log, and there is also body contemplated by thought, <for example,> a geometrical solid (mathematikon). So in the category of substance Aristotle understood enmattered body, but in quantity he understood body contemplated by thought.

On Relatives

5 Before going into Aristotle's teaching on relatives, these five things must be examined: (1) their location; (2) the explanation of the title; (3) their independent existence (hupostasis); (4) the manner of teaching; (5) their division into species.

(1) First, their location. For what reason have relatives been discussed before quality, given that (a) the latter\(^91\) involves simple predication whereas the predications of relatives is compound, and (b) we understand simples more easily than complexes (poluskhedon)? We reply that the reason why Aristotle moves directly to his study of relatives is that he mentioned them in his teaching on quantity and did not wish to leave the hearer ignorant about them for too long. This is just what he did after he mentioned quantity in his study of substance; immediately after substance he discussed quantity.

(2) Why did he use the title 'On relatives', and not 'On relative', in the singular? We answer that it is because a single thing cannot be a relative just by itself (auto kath' hauto); rather, relatives are always considered in pairs. For right is to the right of left – you would not say that something is just by itself right. And this is why he used the title 'On relatives', in the plural, but 'About substance', in the singular. For it is possible for a single thing, for example a man or\(^92\) a log, to be a substance. It is the same, too, with quantity – it is possible to call two-feet long on its own (monon) a quantity.\(^93\) But it is not the same with relatives.

(3) Concerning the independent existence of relatives, (a) some people have said that nothing is a relative by nature (phusei), but only by <its> position (theses), for example, right and left and things like that. But what those people say is not right. For cases have been observed that are this way by nature; thus, the parts of the body are observed to stand in a certain relation to one another. For example, the liver is on the right and the spleen on the left, and it never comes about that the liver is on the left or the spleen on the right. (b) Some

\(^91\) Reading hauté haplé for haplé, with Busse.

\(^92\) Reading enulon with MS M.

\(^93\) The point is tricky, and Ammonius' grasp of it seems none too secure. The appropriate contrast between quantities and relatives would be this: whereas a thing cannot have to the right predicated of it except with reference (perhaps only implicit) to something that is to its left, the predicate two-feet long can be applied without such additional reference; a thing can be two-feet long on its own. In his gloss ('two-feet long can, by itself, be called a quantity'), Ammonius seems to miss this point. For right can also, by itself, be called a relative; so no contrast between relatives and quantity has been provided.

Pelletier tries to help Ammonius by translating: '... ce qui est long de deux coudées peut déjà, tout seul, être dit quantifié' ('what is two-feet long can already, all alone, be called quantified'). But what is at issue is whether right (or two-feet long) is a complete predicate, not whether it is a complete specification of a subject to which the predicate relative (or quantity) can be applied.
say that everything is relative – Protagoras the Sophist is one of these. For he says that whatever anybody says is true. One who says that honey is sweet is speaking truly (for it is sweet relative to some), and one who says it is bitter is also speaking truly. For it is bitter to those who have jaundice. But Plato refuted him by saying, ‘Protagoras, either you speak truly when you say that whatever anybody says is true, or you speak falsely. But if you speak falsely, it would be reasonable for us not to believe you; and if you speak truly when you say that whatever anybody says is true, and we say, about you, that you are speaking falsely, then what we say is true. Therefore, once again you are speaking falsely, and not everything is relative.’ Some have said, correctly, that some things are relative and others absolute (auto kath’ hauto). Right and left, for example, are relatives; body and man are absolutes. For a man, just as a man, is not a relative. And that bears on the independent existence of relatives.

(4) The manner of teaching Aristotle has employed is this. First he gives the definition the ancients proposed for relatives; then he shows that a number of absurd consequences follow from this definition. So he himself proposes a different proprium for them, one that belongs to all of them and only to them. In order not to seem to be attacking the ancients, he presents first their definition as a proprium of relatives.

(5) The division of relatives is this. Some relatives involve homonymy, as like is like like; others involve heteronymy, as right is right of left. Of the latter, some relate superior and inferior, as double is double of half; some relate ruler and ruled, as a master is master of a slave; some relate judge and judged, as what is perceived is perceived by perception; some relate agent and patient, as a knower is said to be a knower by participation in knowledge; some relate cause and effect (aition), as a father is a father of a child; some relate agent and patient, as a striker strikes what is struck; some are related by a difference in place, as left is left of right and right is right of left.

6a36. Those things that are called relatives are ...
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And lying, standing, and sitting, Aristotle says, are positions. Since they are kinds of positions and position is one of the relatives, they are therefore relatives. Either the whole body is upright and is called standing, or the whole body is arranged horizontally and is called lying, or part of it is upright and part is reclining and it is called sitting.

These, Aristotle says, are not positions, at least if position is a relative they are not positions. However, they are derived paronymously from the kinds of position mentioned: to be standing from standing, to be lying from lying, to be sitting from sitting. And just as they are derived from the kinds of position, so, too, from their genus, i.e. position (thesis), is derived being arranged (keisthai), which is one of the categories. <Position> is, in fact, the genus of to be standing and to be reclining and to be lying and to be seated. So one species of relatives, that is, position, has given rise to one of the categories, that of being arranged. And that is not surprising, since two species of quantity gave rise to two categories: place to the where (pou), and time to the when (pote). It is not that place is said <to be> somewhere (pou), but rather things in a place are. Similarly time itself is not <said to be> at a time (pote), but rather things that occur in time are.

One might raise a difficulty for the Philosopher about why he subsumes position and standing under relatives when he ought to have subsumed them under the category of being arranged. We reply that he does not always assign things to the same category when one is called paronymously after the other. You know we call a grammarian after grammar; but grammatical knowledge is subsumed under quality, and the grammarian under substance. And likewise in this case we subsume the activity under relatives, but the thing that is arranged under the category of being arranged.

Another concomitant of relatives, Aristotle says, is that they admit contrariety. And that is reasonable. For since relatives seem to be offshoots (paraphuasin) and not distinct things, but rather are found in other categories, they imitate the things they are attached to. For example, since nothing is the contrary of a substance or a quantity, it follows that no contrary is found in the relatives that concern them – for example, in triple. Triple is a relative (for it is called the triple of something) and nevertheless it has no contrary, since it is combined with a category that does not contain (ekhousei) this <sc. any contrary>. It is also the same <with a relative that is attached> to a substance – with master, son, right, left. For there isn't anything contrary to these, since the things they are combined with are subsumed under a category that does not contain any contrary. However, since quality admits contrariety, relatives of quality do likewise. For example, vice (kakia) is contrary to virtue (aretè) and ignorance to knowledge. One must realize, however, that although these are contraries of one another, they do not answer (apokrinetai) <to this> as relatives. For example, virtue <is the virtue of a good person> and a good person <is good by virtue>;<sup>95</sup> likewise, too, vice is vice of a vicious person and a vicious person is vicious through vice. But the contrary of virtue is vice, and that of a good person is a vicious person. It is reasonable, then, to find contrariety in relatives, and <to find> that it is not a concomitant of every relative.<sup>96</sup>

One must realize that those who say that Plato defines relatives in this way and thinks that the real being (hupostasis) of relatives is in their being spoken of, defame the philosopher. For one can tell from what is said in the Gorgias<sup>97</sup> that he characterizes them as being (einai). For he

<sup>95</sup> Suppletions added following Philoponus.

<sup>96</sup> Ammonius' point here emerges more clearly in his examples than in his general characterization. It is that although a relative may have a contrary, what it is a relative of will not be the same as what it is the contrary of.

<sup>97</sup> 476B.
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says, 'If there is an agent, it is necessary for there to be a patient also'. He says 'to be' and not 'to be spoken of'.

6b19. [Relatives] seem [to admit of] more and [less]. Another concomitant of relatives, he says, is admitting more and less. And this one is like the preceding <concomitant>, for it belongs to relatives, but not to all of them. For it was said that where contrariety is manifested, there is more and less; and, on the contrary, where there is no contrariety there is no more or less. So if there is contrariety in relatives, there is also more and less in them. However, it is not a concomitant of all of them, since contrariety is not found in them all.

6b28. Every relative [is spoken of in relation to its converse]. This is another concomitant <of relatives>. To understand what it is to be 'spoken of in relation to its converse', let us first understand what conversion (antistrophe) is. Strophe is a return (apokatastasis) to the same point one started from. This is why we say that the universe (to pan) revolves (strephesthai), since it moves in a circle and returns to the same point it started from. Conversion is really 'equiversion' (isostrophe); in fact, among the ancients, anti means 'equal' (ison). For example, antitheon means 'godlike' (isoteoîon), antianeira ('a match for men') <means> a woman who has strength equal to a man's, and we call our largest digit the thumb (antikheiron) because it has strength equal to that of the other four digits in the hand. Therefore, relatives are spoken of in relation to their converses (antistrephonta). For example, a slave is the slave of a master, and a master is the master of a slave. One begins

6b36. Sometimes, if [...] what <something> is spoken of in relation to is] not properly [specified], it will not seem to be convertible. Aristotle means that relatives ought to observe an equality with respect to one another, and so be convertible, as, for example, human and capable of laughter are convertible. When, however, they are unequal, the greater follows from the lesser as animal <follows> from human, but the lesser does not follow from the greater; for human certainly does not follow from animal. So let this be the rule with relatives: there is equality, such as <father and> father of a child, <or double and> double of a half, in precisely those <cases> that are convertible. But when they are unequal, they are no longer <convertible>. Thus, it would be a mistake to call <a bird> a bird of a wing on the grounds that there is <such a thing as> a wing of a bird. For we would not call a bird a bird by virtue of <its having> wings, since not every wing is the wing of a bird – there are winged creatures that are not birds. For among winged creatures, some are feathered, and these alone are commonly called birds (as he himself said in the Historia Animalium, 'Creatures with feathered wings are called birds'); others, such as bats, have membranous wings; still others are sheath-winged, such as beetles, and these are not birds. Therefore, since wing and bird are not coextensive, but wing <applies> to more <things> than bird does, if we were to increase the lesser <term>, i.e. bird, by saying winged creature (pteroton), we would produce <the statement that> a wing is the wing of a winged creature, and this is convertible. For we do say that a winged creature is winged by <virtue of its> wings. So in this example, it was bird, which is smaller than wing, that we increased; but in the next example, it is the greater <term whose extension will be decreased>. If we were to say that a rudder is the rudder of a boat, it would not be convertible, for we would not call a boat the boat of a
rudder. Indeed, many boats—such as rowboats—do not have rudders. So, since the terms are unequal, we have to equalize them. Now unequals can be equalized either by decreasing the greater or by increasing the lesser. Now if boat has the greater extension and rudder the lesser, we would make them equal if we were to decrease the greater by saying ‘ruddered’;\(^{102}\) made equal in this way, they would be convertible. Let us therefore say that a rudder is the rudder of a ruddered, and conversely that a ruddered is ruddered with a rudder. Thus in the first example, bird was smaller in extension than wing, and we increased it, while in the second, boat was larger in extension than rudder, and we decreased it.\(^{103}\)

\(^{102}\) As Ammonius indicates below (72,13), Aristotle coined the term \textit{pedalõiton} for the converse of rudder (i.e. for the thing a rudder is the rudder of). We have translated it as ‘ruddered’ to help convey the neologism. Aristotle contrasts this case with that of \textit{wing}, for whose converse a substantive term (\textit{pteron}) did exist in ordinary Greek. Unfortunately, the contrast is less clear in English, since ‘winged’ as a substantive sounds as odd, perhaps, as does ‘ruddered’.

\(^{103}\) Ammonius’ account of the proper specification of the converse of a relative is less clear than one would like. The converse of a relative is what the relative is (properly) said to be related to. Thus, the converse of master is slave, and the converse of parent is child. Another ingredient in Ammonius’ discussion is what we will call the product of a relative and its converse. Examples are such terms as ‘master of a slave’ and ‘parent of a child’. As we will see, Ammonius is not always sufficiently attentive to the distinction between converse and product.

According to Ammonius, if \(F\) is a relative, its converse is properly specified as \(G\) if, and only if, these two conditions obtain:

(i) every \(F\) is \(G\) of \(F\) (i.e. of some \(G\) or other), and

(ii) every \(G\) is \(F\) of an \(F\) (again, of some \(F\) or other).

Thus a wing is not properly specified as \textit{wing of a bird} because the first condition is violated. That is, some wings (those, as Ammonius mentions, of bats and beetles, for example) are not wings of birds. A wing is properly specified as \textit{wing of a winged thing}, however, since every wing is a winging thing (and every winged thing is winged thing of a wing).

By contrast, a rudder is not specified properly as \textit{rudder of a boat} because, even though the first condition is satisfied (every rudder, we are to suppose, is a rudder of some boat), the second condition is not. That is, some boats, for example rowboats, are not boats of rudders, that is, not ruddered boats. When either of conditions (i) or (ii) obtains, the subject and predicate terms (e.g. ‘master’ and ‘master of a slave’) will, of course, be coextensive. Terms are coextensive if they apply to precisely the same things. The two conditions are therefore equivalent to the following:

\(F\) is coextensive with \(G\) of \(F\) if, and only if,

\(G\) is coextensive with \(F\) of \(G\).

Ammonius frames much of the remainder of his discussion of relatives and their converses in terms of the notion of equality (\textit{isotês}) or being coextensive (\textit{exisazein}). At 71,16 he gives this rule (\textit{kanon}) relating convertibility and equality: ‘There is equality, such as <father and> father of a child, <or double and> double of a half, in just those <cases> that are convertible.’

But Ammonius is often careless (if not actually confused) when he chooses candidates for the coextensiveness requirement. For example, at 71,24 he points out that ‘wing’ and its putative converse ‘bird’ are not coextensive. This is true, but irrelevant. What he ought to have said is that ‘wing’ is not coextensive with ‘wing of a bird’ (Ammonius’ confusion was perhaps abetted by the fact that the Greek word for wing, \textit{pteron}, can also mean ‘flying creature’. But in Aristotle’s ontology, a flying creature is not a relative but a kind of substance; it is clearly \textit{pteron} in the sense of ‘wing’ that denotes a relative.) Again, at 72,5 he claims that the reason boat is not the converse of rudder is that ‘boat’ has a greater extension than ‘rudder’. But what he ought to have said is that ‘boat’ has a greater extension than ‘boat with a rudder’.

In these passages, Ammonius makes it appear, misleadingly, as if he requires that a relative term be coextensive with its converse. But, of course, this is not what he requires. (‘Master’ and ‘slave’ are converses of one another, but they are obviously not coextensive.) Rather, what is required is that a relative term be coextensive with the product of itself and its converse.

\(^{104}\) Reading \textit{he kephalè tòn pros ti· tinos gar kephalè. ean oun apodóthē} with MS M.

7a5. Sometimes [it may be necessary] to make up a name.

We have to invent a name, he says, when there is not an established name for what convertibility requires. For example, he made up the term for ‘ruddered’. Again, a head is a relative (for it is the head of something),\(^{104}\) but if it were specified in relation to animal and we were to say ‘head of an animal’, it would not be convertible. For we would not call an animal an animal by virtue of <its> head. Indeed, some animals, such as the crab, do not have a head. Therefore it is necessary to invent a name and to innovate a usage in order to produce the conversion properly. Thus, it would be specifying properly if we were to say ‘a head is the head of a “headed” (\textit{kephalōton}). For we are able to convert this by saying that a ‘headed’ is ‘headed’ by virtue of <its> head. And in general, when we want to make up a name, we will make the name of the converse a paronym derived from the original <term>, e.g. ‘ruddered’ from ‘rudder’ and ‘headed’ from ‘head’. And it is the same with the others. And so every relative is spoken of in relation to its converse.

7a19. If [one were to derive] from the original [relatives the names of their converses].

He gives us a rule we can use to make up a name properly in case no name should be found in common parlance.
73,1 7a22. Thus every relative [provided that it is specified properly, is spoken of in relation to its converse].

Every relative that has been specified properly is convertible. But if <relatives> are not specified properly, their acknowledged converses can no longer be converted. For example, we specify properly when we say, 'A slave is the slave of a master', and this is convertible: 'A master is the master of a slave.' But if the slave were not specified properly, that is to say, <as> of a master, but instead <as> of a man, it would no longer be convertible. For it is not possible to say, 'A man is the man of a slave'. Therefore, if it were not specified properly, it would no longer be convertible. For conversion obtains in all and only <cases of> proper specification.

7a31. Moreover, if [what a thing is said to be related to] is properly specified, [then, if everything accidental is taken away and all that is left is that which it is properly specified in relation to, it will always be said to be related to that].

If one specified relatives properly, Aristotle says, then when everything else has been stripped away and only that with reference to which they have been properly specified remains, the conversion and, in short, the relatives, will be preserved. For example, if the slave were specified as of a master, but being two-footed or capable of knowledge were taken away, the slave would continue to be called a relative; whereas if the master were taken away he would no longer be called a slave.

7a32. ... if everything [accidental] is taken away ...

Moreover, it is not surprising that he says these\footnote{A few lines below, Aristotle writes: 'if everything accidental to the master is taken away (such as his being a biped, capable of knowledge, human) and all that is left is that he is a master, the slave will always be said to be a slave in relation to that' (7a35-9). Ammonius is clearly, and rightly, puzzled when Aristotle calls such predicates as human and biped 'accidental to the master', for he knows that in Aristotle's view these are essential characteristics of the man, who only happens 'by accident' to be a master. His solution is to say that Aristotle does not mean that being human is in any absolute sense (haplos) an accidental characteristic, but that it is accidental with respect to someone specified as a master, and is a secondary predicate of the master so specified. Presumably he thinks that being human is an essential characteristic of those things of which it is a primary predicate. Thus, the fact that being human is an accidental characteristic of a master (so specified) can be handled as a special case, in which it is considered in relation to a subject of which it is a secondary predicate. By nature', Ammonius concludes, it is master that is predicated 'primarily' of the master so specified. Ammonius has, in effect, raised (but failed to grasp firmly) an issue of great philosophical importance. For if human, like master, can be essential to something under one description but accidental to it under another description, the entire distinction between essential and accidental predicates is threatened with relativization. Whether a predicate is essential or accidental, it might be argued, will always depend on the way its subject is specified, and there will thus be no such thing as what is essential or primary 'by nature' in any absolute sense. (Ammonius' confidence that Aristotle's doctrine of essences is not threatened by the concession in the text seems excessive.)} are accidents. For he does not mean accidents in an absolute sense (haplos), but rather things which would be accidents with respect to the relation of slave and which would be predicated <of the master> secondarily, whereas by nature it is the master <who is predicated> primarily and with respect to himself.

7b15. It seems that relatives are simultaneous [by nature].

Another concomitant of relatives, he says, is that they are simultaneous by nature and it is never possible for one to exist when the other does not. For in saying slave it is necessary at the same time to think of the master, and if there is a double there must also be a half and vice versa. But it is evident that he says 'for the most part' because he is going to raise a puzzle about some other cases.

7b19. They are also destroyed together.

Not only do they exist simultaneously by nature, but they are also destroyed together. Thus if there were to be no slave, there would be no master, and without there being a master there is no slave. It is the same in other cases as well.

7b23. For what is known would seem to be prior to knowledge.

Aristotle then raises a puzzle, concerning what he has just
Commentary said, as to whether relatives are simultaneous by nature even though what is known is evidently prior to knowledge. So prior <must be taken> in two ways, on the one hand <prior> in time, and on the other <prior> by nature. The prior in time is that from whose past the distance to the present is greater. Thus we say the war with the Medes is prior to the Peloponnesian war since its distance from the present is greater than that of the Peloponnesian. With the future, on the contrary, it is the prior whose distance from the present is smaller. Thus tomorrow is prior to the day after tomorrow. And that is how it is with priority in time. The prior by nature is the one <whose destruction> destroys (<sunanairoun>) <the other> along with it but which is not destroyed along with <the other>, that is, the one which is entailed (<suneispheromenon>) <by the other> but does not entail it, as is the case with animal and human. What is known would seem to be prior to knowledge, for if there is nothing to be known there is no knowledge, but there can be something to be known even though there is no knowledge. Similarly, if there is nothing to be perceived there is no perception, but nothing prevents there being things to be perceived, such as fire, earth, and the like, even though there is no perception.

7b24. Since for the most part it is of already existing [matters of fact that we gain knowledge]. Aristotle explains <why he says> ‘for the most part’ by adding ‘in few cases, or none at all, could one find knowledge coming into being at the same time as what is known’. He adds this to take account of discoveries by some art or through reflection. Suppose, for example, someone invents written characters other than the common ones. In that case what is known does not already exist, but as soon as it is produced through reflection, there is knowledge <of it>.

106 cf. also Top. 141b28 and Metaph. 1059b30 for definitions of natural priority in terms of the notion of destruction. The idea, to use Ammonius’ example, is that the destruction of the genus animal (that is to say, the annihilation of all animals) would involve the destruction of the human species, whereas the species could be destroyed without destroying the genus. Hence, it is the superordinate (more generic) of two entities in the same category that is prior by nature.

107 cf. n. 64.

7b27. Moreover, although when what is known has been destroyed, [knowledge is destroyed along with it ...] Having set out the temporal priority of what is known and having said that ‘for the most part it is of already existing matters of fact that we gain knowledge’, Aristotle now returns to explain the priority in nature of what is known in terms of destroying and not being destroyed.

7b31. For example, squaring the circle ...

Having erected a square equal to a given rectilinear figure, geometers also sought, if possible, to find a square equal to a given circle. Many geometers – including the greatest ones – looked for it, but they did not find it. Only the divine Archimedes discovered anything at all close, but so far the exact solution has not been discovered. Indeed, it may be impossible. And this is, in fact, why Aristotle says, ‘if indeed it is something to be known’. [It is perhaps because he produced a straight line not dissimilar to the circumference <that he was in doubt> whether it is or is not something to be known.] He therefore says that if indeed the squaring of the circle is something to be known although the knowledge of it does not yet exist, it follows from this that what is known is prior to knowledge.

7b33. Moreover with the destruction of animal [there will be no knowledge, although there may be many things to be known].

After first having shown that this concomitant is defective in one example of relatives, he then shows this universally in every case. If animal is destroyed, the sciences (hai...

108 The concomitant feature in question is simultaneity. Ammonius’ point is that Aristotle first illustrates the non-simultaneity of knowledge and what is known in the putative case of knowing how to square the circle, and then goes on to argue for the non-simultaneity of knowledge and its objects in general.

109 ‘Universally in every case’. Ammonius cannot mean for every pair of relatives, for most relatives are still simultaneous in Aristotle’s sense. Rather, he must mean for every case of knowledge and what is known. Even this last claim is problematic, however, since one can know things about one’s own states of knowledge. Thus, if I know that I know that p, the object of this second-order knowledge (viz. that I know
epistēmai) are destroyed, too, for the soul is the subject that the sciences are in; but the things that are known by the sciences are not destroyed. For they exist in themselves, not as things that are known, but rather as actual things (pragmata).

7b35. It is similar [with perception].

After working out his argument for the case of knowledge, Aristotle next turns to that of perception and shows that what can be perceived — such as a hot, sweet, <or> bitter body — is prior to perception. For even if there were no animal, a body could still be, e.g., bitter or sweet or black or white. And it is precisely these that can be perceived.

8a6. Further, perception comes into existence at the same time as what is capable of perceiving.

Indeed, one cannot conceive of perception without body — a body that is capable of perceiving comes into existence simultaneously with perception — but the converse does not hold. For what can be perceived — such as fire, earth, water, and the like — can exist even though there is no perception.

8a11. Therefore, [what can be perceived] would seem to be prior to perception.

On Relatives

One must realize that Aristotle has not provided the solution to the aforementioned puzzles. For that, one must note that relatives can be thought of in two ways: either as independent things (pragmata) in themselves, or as bound in a relation. Take the example of father and child. Now if we think of the father as Sophroniscus and the child as Socrates, Sophroniscus has got to be prior to Socrates. For the father as a cause is prior to what is caused. This is the way it will be if we think of each of them as <independent> things, for Sophroniscus will be prior to Socrates. But if <we think of them> as father and child bound in a relation, they will be simultaneous.

Now knowledge and what can be known are also like this. If we conceive of what can be known as a thing, e.g. the stars, what can be known conceived of as a thing will be prior, for the stars are prior to knowledge about them. But if we conceive of them as relatives, what is known will be simultaneous with knowledge. For there would be nothing known if there were not knowledge about it. For I say that what is known and the knowledge about it are simultaneous. But if someone should say that what is known exists potentially even before the knowledge about it, I say that the knowledge about it will also exist potentially at that time. And for relatives universally, as it is with one <member of the pair> so too will it be with the other. For if one of them actually exists, so will the other, and if one <exists> potentially, so too will the other exist potentially. For example, when what is known actually exists, of necessity the knowledge about it will also actually exist; and when what is known exists potentially, the knowledge will also exist potentially. But when we think of what is known <as existing> before the knowledge, or of what is perceived before the perception, we are thinking of it not as what is known or as what is perceived but as a thing by itself.

110 Aristotle's word aistheton covers both what we might call actual objects of perception (things we perceive) and potential objects of perception (things that are capable of being perceived).

111 Reading aisthetikon for aistheton. The aisthetikon is what is capable of perceiving, i.e. the perceive; the aistheton is the object (capable of being) perceived, i.e. the perceptible. Aristotle holds that the perceive is 'simultaneous' with perception, in the sense that neither can exist independently of the other: there cannot be perception unless there is a perceive, nor can there be a perceive unless there is perception. But he adopts a firmly realist stance about the objects of perception, which are capable of existing even though there is no perception of them.

The perceptible, therefore, is not simultaneous with perception, and Ammonius is mistaken if (as the MSS have it) he claims otherwise. For his point about simultaneity to be correct, he would have to be taken (as our emendation proposes) to be talking about the body that is capable of perceiving, i.e. the perceive.

112 Aristotle's word epistetelon covers both what is actually known and what is capable of being known.

113 The MSS have 'he says' rather than 'I say'. But it is unclear who 'he' can be, for Aristotle denies that knowledge and what is known are simultaneous. Since the view expressed here seems to be that of Ammonius, we have read 'I say' in place of 'he says'.
8a13. There is a difficulty about whether no [substance is said to be a relative].

Aristotle has completed <his examination of> the definition of the ancients and its characteristic concomitants. Since he now wants to introduce his own definition, he first establishes some absurd consequences of their definition. Thus, it is absurd for the parts of secondary substances to be found to be relatives, i.e. for substances to be accidents. Now a division like this is traditional: substance is either universal or particular, and either whole or part. That plainly yields four pairs: (1) universal part, e.g. head <or> hand; (2) particular whole, e.g. Socrates and the like; (3) universal whole, e.g. man; (4) particular part, such as this hand or this head. Three of these are not relatives, but one - universal part, such as head <or> hand - would seem <according to the definition of the ancients> to be a relative. For it is called head of someone <or something> and hand of someone <or something>.

Therefore, Aristotle says that according to the definition of relatives given previously it will be impossible or <at any rate> difficult to arrive at the solution (lusai) <that no substance is a relative>.

8a17. For the individual man is not called this man of someone <or something>.

When a man or an ox is said to be of someone, it is not in respect of <being a> man or in respect of <being an> ox, but as property.

8a28. Thus if the [definition] of relatives [given earlier] is satisfactory ...

He says that according to the definition of relatives that was given earlier, it will be impossible or at any rate very difficult to solve the problem. He says 'very difficult' because of the possibility of there being some defence (apologia). He stated the <earlier> definition <of relatives> as 'those things which are said to be just what they are of other things' (6a36). Thus a head is a relative not in respect of <being a> head, but in respect of <being a> part. For a part is called part of a whole.

8a31. But rather relatives are [those things for which to be is the same as to stand in a certain relation to something].

What the Philosopher means is this: that relatives are things whose being and essence is nothing other than their relation to another. For even the fact that they are spoken of <as> themselves only with reference to another does not mean that they are relatives; rather, it is the fact that they themselves also have a relation to the things with reference to which they are spoken of. If something is a relative, not only is it spoken of with reference to another thing, but it stands in a relation to that thing. But things that are not relatives may still be spoken of with reference to another, although they do not stand in a relation to it. Now if <the definition of> a relative is like this, the parts of secondary substances will no longer be relatives. For a head is spoken of with reference to various other things, just as every part is (for every part is a part of another thing) but its being in itself a head does not derive from the relation it has to that of which it is the head. Thus, it is possible to give an account of a head as a head just by itself. For a head is a substance and a particular subject. But no relative is a relative by itself. Thus, similar and equal are acknowledged to be relatives, but neither signifies a thing (pragma ti) that has a proprietary application. Rather, the

115 At 6a36.
Commentary

being of each of them <consists> in a relation <to something>.

Aristotle then sets out the proper definition of relatives. In fact, the first definition is really only a concomitant <of relatives>; for if something is a relative, it will also be said <to be what it is of another thing>, but it is not the case that if something is said <to be what it is of another thing> it is also a relative, for the reasons stated above.

8a35. From these considerations it is clear that [if one knows definitely that something is a relative ...]

Having set out the proper definition, he draws a corollary that follows from what has already been said. A corollary is a useful result that becomes evident along with the proof of something else. For example, if one claimed and proposed to show that the soul is immortal, one might reason that if it were not truly immortal but dispersed after its withdrawal from the body, good persons would not differ from bad. But in truth we all know that there is a divine providence that assigns compensation to each soul for its deeds. Because of this, some of those who have conducted their lives well hasten to acquire virtues and thereby make their souls more at home with providence. (For none of us is so foolish in our thinking as to ignore this completely.) If, then, one were to consider the consequences for the soul and show that it is brought to trial, surely in the proof of this it would also become evident that providence exists.

Accordingly, Aristotle says that if one knows one of the relatives definitely, one will also know the other absolutely, and in general, as one knows one of them, <so> also will one know the other. Thus if one does not know at all what a thing is related to in a certain way, one will not even know whether it is related to anything in that way. For if someone knows that Sophroniscus is a father, one surely knows Socrates as well; but if one does not know this, one will not know whether Sophroniscus is a father.

8b7. Similarly, if one knows of this such-and-such (that it is more beautiful ... J

If one knows that a certain magnitude is a double, one will also know, he says, what it is the double of. If not, one will not know it is a double. And if one knows that something is more beautiful, one will also have to know what it is more beautiful than. If one doesn't, but only knows that it is more beautiful than the less beautiful, one will often make the mistake of calling the worst matter of all more beautiful.

8b10. That sort of thing is conjecture, not knowledge.

Whereas conjecture is a vague and unreliable awareness, knowledge is an infallible awareness.

8b13. [It may turn out that] nothing is inferior to it.

It is not unlikely that what by chance we call more beautiful is the worst of all, as with the matter discussed above.

8b15. But now [it is possible to know definitely] of a head and a hand ...
From these considerations he then shows that a head and a
foot and a hand are not relatives. Assume that Socrates has
all the rest of his body covered, only a hand being exposed. In
that case I know definitely that it is a hand even though I do
not know whose it is. Now with a pair of relatives, someone who knows one of them definitely will also know the
other definitely. But although I know the hand definitely, I do
not know definitely whose hand it is. It is clear then that a
hand is not a relative. Similarly, the same reasoning applies
also to the other parts.

8b21. It is perhaps difficult [to give a strong opinion] on
such matters.

Aristotle speaks in a very philosophical way. For, especially in
connection with investigations requiring much research, he
wants us to give an opinion neither at random nor by
happenstance [80,1], but after much testing and examination.
Since he teaches119 that raising a puzzle is the route to the
resolution of puzzlement, Aristotle says that raising a puzzle
in each of these cases is not useless. For not raising a puzzle
indicates one of two things: either, that one has an
awareness of everything, like providence (for whom nothing is
a puzzle), or that one is totally deprived of awareness; for
what one is not aware of does not puzzle one. But since we
are in the middle between those above us and those beneath
us, we know in a kind of middle fashion by systematically
inquiring into the puzzle. For just as firesticks rubbed against
each other send forth fire, so also do puzzled souls through
their inquiry send forth the light of truth. Therefore, since
Aristotle earlier thought that the definition of relatives as
things said of other things runs the risk of making some
substances into relatives, he now says that it is more
obvious. But the qualified itself is what partakes of the quality, and the quality is what is partaken of. So that is why he also put the qualified first in the title,122

119 Reading mathēsetai with MS F.

120 Ammonius slightly amplifies the text of the Categories. What Aristotle says
(8b:25) is this: 'that by virtue of which people are said to be qualified.'

121 Aristotle's term poion (cf. Latin quale) means, literally, 'of what sort'. The
translation 'qualified' is meant to bring out the connection Aristotle sees between
being of a sort (poion) and having a quality (poiōtēs, cf. Latin qualitas). The latter
term - an abstract noun derived from the interrogative adjective poion - was, as
Ammonius points out (81,25), a coinage of Plato's that Aristotle borrowed. Poiōtēs
means, literally, 'of-what-sort-ness'; small wonder it sounded odd to Plato's listeners.
Curiously, the abstract noun ('quality') survives in English, but the interrogative
adjective does not.

122 The text of the Categories that has come down to us contains no such title.
Pelletier wonders whether we should take 'he' to refer here to Ammonius, rather than
to Aristotle (the sentence presumably having been added by a disciple of Ammonius).
This seems implausible, in view of the reference to the title at 80,18. We wonder,
instead, whether Ammonius was working with a text that had already been amplified
with section sub-headings.
since this is what the quality is observed in.

In addition to these things, we must also discuss the subdivisions of the category. Bear in mind that Aristotle provides us with four species of quality: (1) state (hexis) and condition (diathesis); (2) capacity (dunamis) and incapacity (adunamia); (3) affective quality (pathetikē poiōtēs) and affection123 (pathos); (4) figure (skhēma) and shape (morphē).

- A state is, for example, what we say a geometry has with regard to the theorems of geometry; a condition is, for example, what we say a person with some mistaken notions has of the theorems of geometry. This is the first species of quality. The second is capacity and incapacity, which is a fitness or unfitness for natural things. We call capacity fitness and incapacity unfitness.124 The third species is affective quality and affection. An affective quality is one such as the coldness in snow or the heat in fire. This <kind of quality>, however, is twofold; <a quality is affective> either because it produces an affection or because it is generated by an affection. The coldness of snow and the heat of fire are called affective qualities not because they are generated by an affection but because they produce an affection. For it is not that some change occurs in the subject so that fire and snow may receive those qualities, but rather they instill affections – <the sensations of> heat and cold – in other things.125 But the heat in a heated piece of iron is called an affective quality because it is generated by an affection. We also call it an affection when someone who is at first pale turns red with shame – we say that this redness is an affection. The fourth species <of quality> is figure and shape. One should note

123 'Affection' (our translation of pathos) is used in the philosophical sense of a kind of accidental and alterable quality, and not in the more common sense of an emotional state of love or good will.
124 The point of this curious remark is presumably that 'fitness' (epitéleiotē) is the common expression that corresponds to Aristotle's technical term 'capacity' (dunamis).
125 Ammonius is not as careful here as he should be. He gives heat (thermatēs) and cold (psukhrotēs) as examples of both affective qualities and affections. But it is more properly the sensations of heat and cold that are affective. When the fire warms your skin it produces in you the pathos of (perceived) heat; when it warms your coffee, it produces in the coffee no pathos, but only the affective quality of heat. Aristotle puts the point more clearly (983-7): 'heat and cold are said to be affective qualities not because the things which have taken them on are somehow affected, but because each of the qualities mentioned produces an affection of the senses....'

that 'figure' is applied to inanimate objects, and 'shape' to animate. One should note, too, that Plato used the word 'quality' in the dialogue Theaetetus, and he was the original inventor of the word. He says, 'You seem to me not to know what the word "quality" means, on account of its being used in a general way.'126 But Aristotle extended the word 'quality', <applying it> not only to bodies but also to the soul. He said that knowledge and virtue are qualities in the soul.

It is possible to raise a difficulty for Aristotle and argue that he has not made the division suitably. For we apply 'state' not only to the soul but also to the body. Indeed, we say that health is a state of the body and so is consumptive fever. But under which of the four species of quality Aristotle mentions do we include these qualities? So that the division may be complete let us then say this: one kind of quality has to do with fitness and another has to do with actuality. The kind having to do with fitness makes up the second species, the one described by Aristotle as having to do with capacity and incapacity. The kind having to do with actuality is either perfective (teleiōtikē) or hurtful (kakōtikē) or neither perfective nor hurtful.127 Of the perfective, one kind produces an affection of our senses and another kind does not produce an affection. The kind that does not produce an affection is either hard to lose (dusapoblētōs) or easy to lose (euapoblētōs). If it is hard to lose, it is a state, either of the soul or of the body; if it is easy to lose, it is a condition. A state of the soul is <e.g.> knowledge <or> virtue, while one of the body is like health.

Now if someone should say that health produces an affection, since we perceive it, our reply will be that we do not perceive health but rather the principal affective qualities of

126 Theaetetus 182A.
127 Ammonius' wording here is ambiguous. Has he divided the kind of quality having to do with actuality into three sub-species – (a) perfective (b) hurtful and (c) neither — or into two – (d) perfective or hurtful and (c) neither? The first (tripartite) division may seem to be the one intended, since Ammonius appears to take up species (a) explicitly in the next sentence (82.6). But it is more likely that he had the second (dichotomous) division in mind, for all his other divisions are dichotomies. Further, he seems to want to make at least some explicit comment about each of the sub-species he distinguishes; yet he nowhere discusses (b). It is likely, therefore, that his remarks at 82.6, which appear to be about (a), are intended to be about (d); he says 'perfective' but he means 'perfective or hurtful'.

health. For those who have a fever perceive the unnatural heat that is present; when it is gone, they do not perceive the health itself. This is also why the incurable do not perceive the faint signs of an illness that are present. For the illness in that case is not manifest except to doctors, and even the doctors themselves have certain diagnostic signs through which they track down illness and health.

One kind of affection-producing quality is hard to lose, and another is easy to lose. If it is easy to lose, it makes up one section (tmēma) of the third species mentioned by Aristotle, which I call affection, for example, the blushing of someone who turns red with shame. For a human nature, conscious of a blunder it made and not wanting to be dishonoured or shunned, sends something very valuable to its surface as a curtain for the affection. And among the more valuable of all things in nature are breath and blood. So nature dispatches blood to the surface, and the colour of that humour produces the blushing. But if it is hard to lose, it makes up another section of the third species—affective quality that produces an affection.

If it is neither perfective nor hurtful, it is either observed on the surface of the subject or has gone deep inside. And if it has gone deep inside, it is either easy to lose or hard to lose. If it is easy to lose, that makes it once again an affection of the third species of quality; but if it is hard to lose, that makes it an affective quality—not one that produces an affection, but one that is generated by an affection, such as in the case of someone who is ruddy from birth. For there is a manner in which someone who turns red with shame has a certain colour as an affection, and in the same manner someone who is naturally ruddy has a certain colour as a natural affection.

It should be noted that Aristotle says in the Seventh Book of the Physics that qualitative change arises, not from every quality, but only from affective ones. Thus qualities that are states do not bring about qualitative change, he says, but rather a sort of road either toward destruction or toward coming into being. For a change of state is a substantial change. Continuing the inquiry the Philosopher said there are six species of change: coming into being, destruction, growth, diminution, qualitative change, and change of place. These changes are observed in four categories: in substance, in quantity, in quality, and in the where. A change that occurs in regard to substance, he says, is called coming into being if it occurs from not being into being, whereas it is called destruction if it occurs from being into not being. A change that occurs in the category of quantity is called growth or diminution, that in the category of the where is called change of place. But qualitative change does not occur with every kind of quality. Thus changes in state are not called qualitative changes, but, for example, some sort of coming into being or destruction. For a state may be in the soul, as knowledge or virtue would be, or in the body, like health; and if one of these should change from not being to being, some sort of coming into being occurs, but if it is a change from being to not being, it is called destruction. Those, he says, should not be called qualitative changes. Therefore we say that there is a qualitative change when there is a change in affective quality, that is, one that is not substantial but rather accidental to the thing. And that is what there is to be said about these matters.

If, however, the quality has not permeated the whole of the substance but rather is manifested only on its surface, then if it is in inanimate objects, it is called figure, whereas if it is in living things it is called shape. This, we know, is the difference between figure and shape; alternatively, it is that figure is manifested in our own mental representation (phantasia), whereas shape is in physical things. So the term 'shape' will apply to every inanimate thing, I mean to stone and wood and iron and whatever other physical body partakes of figure. But if someone should ask why we don't say that colours are a kind of shape, since they are also manifested on the surface, we reply that colours are manifested not simply in a change on the surface; rather, the body is completely changed even in its composition. But with shape and figure, the substance of the body remains altogether unaffected and change occurs only on the surface. Thus if we take wax and make a triangular figure of it, and then change it again and make a sphere from the triangle, making no change of substance, we have changed only the figure. For it

128 Physics 7.3.
5 will be none the less wax both when it has the shape of a triangle and <when it is> spherical.

9a10. States are also conditions.

Just as 'name' (onoma) is predicated of both noun (onoma) and verb, so also condition is predicated of both state and condition. A state is also a condition according to their common predicate, but a condition is not also a state. For in one sense, conditions are divided into state and condition, but in another <condition is> distinguished from state.

9a14. A second kind (genos) of quality.

Since quality is a genus, why does Aristotle say of its species that one is primary and another secondary? We reply that in respect of being qualities it isn't that one of them is primary, the other secondary. They differ only in rank, as do human being and horse. But why does he say 'genus of quality' when <quality> is the highest genus? He says 'genus' in place of 'infima' species but rather a subordinate genus. But it may be considered a species under quality, as when we say that animal is a genus of substance, instead of a genus under it.

The second species of quality he gives, then, is that with respect to capacity and incapacity. He says that skilled boxers and runners are those having by nature an aptitude for one of those <activities>, that is, those who are such in capacity (dunamei). The first species of quality - that of state and condition - is manifested in actuality, whereas the second <species is manifested> in potentiality (dunamei). For potential boxers or runners are said to have their aptitude with respect to natural capacity or incapacity. But if there is a boxer or runner in actuality, he is not so called with respect to natural capacity or incapacity, but rather <with respect to> state and condition.

85,1 9a16. For <each of these things is said of someone> not because of his condition.

We do not say they are such by being <so> in actuality, but rather by their having such a capacity.

9a21. They are said to be healthy because they have a natural capacity not to be <easily> affected <by what happens to them>.

Note that it is called capacity either in being a natural disposition to do <something>, as when we say that a boxer is capable of striking, or in being a natural disposition not to suffer, as when we say that a healthy person has the capacity not to suffer, and again we say that an ill person has the capacity to suffer. But if someone should say that an incapacity is not a quality, we refute this from its opposite. For no one is foolish enough to say that a capacity is not a quality. But it has been proved that what holds for one of <a pair of> contraries holds also for the other, for they both belong to the same genus. Accordingly incapacity, too, is said in three ways. Incapacity is said in the case of one who is not naturally prone to act, as when we say that someone who is ill has an incapacity to act. But it is also said in the case of one who is not naturally prone to suffer, as when we say that someone who is healthy has an incapacity to be affected. But again we say that someone who is ill has an incapacity not to be affected, that is, the capacity to suffer. The negation of not being affected introduces the capacity to be affected and, conversely, the negation of being affected introduces the capacity not to be affected. There is also another way of speaking. Capacity is said (i) in relation to a universal, as if we were to say that every human has the capacity to measure, or (ii) with respect to ease, so that <we say that> a certain human being has the capacity to measure instead of saying that he is capable of measuring easily. And it is similar also in the case of incapacity. For we say it, too, either with respect to something naturally prone not to measure at all, for example, a dog, or with respect to one who measures with difficulty, for example, a dullard. For example, those who are ill have a capacity to suffer something easily, so they have an incapacity to not suffer, whereas the healthy have the reverse.
86,1 9a28. [Affective qualities and affections make up] a third kind (genos) of quality.

Here once again he says genus (genos) instead of species (eidos). This <kind of quality> is manifested in four ways. Either (1) it is present in the entire species and it is called an affective quality, like whiteness in snow; or (2) <it is present> not in all but in some <members of the species>, although naturally and from birth, and it is likewise called an affective quality, like blackness in Ethiopians; or (3) <it is present> not by nature but is acquired and hard to lose, and it is called an affection classified under <the category of> quality, like the pallor <that results> from a long illness or from jaundice; or (4) it is acquired and easy to lose, like redness <or pallor>, as when someone turns red with shame or pale with fear, and it is called an affection classified under <the category of> being affected (for participants in these are certainly not said to be qualified by them). And bear in mind that those are conceived of not only with regard to the body, but also with regard to the soul.

Affective qualities <are spoken of> in two ways. Things are said to have an affective quality either from having been affected themselves, i.e. because produced129 by an affection, or from the fact that our senses are affected in the perception of them, as with fire. For the fire itself is not affected so as to become hot, but we are affected by it and we become hot in the perception of it. It is the same with honey. Such things130 are qualities in that <their> form and essence are in a subject, and it is because the senses are affected by them that it131 is said to have affective qualities. But a body that has become white has an affective quality because it was itself affected. For whiteness is accidental to it and is acquired, but is not its form or in its essence. Now the senses are affected in these cases, too. But since that which has itself been affected is more properly called affective than is that which produces an affection,132 in the case of things that are both <affected and produce an affection>, it is perhaps better for them to derive their name from the more proper one.133

9b1. For honey is not said to be sweet because it has been somehow affected.

Indeed, it is not that being at first without sweetness <the honey> later received it as a result of some affection. Rather, it is, so to speak, essential.

9b11. [Now it is clear that many changes of colour] are brought about by [an affection].

Having said that colours are affective qualities in virtue of being brought about by affections, he establishes this and shows it to be so.

129 Reading pepoieisthai ('produced') with MS F and rejecting Busse's emendation pepoioeisthai ('qualified'). Busse's proposal has some plausibility, since being affected is not the same thing as being produced by an affection, and what is affected can plausibly be said to be qualified by an affection. But Ammonius tends to be careless about what his subject is, often shifting in mid-sentence between a quality and the thing that has it. The MS reading makes sense if it contains an ellipsis: '<a quality of theirs> is produced by an affection.' Ammonius' point seems to be that a thing with a certain quality may be said to be affected if that quality was produced by an affection.

130 Ammonius seems to have in mind such examples as the heat in fire and the sweetness in honey.

131 The subject of legetai ('said') may be either singular or (neuter) plural; here, no subject is explicitly provided. The most plausible candidate would normally be the subject of the antecedent clause, which is plural ('such things'). But in that case (as Pelletier notes) Ammonius should have written einai ('to be') rather than ekhein ('to have'): 'they are said to be affective qualities'. If legetai is singular, we must take its implied subject to be to hypokrimenon ['the subject in which the form and essence of the qualities reside'] from the antecedent clause: '<the subject> is said to have affective qualities.' In either case, Ammonius' point is that hotness is (a) a quality of fire because its form and essence are in fire, and (b) an affective quality because it affects the senses of one who perceives fire.

132 Aristotle conceives of affective qualities as belonging to 'external' objects; as he says, they are 'in' the objects. Such a quality is affective because it stands in a causal relation to an affection (i.e. to a state of the soul). He thus divides affective qualities into two classes:

(1) Those that produce affections of the senses. His examples are the hotness of fire and the sweetness of honey, which affect the senses of those who feel the fire or taste the honey.

(2) Those that are produced by affections. His examples are blushing from shame and turning pale with fear.

Ammonius notes that class (2) affective qualities not only are caused by affections, but also produce affections in the senses of those who perceive them. In the cryptic final sentence of the section 'But since that which has itself been affected ...' he seems to be making (albeit none too clearly) the point that although such qualities do produce affections, this is not the proper reason for calling them affective. The proper reason is that they are produced by affections.
9b19. Therefore, all such symptoms.

5 He calls colours 'accidents' (sumptomata) on account of their supervening (episumbainein) on other affections.  

9b27. For in the same way we are said to be qualified on account of them.

A quality is that in respect of which <things> are called qualified. So if they are not called qualified after easily removed affections, it is clear that those <affections> are not called qualities.

9b33. In much the same way [we speak of affective qualities and affections] with regard to the soul also.

Not only, he says, are affective qualities and affections manifested in connection with the body, but also with the soul.

9b35. For those that come into being at the moment of birth.

Just as blackness in an Ethiopian, which is inborn, is called an affective quality, so too is an inborn fit or a temperament called an affective quality.

10a2. It is the same with fits [that are not inborn].

Again, just as pallor resulting from a long illness is called an affective quality, so too a fit or something else <resulting> from an accident (sumptoma) is called an affective quality.

10a12. A fourth kind (genos) of quality.

He gives yet a fourth species of quality, calling it too a genus instead of a species. This is figure and shape. 'Figure' applies more broadly than 'shape', for every shape also has a figure, but not every figure also has a shape. The reason why Aristotle puts figure before shape is that it is more important and universal. For shape is said solely in the case of animate things, whereas figure <is said> in the case of the inanimate as well.

10a12. ... and also, in addition to these, [straightness and curvature and the like ... ]

It is also with respect to these that their participants are called qualified. For example, a line is called straight after straightness and curved after curvature, and straightness and curvature are affections of a line.

10a16. Porous and dense [and rough and smooth might be thought to signify qualities].

' Might be thought to be', he says, since in truth they are not qualities. A dense thing is one whose parts are arranged so close together that it cannot admit a different kind of body; a porous one has its parts so spread out that it can admit a different kind of body. So it appears rather that the parts of these things exhibit a certain position (thesis). Aristotle understands porous to be the result of artifice; for example if someone were to fill his hand with nuts, we might call the body composed of all of them porous on account of its rarefaction. In fact, in the Physics he himself defines porous and dense differently.

10a25. Now perhaps some other [type of quality might be brought to light].

Having presented four species of quality to us, he draws his conclusion and says that these are the <only> types of quality. Wanting us not to be content with what the ancients said or to remain idle, but to investigate on our own, however,
he says that ‘perhaps some other type of quality might be
brought to light’.\textsuperscript{138}

10a27. What we have mentioned above, then, are
qualities.

Whiteness, blackness, and the like are \textit{qualities}, he says. A
thing that participates in qualities, for example a body that is
white or black or sweet and so forth, is \textit{qualified}. The qualities
are participated in, and the \textit{things} qualified participate in
and are called paronymously after them. But this is not so in
all cases, as in the case of virtue. For one who participates in it
is not called ‘virtued’\textsuperscript{137} paronymously after it, but rather is
called ‘good’. This is why he says ‘or else in some other way’.

10a34. For example, a man good at running [or good at
boxing ... ]

Indeed the person good at boxing, who is so called according to
a fitness that Aristotle calls a capacity, is not named after a
quality. Certainly he is not named after \textit{the quality} boxing; for boxing is a science. And besides, those who

\textsuperscript{136}The division of the category of quality that Ammonius proposes may be
summarized in outline form:
I. In potentiality
 A. Capacity
 B. Incapacity
II. In actuality
 A. Perfective or hurtful
 1. Affection-producing
   a. Easy to lose: affections
   b. Hard to lose: affective qualities
 2. Not affection-producing
   a. Easy to lose: conditions
   b. Hard to lose: states
      i. Of the soul
      ii. Of the body
 B. Neither perfective nor hurtful
   1. On the surface
      a. Of something inanimate: figure
      b. Of something animate: shape
   2. In the interior
      a. Easy to lose: affections
      b. Hard to lose: affective qualities (produced by an affection)

Although this division includes the four species of quality that Aristotle discusses, it is clearly more complex than what Aristotle had in mind.

\textsuperscript{137} cf. n. 88.

10b5. Sometimes also when a name has been laid down ...

But often, even if a name has been laid down for the quality,
that which participates in it is not called paronymously after it, for we do not say ‘virtued’ but ‘good’.

10b12. Justice, for example, [is contrary to injustice].

Aristotle searches for what is peculiar (\textit{idion}) to quality. So he
says that admitting contrariety is peculiar to quality. But
then he rejects this, for it does not belong to all qualities. For
yellow, which is a quality, has no contrary, nor does red, and
similarly neither do the other qualities of this sort. But it is
clear, he says, that when one of a pair of contraries is
subsumed under a category, the other is also subsumed under
the same one because it is not possible for us to classify it
under another category.

10b26. \textit{Qualities} admit of more [and less].

Another concomitant\textsuperscript{139} (\textit{parakolouthēma}) of quality is to
admit of more and less. It is reasonable \textit{to suppose} that
this is not a universal concomitant. For it is said that where
c contrairety is manifested there is more and less, but where it
is not there is not more or less. Since, then, contrariety
belongs in \textit{the category} of quality, more and less belong
<there, too>; but since \textit{contrariety} does not belong to all
<qualities>, neither does more and less belong to all <of
them>. For justice, they say, is hardly said to be more or less
than justice, yet it is said that those things participating in
justice or health participate \textit{in them} more or less.

\textsuperscript{138} Reading \textit{oude gar} for \textit{kai gar}, with Busse.

\textsuperscript{139} Ammonius makes much use of this Epicurean term for a thing’s permanent
attributes. See n. 134 for references.
11a2. [But then it is] indisputable [that the things called after these] admit of [more and less].

And of course those things that are called paronymously after these appropriately admit of more and less. But Aristotle leaves unresolved the puzzles as to why justice is not said <to be> more or less <justice>.

Well then, we say that justice does admit of more and less. For whenever we say that one person is more just than another, it is clear that <this is so> in so far as the one participates in justice more than the other does. So justice does admit of more and less.

11a5. But triangle and square [do not seem to admit of more].

One triangle is not more or less of a triangle than another triangle, nor is a pentagon more of a circle than a square is. For if things are to be compared as circles, they must both admit the formula of a circle. But if they do not <both> admit <it>, they cannot be compared at all. For one would not say that a cow is more of a man than a horse is, since neither of the two admits the definition of a man. And so it will be the same with figures. All figures that admit the definition of a circle are equally circles and those that admit the definition of a triangle are equally triangles, and it is the same with the rest.

11a9. Whereas [none] of the things that do not admit it [is said to be more than another].

But those things that do not admit <the definition> at all are not compared. Therefore not all qualities admit of more and less.

11a15. Now none of the things so far mentioned [is peculiar to quality].

Aristotle here rejects two concomitants of quality, since they are not concomitants of quality in every way. Then he moves

on to a *proprium* in the strict sense when he says ‘similar and dissimilar’. Indeed this *proprium* applies to none of the other categories.

11a20. We need not be alarmed [if someone should tell us that although we proposed to discuss quality we have taken many relatives into account].

Since Aristotle was aware of having included many relatives in his treatment of quality, he says that it is not necessary to puzzle over the fact that the discussion concerns quality <rather than relatives>. In fact we subsumed many relatives under quality, for example, state and condition. For a state is said to be the state of something and a condition the condition of something. Then he solves this in two ways.

11a23. For in nearly all [such cases the genera are spoken of in relation to something].

This is the first solution to the puzzle. He says that the genera of qualities are classified under relatives but their species <are classified> under quality. For example, knowledge is said to be a relative (for it is said to be knowledge of something). Geometry, however, is not a relative, for it is not said to be the geometry of something, but perhaps the knowledge of something. But this solution is superficial; the later one is more precise. We are called knowledgeable, he says, not simply for participating in knowledge but rather for participating in either music or geometry or one of the other <kinds of knowledge>. Knowledge, since it is indeterminate, is a relative, but its species are not. For they are determinate, and we do not call music or geometry the music or geometry of something, but rather <we call them> qualities. Indeed we are called qualified after them. So the genus is classified under relatives, but the species under quality. So that we may understand this more precisely, let us grasp it by way of division, as follows. Some beings are subjects (*hupokeimena*), such as substance, and some are in a subject, such as

140 ‘Now none of the things so far mentioned is peculiar to quality. But it is qualities alone with respect to which things are said to be similar and dissimilar’ (11a16–16).
Commentary

accidents. And some things in a subject are in a relation (skhesis) and constitute (ginetai) <the category of> relatives, whereas some are not in a relation. Now some of those not in a relation belong indivisibly and constitute <the category of> quality, whereas some <belong> divisibly and constitute <the category of> quantity. Thus it is not paradoxical for a genus to be subsumed under relatives, but its species under quality. And this is a precise solution. But above all, there is no paradox when some things classified under another category are also classified under relatives. Rather it is altogether necessary that what is subsumed under relatives be classified under some other category as well; for it has been pointed out\textsuperscript{141} that <the category of> relatives does not contain (ekhei) things that are peculiar <to it>; rather <its members> are observed in other categories.

On Doing and Being Affected

5 11b1. Both doing and being affected admit of contrariety.

One must be aware that the principal and primary categories are the four we have mentioned: substance, quantity, quality, and relative. The other six arise from the combination of substance with the remaining three. For from the combination of substance and quantity arise the two categories of where and when. Again, from the mingling of substance and quality arise two others: doing and being affected. From the combination of substance and relatives arise the two remaining categories: being arranged and having on.

Although he gave the definitions and concomitants of the <first> four categories, he neither stated the propr\textsuperscript{a} nor gave definitions or a division into species for the remaining six, since we are able to figure those things out from what has already been said. So we must give the definition of each as well as its division into species.

So: (1) doing is operating (energein) on something. There are two species of this. For either the agent (poioun) acts on itself, e.g. the soul knows itself, or it acts on another, e.g. heating. (2) Being affected, on the other hand, is being qualitatively changed by something. There are likewise two species of this. For a thing is affected either so as to be brought to destruction, e.g. being burned, or so as to be raised to perfection, as when we say that vision is affected by the visible. (3) Being arranged (keisthai) is a certain position (thesis) of the body, and this has three species: to be lying, to be sitting, and to be standing. (4) When is indicative of time, and also has three species: present, past, and future. (5) Where is indicative of place, and this has six species: up, down, right, left, in front, and behind. (6) Having on is an arrangement of a substance around a substance; for it signifies having shoes on, having armour on, and other such things.

On Opposites

11b16. [We must talk] about opposites, and the various ways [in which things are usually opposed].

Aristotle's aim here is to teach us about the words mentioned in the doctrine of categories that require some articulation and explanation, although from common usage they are not completely unknown to us. He speaks first about opposites. For indeed he mentioned opposites in the <discussion of> relatives, when he said that large and small are opposed not as contraries but as relatives.\textsuperscript{142} Thus he wants to teach <us> in how many ways opposites are spoken of, and he says that they are opposed in four ways: (1) as relatives, (2) as contraries, (3) as privation and state, (4) as affirmation and negation.

So that we may have a practical understanding of how

\textsuperscript{141} Ammonius may be referring to his discussion of contrariety among relatives at 69,24ff.

\textsuperscript{142} Ammonius apparently has in mind a passage (5b15-6a11) in the chapter on quantity, where Aristotle says that large and small are relatives and not contraries. But Aristotle does not there call them opposites. As Pelletier points out, the word 'opposite' (antikeimenon) and its cognates do not occur in the passage cited.
opposites are spoken of in four ways, let's obtain them by division. Opposites are opposed either (A) in statements, as affirmation and negation, e.g. 'Socrates walks' / 'Socrates does not walk', or (B) in things. In the latter case they either (B1) have a relation or (B2) are manifested on their own. The ones having a relation are said to be opposed as relatives, e.g. right and left; the others are opposed not with respect to a relation but on their own. These either (B2a) change into one another or (B2b) do not change. If they change, they are opposed as contraries, e.g. dark and pale; if they do not change, they are opposed with respect to privation and state, e.g. sight and blindness.

But why did he list them in this order? We reply that he began with the ones having the mildest opposition, I mean relatives. For it is scarcely in their nature to be at war with one another. In fact they bring each other in together, and if one exists the other always exists as well, and conversely if one does not exist neither will the other exist. Second he talks about contraries, for contraries are more violently opposed. Indeed, they destroy one another, and if one exists the other always perishes. Yet things <opposed> as privation and state are more violently <opposed> than these. For contraries destroy one another, as we said, but they also change into one another (for pale comes to be from dark, and conversely). But things opposed as privation and state do not change into one another. For a blind person will not recover his sight nor will a bald one grow hair. Yet more violent than this is the opposition of affirmation and negation. For this one alone is manifested in the case of everything that exists; the others are not. For the opposition between relatives is not said to apply in every case. Thus if one happens to be alone one is not said to be either on the right or on the left.

Nor do contraries apply in every case. For a substance has no contrary, and a word is not said to be white or black according to the contrariety of colours. Likewise the opposition of privation and state is not spoken of in all cases. For a stone is not said to be blind or to have sight or to be bald. But the opposition of affirmation and negation is manifested in every case. For Socrates is either said to be on the right or not to be on the right, and a substance is either said to have a contrary or not. And in the same way in every case you will find the opposition of affirmation and negation in abundance. Hence it was reasonable to mention first the <opposition> of relatives, second that of contraries, third that of privation and state, and fourth affirmation and negation.

Aristotle wants to show that the opposition between relatives is not the same as that of contraries, and this is how he does it. Things opposed as relatives are said to be the very things that they are of other things, e.g. what is to the right is <said to be> to the right of what is to the left. But things opposed as contraries are not said to be the very things they are of other things. For white is not said <to be> white of black. Therefore things opposed as relatives are different from those opposed as contraries.

Those contraries [which are such that it is necessary for one or the other of them to belong]. Having distinguished the opposition between relatives from that of contraries, Aristotle now wishes to distinguish it also from the rest. For this purpose he offers a division of contraries which he sets out as follows. Some contraries have no intermediate, such as odd and even; others have an intermediate, such as white and black and anything like that. Some of the contraries that have an intermediate are such that it is not necessary that one or the other of them be present in a subject, such as white and black. For it is not necessary that every body is either white or black; <a body>
can also be grey or some other intermediate <colour>. But some are such that it is necessary that one or the other of them be present in a subject, such as heat in a fire. For cooling never takes place in it; and likewise in snow <there is> coldness and never the contrary.\textsuperscript{144}

20 12a6. Also odd and even [are predicated of numbers].

For every number is either odd or even, and no number can be found that is not like that.

12a6. Also [while] bad and good can be predicated [both of men and of many other things ... ].

It is not only in the case of man that we use the <terms> bad and good, but also in the case of many other things, for example, horses and dogs and the like.

12a20. In some cases [there are established] names [for the intermediates, e.g. grey and yellow between light and dark ... ].

Among contraries having an intermediate, some have an intermediate that has been given a name, as white and black have <as intermediates> pale and grey and the like, whereas others do not but <their intermediate> is signified by the

\textsuperscript{144} Ammonius' commentary here is misleading. Let us call contraries \textit{mediated} if they have something intermediate between them, and \textit{bare} if they do not. Aristotle does not, in fact, divide mediated contraries in the way that Ammonius suggests. After noting (11b38, 12b27) that it is necessary for one or the other of a pair of bare contraries to belong to any subject capable of receiving them, he asserts emphatically (12b35) that it is not necessary for one or the other of a pair of mediated contraries to belong to any subject capable of receiving them. At 12b37 he notes an apparent exception: a pair of mediated contraries (heat and cold) one of which (heat) belongs necessarily to a subject (fire).

As a little reflection will show (and as Aristotle is well aware - cf. 12b41-13a3), this is not a genuine exception. Heat (and therefore heat or cold) belongs necessarily to fire. But the rule is that with mediated contraries it is not necessary for one or the other to belong to every suitable subject. That is, when contraries are mediated there will always be some suitable subject that lacks them both. A genuine exception would consist of a pair of mediated contraries one or the other of which belongs necessarily to every subject capable of receiving either. The example of heat and fire, on the other hand, is one of a particular subject to which some mediated contrary belongs necessarily. Fire is necessarily hot, but some things (e.g. lukewarm water) are neither hot nor cold. So Aristotle's rule remains intact.

On Opposites

negation of the extremes. For example, the mean between bad and good is not called by a name, but we make it known by denying the extremes, saying, for example, 'that which is neither bad nor good'.

12a26. Privation and state are spoken of [in regard to the same thing, e.g. sight and blindness in regard to the eye].

Wishing to distinguish the opposition between relatives from the opposition between privation and state, Aristotle teaches first about things opposed in respect of privation and state. He says that the thing of which the state is said is also the one in which the privation is observed.

12a29. We say [that a thing capable of admitting a state] is deprived [of it if the state is one that naturally belongs to that thing ... ].

The Philosopher quite convincingly asserts that if we are going to say that something is deprived of something, we must consider these three points: first, whether the thing we are speaking about is capable of admitting <the state>; next, the place in which it is naturally said <to have the state>; third, the proper time at which the state should have existed. Thus, it is necessary first to consider the subject, because some things are utterly unreceptive. (For we don't say that a stone is deprived of sight, since it is totally deprived of the capacity to acquire sight; we might as well say that it is deprived of justice. Rather I think it is clear that a privation is spoken of only with respect to a pre-existing possession.) Second, it is also <necessary to consider> the part in which it is natural for it to have <the state>. (A man is capable of receiving sight, but we do not say that his foot is deprived of sight because, as we said, he does not naturally have sight in that part.) Finally in these matters <it is necessary to consider> the proper time. A young puppy naturally has sight and <has it> in the required part; yet it does not see and it is not said to be deprived of sight because the proper time has not yet arrived for it to receive sight in actuality. At first it <simply> does not see; <only> later does it become blind. So the
Philosopher rightly and convincingly tells us to watch for and consider these three points. 'For it is not what<ever> lacks teeth that we call toothless — surely not what has just now been born — 'and not simply' what lacks sight 'that we call blind' (12a31-32) — surely not a puppy.

With these words the Philosopher wishes to show that to be deprived is not the same thing as privation nor to have a state the same thing as a state; but they are said paronymously from the same thing. For if they were the same thing, they would both be predicated of the same thing. If a state and having a state were the same, they would both be predicated of the same thing, and similarly with regard to a privation. But in fact it is not so. For we do not call a blind <man> blindness.

But similarly what an affirmation or a negation is about is not [an affirmation or a negation].

From the fact that an affirmation and a negation are statements, whereas the things signified by them are things, Aristotle shows that affirmation and negation are not the same as the things that are signified by them. But these, too, are said to be opposed as affirmation and negation, <just as> 'Socrates is sitting' <is opposed> to 'Socrates is not sitting'. By these I mean the things themselves, for example, <the things signified by> 'is sitting' and 'is not sitting'.

12b16. [It is evident] that privation and state [are not opposed as relatives].

Having distinguished relatives from contraries he now distinguishes them from things opposed as privation and state. He begins with what is more obvious and agreed upon, I mean with the fact that sight is not said to be the sight of blindness. Later he shows, and this is doubtful, that blindness is not said to be <the blindness> of sight. For this does seem to be said.

12b18. [For sight is not said to be sight of blindness,] nor is it spoken of in any other way in relation to it.

Instead of: 'When you coin words, they are not spoken of at all in relation to things conversely related to them.'

12b19. Nor, in the same way would blindness be said to be the blindness of sight.

Aristotle points out that blindness is not called <the blindness> of sight, for if it were so called, sight would also be called <the sight> of blindness. For relatives are spoken of with respect to things they are conversely related to, as with ‘to the left of the right’ and ‘to the right of the left’.

12b26. [That the things spoken of as privation and state are not opposed as contraries is clear from the following.] Note that it would be natural <at this point> to distinguish the opposition of relatives from that of affirmation and negation. But Aristotle omits this, since he is about to distinguish that <opposition> from the other three in a single statement; instead he distinguishes the opposition of privation and state from that of contraries. He makes a division of contraries and explains them, first by means of particular cases and then in a universal statement: ‘Of contraries which have nothing intermediate between them it is necessary for one or the other always to belong to the things in which they naturally occur, or of which they are predicated.' We would not say that fire is odd or even or...
that a stone is ill or healthy, since they are not at all naturally capable of receiving these contraries. He says 'for one or the other always to belong to the things of which they are predicated' on account of unmediated contraries; as he himself says, 'in the case of illness and health and even and odd' (12b30-31). For it is necessary for every number to be either even or odd and for every body capable of receiving these illness and health to be ill or to be healthy.

It is not necessary for everything to be white or black that is capable of receiving them. It is not necessary for a body to be either white or black (for it can also be grey) or for it to be cold or hot (for it can be lukewarm) unless perhaps one of them necessarily belongs to the subject as white belongs to snow or hot to fire, i.e. to the conception itself, since just as heat is essentially combined with fire so too are cold and white with snow.

But neither of the things just mentioned is true of privation and state.

Having set out the types of opposition between contraries, Aristotle now shows that in none of the types mentioned can the opposition between contraries be the same as that of privation and state. For in the case of contraries that have nothing intermediate, of necessity one or the other will belong to the subject, but in the case of things opposed as privation and state, of necessity one or the other is present in anything capable of

Nor are they among those that have something intermediate.

Next he distinguishes them from contraries that have an intermediate, arguing that it is not the case that one or the other of those is of necessity present in the subject. For it is not necessary that every body be white or black, but in the case of things opposed as privation and state, of necessity one or the other of them is present in anything capable of

151 Ammonius' example of a stone is not appropriate here. For Aristotle explicitly restricts his discussion to subjects that are 'capable of receiving' (dektika) the contraries in question. A stone cannot be said to be blind (i.e. deprived of sight), to be sure, but that is because it is not the sort of subject that is capable of having sight. If such unsuitable subjects were allowed, Aristotle's claim that one or the other of a pair of bare contraries belongs to every subject would be in jeopardy. (Clearly not everything can be said to be odd or even.) In fact, Aristotle says that 'a thing for which it is not yet natural to have sight is not said either to be blind or to have sight' (13a5-6). His point is thus more subtle; it concerns only those subjects in which the state naturally occurs (cf. 12a26ff.) and depends on considering the time at which it is natural for them to have the state. (For more on Ammonius' neglect of temporal considerations, see the next note.)

Aristotle's point is better illustrated by examples of the following sort. A newborn kitten cannot see, but we would not say that it is blind on that account, for it is not natural for newborn kittens to have sight. A newborn baby lacks teeth, and so may an old man, but it is only the latter that we call toothless, for it is not natural for babies to be born with teeth. And we would never say that an earthworm is toothless or blind, for there is no time in an earthworm's life at which it would naturally have teeth or sight.
receiving them. He adds 'to everything' since among contraries that have an intermediate there are some of which one or the other is of necessity present in a subject, as, for example, heat in fire. But nevertheless he also points out a difference these have in comparison to things as privation and state, namely, that it is definitely one or the other of these that is present in the subject. For in the case of hot and cold, which are contraries that have an intermediate, it is definitely heat that belongs to fire and not just one or the other of them. But with things as privation and state it is not like that. For it is not necessary that it be definitely present that is in what is capable of receiving it, or definitely blindness, but whichever of the two happens to belong.

Moreover, it is possible for there to be change from one contrary into another as long as there is something capable of receiving them. Having divided contraries into those which have something intermediate and those which do not, and having compared relatives with both of them, he now distinguishes them by means of a general formula when he says that all contraries change into one another unless one of them belongs to the subject naturally and essentially. 'For change occurs', he says, ‘from state into privation; from privation into state is impossible.'

But what is the meaning of ‘he restores himself to the contrary state, time permitting’? That means ‘if he is not too old when he starts doing philosophy’. For in that case time will not permit his progress to advance all the way to the contrary.

It is evident that things opposed as affirmation and negation are not opposed in any of the ways we have discussed. Having distinguished the three oppositions from one another he now compares the remaining one to the three and distinguishes it in a single statement by saying ‘for only with these is it always necessary for one of them to be true and the other false’ (13b2-3). For it is distinctive of affirmation and negation to divide in every case (epi pantos pragmatos) the true and the false, as he teaches in de Interpretatione. If I say ‘Socrates is sitting’ and ‘Socrates is not sitting’, necessarily one of them is true and the other false. And it is the same with all things as opposed as affirmation and negation.

But nothing at all said without any combination is either true or false. Things said without any combination are clearly neither true nor false; and relatives, contraries, and things as opposed as privation and state are said without combination. Clearly, then, these are neither true nor false. Therefore they are not the same as those said to be opposed as affirmation and negation.

Although it is not the case, it might certainly seem that this is how it is with contraries said in combination.
Aristotle raises an objection, saying that in the case of contraries not said without combination it would seem that one is true and the other false, whereas this is not the case. He resolves this by <the method of> objection and counter-objection. <He says> that, first of all, they do not always (pantōs) divide <into> the true and the false. For if someone should say 'Socrates is well' <and> 'Socrates is ill', then if Socrates exists (huparkhei), they divide, but if he does not exist, the one which says that a nonexistent person is well and the one which says that he is ill are both false. On the other hand, if they do divide <into true and false>, then they are in effect affirmation and negation; for that is what a statement (legomenon) signifies. For we know that of opposites in language (en logos), affirmation and negation are opposed in this way. Therefore <contraries said in combination> do not always divide <into the true and the false, i.e. they do not do> precisely what is distinctive of affirmation and negation.

On Contraries

13b36. A good thing's contrary is [necessarily a bad thing].

Having completed his discussion of opposites, Aristotle now wants to talk about the various ways in which contraries are said. He says that the contrary of a good thing will always be bad, but not conversely – the contrary of a bad thing is not always good. The contrary of a bad thing is sometimes good and sometimes bad – not good exclusively. For excess, a bad thing, is contrary to deficiency, which is bad, and similarly rashness is opposed to cowardice, which is bad. But such contraries are rare, since for the most part a bad thing is contrary to a good one.

Moreover, with contraries [it is not necessary that, if one exists, the other will, too].

It is clear that Aristotle is now also examining contraries as things and not as contraries. For if white exists, he says, it is not necessary for black to exist, but if it exists as a contrary, of necessity black exists. For a contrary is said to be contrary to something, as has already been pointed out in <the discussion of> relatives.

14a10. Moreover, if Socrates' being healthy [is contrary to Socrates' being ill and it is not possible for both to belong to him at the same time, then if one of the contraries existed it would not be possible for the other to exist as well].

He says this because contraries are destructive of one another, and when one of them exists the other would never exist in the subject in the same part at the same time. For health and illness are contraries and will never belong to the same thing simultaneously.

14a15. It is clear that [contraries naturally arise] in something which is the same [either in species or in genus].

Another concomitant of contraries is that both of them are found in a single subject. And this is reasonable. For things that are at war with and fight one another must do so by meeting in a single subject or place.

14a22. But justice and injustice are [in separate genera].

Although above he had said that contraries must be in the same genus, Aristotle now shows that they are not all in the same genus. Indeed, justice and injustice, which are contrary genera, are not found in the same genus; for justice is in the genus, virtue, whereas injustice is in the genus, vice. We reply that genera that are themselves contraries still have some common genus. Thus virtue is a state and vice is likewise a state.157

157 At this point MS M adds: The good is thought of as the care (sustasis) of substance, just as evil is the abandonment (ekptosis) of substance, so that the categories do not become more numerous than promised.
On Priority

14a26. One thing is said to be prior to another [in four ways]. Since Aristotle mentioned priority in his doctrine of the categories, it is reasonable for him to enumerate its meanings. He makes a division and says that there are four, but later he adds a fifth. He says, first, there is what is called priority in time, according to which we say that an elder is prior to a youth. (Notice that we say 'elder' (presbuteron) for the animate and 'older' (palaioteron) for the inanimate.) The second meaning <of 'prior'> is <that in which> the converse of an implication of existence does not hold. That is to say, that which is entailed (suneispheromenon) does not entail (suneispheron) <the other>. For that is what it is for there to be no converse implication of existence. For example, if there are two things, there will necessarily be one <thing> (for one is entailed), but if there is one there will not necessarily be two (for <two> is not entailed by one). Therefore one is prior to two. Again, if there is a human being, there will necessarily be an animal (for animal is entailed by human being), but if there is an animal there will not always be a human being. For human being is not entailed by it. There are many animals that are not human beings. Therefore, animal is prior to human being. But this way of talking has to do with nature and not with time. The third is <priority> in order (taxis), in the way that the introduction is prior to the narrative. The fourth <is priority> in worth (axiòma), in the way that the commander <is prior> to the commanded. The fifth is that in which there is a converse implication of existence, but <the prior> is the cause of the other's existence.

14b7. This is perhaps the strangest [of the ways.] This is precisely because it has been established by our choice and not by the nature of things.

On Simultaneity

14b11. For when there is a converse [implication of existence]. For if, Aristotle says, one of the reciprocals were the cause of the existence of the other, it would rightly be called prior. For example, a father is the father of a son, but they reciprocate with each other: the son is the son of the father. If, then, the father is the cause of the existence of the son, he would rightly be called prior in nature to the son.

14b22. Therefore there are five ways in which one thing might be said to be prior to another.

In talking about the prior, Aristotle has also <in effect> mentioned the posterior. For his account of the posterior is clear from his teaching about the prior. Indeed these <two> belong together, since they are both relatives. For the prior is said to be prior to the posterior, and posterior is said in each of the ways in which prior is said.

On Simultaneity

14b24. It is things that come into being [at the same time] that are said to be, simply and in the strictest sense, simultaneous.

Since Aristotle mentioned the simultaneous in his teaching on the categories, he also discusses it <here>. Just as we said about priority, that its first meaning, strictly speaking, is with respect to time, so also here, Aristotle says. Nature is second, just as was also said about the former. This <sense> is opposed to the second and fifth senses of priority, for <with them> there is a converse implication of existence and neither is the cause of the other's existence. Examples <of naturally simultaneous things> are terrestrial, aerial, and

158 Reading to heteron for to heterou.
160 Reading kai ('also') with all MSS and rejecting Busse's ouketi ('not yet'), which he derives from Philoponus.
161 Th15ff.
aquatic animals. For one type of animal is aerial, another is terrestrial, and a third is aquatic. They are therefore said to be simultaneous, since they are obtained from the same genus by the same division, as Aristotle says. But if the aerial kind is divided, perhaps into birds and insects (akrides), then bird and aerial are no longer said simultaneously; rather, aerial is prior, because it is obtained from the first division of animal.

On Change (kinēsis)

15a<1>3. There are six kinds of change.

Aristotle once again talks about change, since he also mentioned it in what has preceded. Motion is thus change (metabolē), and the changeable changes either substantially (kat' ousian) or accidentally (kata sumbebekos). If the change is substantial, it constitutes coming into being (genesis) and destruction (phthora). (If it is from not being to being, it will be coming into being; if it is from being to not being, it constitutes destruction.) If it is accidental, the change is either in the thing that changes, or on it, or near (peri) it. And if it is in the thing itself, it is called growth and diminution; if it is on the thing it is called qualitative change; if it is near the thing it is called change of place. Therefore there is change in four categories – in substance: coming into being and destruction; in quantity: growth and diminution; in quality: qualitative change; in the where: change of place. Aristotle now does exactly what he did in the case of opposites: he distinguishes the forms of movement from one another.

15a25. For if it were the same, a case of qualitative change [would have at once to be a case of growth, too, or diminution ...]

162 There is only one prior occurrence of the word kinēsis in the Categories (5b3). Pelletier suggests that Ammonius may have in mind Aristotle's earlier references to action and affection. Perhaps Ammonius is thinking of his own previous commentary (83,8ff) on Aristotle's discussion of change (metabolē) in Physics 7.3.

Aristotle does not elaborate on any of the other forms of movement, since they are clear. Concerning qualitative change, he does, and says that if qualitative change were the same as growth, a thing that has grown would have to change in every way, which does not happen. Thus a square grows when a gnomon is put around it, but it is not qualitatively changed in any way, for it remains still a square. The gnomon is the peripheral thing (peripheria) with two complements around the diagonal.

When the gnomon AFEGC was put around it, the square AC was enlarged but not qualitatively changed. For GF is also a square. And again when the gnomon HFBGI was put around it, the square ED was enlarged but not qualitatively changed. For EB is also a square. Thus the gnomon is a square with two complements around its diagonal.

So much for these matters. The rest we pass over, since it is easy. 164

163 'Not qualitatively changed' since its shape remains the same. Alloiosis (literally, 'alteration') is a change in quality, not in quantity. Hence the enlargement of a square is not a qualitative change so long as it remains a square.

164 Ammonius offers no comments on the very brief Chapter 15, in which Aristotle discusses the various senses of 'having' (ekhein).
Textual Emendations

The following textual changes have been adopted in the translation:

8,5-6  he tês didaskalias apangelia for he tês apangelias didaskalia with Pelletier
11,2-3 haiper eisi protaseis kai suntithetai ex onomatôn kai rhêmatôn for kai suntithetai ex onomatôn kai rhêmatôn haiper eisi protaseis with Pelletier
19,10  dikhôs for tetrakhôs
28,14  tou en hoi esti topou for tou mēlou en hoi esti topoi
31,14  proslambanei for prolambanei with MSS MF
31,19  hetera genê for heterogenê with MS M
32,24  dê akolouthôs toutô to for de akolouthôs touto with Busse
34,3  phêsomen for ephamen with Busse
35,1  deitai arnetikou for deitai heterou arnetikou with MS F
35,4-5 ou pantôs hé kataphasis kai hé apophasis phanerôs alêtheuei é pseudetai for ou pantôs hé kataphasis alêtheuei oude pantôs hé apophasis pseudetai with Pelletier
37,6  en hupekeimenôi for kath' hupekeimenou with Pelletier
43,1  Omitting tout' esti ta hupallela with MS M
46,27  Omitting to gar sumbebêkos en tini with MSS MF
58,27  5a15 for 5a13
59,4  hupomenein for hupokeimenô with MS M
59,6  5a23 for 5a22
59,20  5a30 for 5a23
64,22  6a11 for 6a12
66,8  hautê haplé for haplé with Busse
Appendix

The Commentators*

The 15,000 pages of the Ancient Greek Commentaries on Aristotle are the largest corpus of Ancient Greek philosophy that has not been translated into English or other modern European languages. The standard edition (Commentaria in Aristotelis Graeca, or CAG) was produced by Hermann Diels as general editor under the auspices of the Prussian Academy in Berlin. Arrangements have now been made to translate at least a large proportion of this corpus, along with some other Greek and Latin commentaries not included in the Berlin edition, and some closely related non-commentary works by the commentators.

The works are not just commentaries on Aristotle, although they are invaluable in that capacity too. One of the ways of doing philosophy between A.D. 200 and 600, when the most important items were produced, was by writing commentaries. The works therefore represent the thought of the Peripatetic and Neoplatonist schools, as well as expounding Aristotle. Furthermore, they embed fragments from all periods of Ancient Greek philosophical thought: this is how many of the Presocratic fragments were assembled, for example. Thus they provide a panorama of every period of Ancient Greek philosophy.

The philosophy of the period from A.D. 200 to 600 has not yet been intensively explored by philosophers in English-speaking countries, yet it is full of interest for physics, metaphysics, logic, psychology, ethics and religion. The contrast with the study of the Presocratics is striking. Initially the incomplete Presocratic fragments might well have seemed less promising, but their interest is now widely known, thanks to the philological and philosophical effort that has been concentrated upon them. The incomparably vaster corpus which preserved so many of those original fragments is still relatively little known.

The commentaries represent a missing link in the history of philosophy: the Latin-speaking Middle Ages obtained their knowledge of Aristotle at least partly through the medium of the commentaries. Without an appreciation of this, mediaeval interpretations of Aristotle will not be understood. Again, the ancient commentaries are the unsuspected source of ideas which have been thought, wrongly, to originate in the later mediaeval period. It has been supposed, for example, that Bonaventure in the thirteenth century invented the ingenious arguments based on the concept of infinity which attempt to prove the Christian view that the universe had a beginning. In fact, Bonaventure is merely repeating arguments devised by Philoponus 700 years earlier and preserved in the meantime by the Arabs. Bonaventure even uses Philoponus’ original examples. Again, the introduction of impetus theory into dynamics, which has been called a scientific revolution, has been held to be an independent invention of the Latin West, even if it was earlier discovered by the Arabs or their predecessors. But recent work has traced a plausible route by which it could have passed from Philoponus, via the Arabs, to the West.

The new availability of the commentaries in the sixteenth century, thanks to printing and to fresh Latin translations, helped to fuel the Renaissance break from Aristotelian science. For the commentators record not only Aristotle’s theories, but also rival ones, while Philoponus as a Christian defends the theories of his own and accordingly is mentioned in Galileo’s early works more frequently than Plato.1

It is not only for their philosophy that the works are of interest. Historians will find information about the history of schools, their methods of teaching and writing and the practices of an oral tradition.2 Linguists will find the wide range of interests to which the volumes will appeal, the aim is to produce readable translations, and to avoid so far as possible presuming any knowledge of Greek. Footnotes will explain points of meaning, give cross-references to other works, and suggest alternative interpretations of the text where the translator does not have a clear preference. The introduction to each volume will include an explanation why the text was chosen for translation: none will be chosen simply because it is there. Two of the Greek texts are currently being re-edited –


those of Simplicius in *Physico and in de Caelo* – and new readings will be exploited by translators as they become available. Each volume will also contain a list of proposed emendations to the standard text. Indexes will be of more uniform extent as between volumes than is the case with the Berlin edition, and there will be three of them: an English-Greek glossary, a Greek-English index, and a subject index.

The commentaries fall into three main groups. The first group is by authors in the Aristotelian tradition up to the fourth century A.D. This includes the earliest extant commentary, that by Aspasius in the first half of the second century A.D. on the *Nicomachean Ethics*. The anonymous commentary on Books 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the *Nicomachean Ethics*, in CAG vol. 20, is derived from Adrastus, a generation later. The commentaries by Alexander of Aphrodisias (appointed to his chair between A.D. 198 and 209) represent the fullest flowering of the Aristotelian tradition. To his successors Alexander was *The Commentator par excellence*. To give but one example (not from a commentary) of his skill at defending and elaborating Aristotle's views, one might refer to his defence of Aristotle's claim that space is finite against the objection that an edge of space is conceptually problematic. Themistius (fl. late 4th to 385 or 385) saw himself as the inventor of paraphrase, wrongly thinking that the job of commentary was completed. In fact, the Neoplatonists were to introduce new dimensions into commentary. Themistius' own relation to the Neoplatonist as opposed to the Aristotelian tradition is a matter of controversy, but it would be agreed that his commentaries show far less bias than the full-blown Neoplatonist ones. They are also far more informative than the designation 'paraphrase' might suggest, and it has been estimated that Philoponus' *Physics* commentary draws silently on Themistius six hundred times. The pseudo-Alexandrian commentary on *Metaphysics* 6-14, of unknown authorship, has been placed by some in the same group of commentaries as being earlier than the fifth century.

By far the largest group of extant commentaries is that of the Neoplatonists up to the sixth century A.D. Nearly all the major Neoplatonists, apart from Plotinus (the founder of Neoplatonism), wrote commentaries on Aristotle, although those of Iamblichus (c. 250 – c. 325) survive only in fragments, and those of three Athenians, Plutarchus (died 432), his pupil Proclus (410 – 485) and the Athenian Damascius (c. 462 – after 538), are lost. As a result of these losses, most of the extant Neoplatonist commentaries come from the late fifth and the sixth centuries and a good proportion from Alexandria. There are commentaries by Plotinus' disciple and editor Porphyry (232 – 309), by Iamblichus' pupil Dicippus (c. 330), by Proclus' teacher Syrianus (died c. 437), by Proclus' pupil Ammonius (435/445 – 517/526), by Ammonius' three pupils Philoceleus (c. 490 to 570s), Simplicius (wrote after 532, probably after 538) and Asclepius (sixth century), by Ammonius' next but one successor Olympiodorus (495/505 – after 565), by Elias (fl. 541?), by David (second half of the sixth century, or beginning of the seventh) and by Stephanus (took the chair in Constantinople c. 610). Further, a commentary on the *Nicomachean Ethics* has been ascribed to Heliodorus of Prusa, an unknown pre-fourteenth-century figure, and there is a commentary by Simplicius' colleague Priscian of Lydia on Aristotle's successor Theophrastus. Of these commentators some of the last were Christians (Philoponus, Elias, David and Stephanus), but they were Christians writing in the Neoplatonist tradition, as was also Boethius who produced a number of commentaries in Latin before his death in 525 or 526.

The third group comes from a much later period in Byzantium. The Berlin edition includes only three out of more than a dozen commentators described in Hunger's *Byzantinisches Handbuch*. The two most important are Eustratius (1050/1060 – c. 1120), and Michael of Ephesus. It has been suggested that these two belong to a circle organised by the princess Anna Comnena in the twelfth century, and accordingly the completion of Michael's commentaries has been dated from 1040 to 1138. His commentaries include areas where gaps had been left. Not all of these gap-fillers are extant, but we have commentaries on the neglected biological works, on the *Sophistici Elench, and a small fragment of one on the Politica*. The lost *Rhetoric* commentary had a few antecedents, but the *Rhetoric* too had been comparatively neglected. Another product of this


6 For different views, see H.J. Blumenthal, 'Themistius, the last Peripatetic commentator on Aristotle?', in *Hermes* 107 (1979), 168-82.

7 H. Vitelli, *CAG* 17, p. 995, s.v. Themistius.

8 The similarities to Syrianus (died c.457) have suggested to some that it predates Syrianus (most recently Leonardo Tarán, review of Paul Moraux, *Der Aristotelismus*, 8-9).
The composite commentary was to be translated into Latin in the next century by Robert Grosseteste in England. But Latin translations of various logical commentaries were made from the Greek still earlier by James of Venice (f. c. 1190), a contemporary of Michael of Ephesus, who may have known him in Constantinople. And later in that century other Aristotle works and works by commentators were being translated from Arabic versions by Gerard of Cremona (died 1187). So the twelfth century resumed the transmission which had been interrupted at Boethius' death in the sixth century.

The Neoplatonist commentaries of the main group were initiated by Porphyry. His master Plotinus had discussed Aristotle, but in a very independent way, devoting three whole treatises (Enneads 6.1-3) to attacking Aristotle's classification of the things in the universe into categories. While accepting a harmony in many areas, they could see that there was disagreement on this issue and also on the issue of whether God was causally responsible for the existence of the ordered physical cosmos, which Aristotle denied. But even on these issues, Proclus' pupil Ammonius was to claim harmony, and, though the debate was not clear cut, his claim was on the whole to prevail. Aristotle, he maintained, accepted Plato's Ideas, at least in its form of principles (logoi) in the divine intellect, and these principles were in turn causally responsible for the beginningless existence of the physical universe. Ammonius wrote a whole book to show that the Lesser Mysteries, and which preceded the Greater Mysteries of Plato.15 By the time of Ammonius, the commentaries reflect a teaching curriculum which begins with Porphyry's Isagoge and Aristotle's Categories, and is explicitly said to have as its final goal a (mythical) ascent to the supreme Neoplatonist deity, the One. The curriculum would have progressed from Aristotle to Plato, and would have culminated in Plato's Timaeus and Parmenides. The latter was read as being about the One, and both works were established in this place in the curriculum at least by the time of Iamblichus, if not earlier.16

Before Porphyry it had been undecided how far a Platonist should accept Aristotle's scheme of categories. But now the proposition began to gain force that there was a harmony between Plato and Aristotle on most things.18 Not for the only time in the history of philosophy, a perfectly crazy proposition proved philosophically fruitful. The views of Plato and of Aristotle had both to be transmuted into a new Neoplatonist philosophy in order to exhibit the supposed harmony. Iamblichus denied that Aristotle contradicted Plato on the theory of Ideas.19 This was too much for Syrianus and his pupil Proclus. While accepting a harmony in many areas,20 they could see that there was disagreement on this issue and also on the issue of whether God was causally responsible for the existence of the ordered physical cosmos, which Aristotle denied. But even on these issues, Proclus' pupil Ammonius was to claim harmony, and, though the debate was not clear cut, his claim was on the whole to prevail. Aristotle, he maintained, accepted Plato's Ideas, at least, at its form of principles (logoi) in the divine intellect, and these principles were in turn causally responsible for the beginningless existence of the physical universe. Ammonius wrote a whole book to show that the Lesser Mysteries, and which preceded the Greater Mysteries of Plato.15


14 See e.g. F. Hadot, 'Le serment d'Isaac' in Metaph. 117, 25-118,11; ap. Asclepius in Metaph. 433,9-436,6; which is, however, qualified, since Syrianus thinks Aristotle is really committed willy-nilly to much of Plato's view in (metaph. 117,25-118,11; ap. Asclepius in Metaph. 433,16, 490,22; Philoponus rejects of his early claim that Plato is not the target of Aristotle's attack, and accepts that Plato is rightly attacked for treating ideas as independent entities outside the divine intellect (in DA 37,18-31; in Phys. 225,4-226,11; contra Proclus in Cat. 26,24-32,13; in An. Post. 24,14-243,25).

15 Syrianus in Metaph. 80,4-7; Proclus in Tim. 1.6.11-17.

16 See e.g. P. Hadot, 'Le serment d'Isaac' in Metaph. 433,9-436,6; which is, however, qualified, since Syrianus thinks Aristotle is really committed willy-nilly to much of Plato's view in (metaph. 117,25-118,11; ap. Asclepius in Metaph. 433,16, 490,22; Philoponus rejects of his early claim that Plato is not the target of Aristotle's attack, and accepts that Plato is rightly attacked for treating ideas as independent entities outside the divine intellect (in DA 37,18-31; in Phys. 225,4-226,11; contra Proclus in Cat. 26,24-32,13; in An. Post. 24,14-243,25).

17 See e.g. P. Hadot, 'Le serment d'Isaac' in Metaph. 433,9-436,6; which is, however, qualified, since Syrianus thinks Aristotle is really committed willy-nilly to much of Plato's view in (metaph. 117,25-118,11; ap. Asclepius in Metaph. 433,16, 490,22; Philoponus rejects of his early claim that Plato is not the target of Aristotle's attack, and accepts that Plato is rightly attacked for treating ideas as independent entities outside the divine intellect (in DA 37,18-31; in Phys. 225,4-226,11; contra Proclus in Cat. 26,24-32,13; in An. Post. 24,14-243,25).
Appendix

Aristotle's God was thus an efficient cause, and though the book is lost, some of its principal arguments are preserved by Simplicius. This tradition helped to make it possible for Aquinas to claim Aristotle's God as a Creator, albeit not in the sense of giving the universe a beginning, but in the sense of being causally responsible for its beginningless existence. Thus what started as a desire to harmonise Aristotle with Plato finished by making Aristotle safe for Christianity. In Simplicius, who goes further than anyone, it is a formally stated duty of the commentator to display the harmony of Plato and Aristotle in most things. Philoponus, who with his independent mind had thought better of his earlier belief in harmony, is castigated by Simplicius for neglecting this duty.

The idea of harmony was extended beyond Plato and Aristotle to Plato and the Presocratics. Plato's pupils Speusippus and Xenocrates saw Plato as being in the Pythagorean tradition. From the third to first centuries B.C., pseudo-Pythagorean writings present Platonic and Aristotelian doctrines as if they were the ideas of Pythagoras and his pupils, and these forgeries were later taken by the Neoplatonists as genuine. Plotinus saw the Presocratics as precursors of his own views, but Iamblichus went far beyond him by writing ten volumes on Pythagorean philosophy. Thereafter Proclus sought to unify the whole of Greek philosophy by presenting it as a continuous clarification of divine revelation, and Simplicius argued for the same general unity in order to rebut Christian charges of contradictions in pagan philosophy.

Later Neoplatonist commentaries tend to reflect their origin in a teaching curriculum from the time of Philoponus, the discussion is often divided up into lectures, which are subdivided into studies of doctrine and of text. A general account of Aristotle's philosophy is prefixed to the Categories commentaries and divided, according to a formula of Proclus, into ten questions. It is here that commentators explain the eventual purpose of studying Aristotle (ascent to the One) and state (if they do) the requirement of displaying the harmony of Plato and Aristotle. After the ten-point introduction to Aristotle, the Categories is given a six-point introduction, whose antecedents go back earlier than Neoplatonism, and which requires

23 Simplicius in Phys. 1361,11-1363,12. See H.A. Davidson; Carlos Steel; Koenraad Vercrycken in n.18 above.
25 See e.g. H.J. Blumenthal in n. 18 above.
26 Simplicius in Cat. 7,23-32.
27 Simplicius in Cat. 84,11-14; 159,2-9. On Philoponus' volte face see n. 21 above.
30 Plotinus e.g. 4,8,1; 5,1,8 (10-27); 5,1,9.
31 See Dominie O'Meara, Pythagoras Revised: Mathematics and Philosophy in Late Antiquity (Oxford 1989).
33 Simplicius in Phys. 28,32-29,6; 640,12-18. Such thinkers as Epicurus and the Sceptics, however, were not subject to harmonisation.
34 See the literature in n. 2 above.
35 ap. Elian in Cat. 107,24-6.

The Commentators

the commentator to find a unitary theme or scope (skopos) for the treatise. The arrangements for late commentaries on Plato are similar. Since the Plato commentaries form part of a single curriculum they should be studied alongside those on Aristotle. Here the situation is easier, not only because the extant corpus is very much smaller, but also because it has been comparatively well served by French and English translators.

Given the theological motive of the curriculum and the pressure to harmonise Plato with Aristotle, it can be seen how these commentaries are a major source for Neoplatonist ideas. This in turn means that it is not safe to extract from them the fragments of the Presocratics, or of other authors, without making allowance for the Neoplatonist background against which the fragments were originally selected for discussion. For different reasons, analogous warnings apply to fragments preserved by the pre-Neoplatonist commentator Alexander. It will be another advantage of the present translations that they will make it easier to check the distorting effect of a commentator's background.

Although the Neoplatonist commentators conflate the views of Aristotle with those of Neoplatonism, Philoponus alludes to a certain convention when he quotes Plutarchus expressing disapproval of Alexander for expounding his own philosophical doctrines in a commentary on Aristotle. But this does not stop Philoponus from later inserting into his own commentaries on the Physics and Meteorology his arguments in favour of the Christian view of Creation. Of course, the commentators also wrote independent works of their own, in which their views are expressed independently of the exegesis of Aristotle. Some of these independent works will be included in the present series of translations.

The distorting Neoplatonist context does not prevent the commentators from being incomparable guides to Aristotle. The introductions to Aristotle's philosophy insist that commentators must have a minutely detailed knowledge of the entire Aristotelian corpus, and this they certainly have. Commentators are also enjoined neither to accept nor reject what Aristotle says too readily, but to consider it in depth and without partiality. The commentators draw one's attention to hundreds of phrases, sentences and ideas in Aristotle, which one could easily have passed over, however often one read him. The scholar who makes the right allowance for the distorting context will learn far more about Aristotle than he would be likely to on his own.

The relations of Neoplatonist commentators to the Christians were subtle. Porphyry wrote a treatise explicitly against the Christians in 15 books, but an order to burn it was issued in 448, and later Neoplatonists...
were more circumspect. Among the last commentators in the main group, we have noted several Christians. Of these the most important were Boethius and Philoponus. It was Boethius' programme to transmit Greek learning to Latin-speakers. By the time of his premature death by execution, he had provided Latin translations of Aristotle's logical works, together with commentaries in Latin but in the Neoplatonist style on Porphyry's *Isagógê* and on Aristotle's *Categories* and *de Interpretatione*, and interpretations of the *Prior* and *Posterior Analytics*, *Topics* and *Sophistic Elenchi*. The interruption of his work meant that knowledge of Aristotle among Latin-speakers was confined for many centuries to the logical works. Philoponus is important both for his proofs of the Creation and for his progressive replacement of Aristotelian science with rival theories, which were taken up at first by the Arabs and came fully into their own in the West only in the sixteenth century.

Recent work has rejected the idea that in Alexandria the Neoplatonists compromised with Christian monotheism by collapsing the distinction between their two highest deities, the One and the Intellect. Simplicius (who left Alexandria for Athens) and the Alexandrians Ammonius and Asclepius appear to have acknowledged their beliefs quite openly, as later did the Alexandrian Olympiodorus, despite the presence of Christian students in their classes. 39

The teaching of Simplicius in Athens and that of the whole pagan Neoplatonist school there was stopped by the Christian Emperor Justinian in 529. This was the very year in which the Christian Philoponus in Alexandria issued his proofs of Creation against the earlier Athenian Neoplatonist Proclus. Archaeological evidence has been offered that, after their temporary stay in Ctesiphon (in present-day Iraq), the Athenian Neoplatonists did not return to their house in Athens, and further evidence has been offered that Simplicius went to Harrân (Carrhae), in present-day Turkey near the Iraq border. 40 Wherever he went, his commentaries are a treasure house of information about the preceding thousand years of Greek philosophy, information which he painstakingly recorded after the closure in Athens, and which would otherwise have been lost. He had every reason to feel bitter about Christianity, and in fact he sees it and Philoponus, its representative, as irreverent. They deny the divinity of the heavens and prefer the physical relics of dead martyrs. 41 His own commentaries by


I am grateful for comments to Henry Blumenthal, Victor Caston, I. Hadot, Paul Mercken, Alain Segonds, Robert Sharples, Robert Todd, L.G. Westerink and Christian Wildberg.
English-Greek Glossary

- accident: sumbebēkos
  - amount: logos
  - action: praxis
  - activity: energeia
  - actuality: energeia
  - affected, to be: paskein
  - affection: pathos
  - affective quality: pathētikē poiōtēs
  - affirmation: kataphāsis
  - agent: poiōn
  - aim: skopos
  - analogy: analogia
  - animate: empsukhos
  - appear: phainesthai
  - argument: epitheirema
  - arrange: keisthai

- be, being: einai
  - being: huparxis
  - belong: huparkhein
  - body: soma

- capacity: dunamis
  - category: kategoría
  - cause: ation
  - change (n.): kinesis, metabolē, tropē
  - change (v.): metaballein
  - characterize: kharakterizein
  - coextensive, to be: exaisei
  - cognition: katalēpsis
  - colour: khroma
  - combination: sumplēkē
  - commentator: exegoumenos
  - common: koinos
  - commonality: koinonía
  - complete (v.): sumplēroun
  - complete (adj.): teleios
  - composite, compound: sunthētai
  - concept: enoia, noēmà
  - concomitant: parakolouthēma
  - concomitant, be a: parakolouthēin

- condition: diathēsis
  - constitute: sunistanai
  - constitutive: sustatikos
  - continuous: sunēkhes
  - contrary: enantiōtēs
  - contrary: enantios
  - convert: antistrephēin

- define: aphorizein, horizein
  - definite: hōrismenos
  - definition: horismos, horos
  - demonstration: apodeixis
  - demonstrative: apodeiktikos
  - description: hupographē
  - destroyed, to be: phtheiresthai
  - destruction: phthora
  - determine: hōrismenos
  - different: heteros
  - differentia: diaphora
  - discrete, to be: diorizesthai
discussion: logos
  - distinctive: idios
  - discriminate: diakrinein
divine: theios
division: diairesis

- enmattered: enulos
  - entail: suneispherein
  - equal: isos
  - essence: oiusia
  - essential: ousiōdēs
  - examination: diakrisis
  - example: paradeigma
  - exist independently: huphistanai
  - existence, independent: hupostasis
  - explanation: aitia
  - expression: phōnē, phrasis

- false: pseudos
  - few: oígos
  - figure: skhēma

- fitness: epitēdeiotēs

- form: eidos
  - formless: aneideos
  - formula: logos
  - future: mellon
  - gender: genos
  - good: poideias
  - grammar: grammatikē
growth: auxēsis

- heterogeneous: heterogenēs
  - heteronym, heterogeneous: heteronumos
  - homonym, homonymy: homonumia
  - human being: anthropos

- implication: akolouthēsis
  - inanimate: apsukhos
  - incapacity: adunamia
  - include: periekein
  - indefinite, indeterminate: anoristos
  - independent existence: hupostasis
  - individual: atomos
  - inflection: πότος
  - instrument: organon
  - intelligible: noētos
  - intermediate: mesos
  - intermediate, having an: emmesos

- knowledge: epistêmē
  - known: epistētos

- language: logos
  - large: megas
  - limit: peras

- magnitude: megethos
  - many: polos
  - matter: hulē

- mean: sēmainein
  - meaning: sēmainomenon
  - middle: mesos
  - mind: nous

- name: onoma
  - natural: phusikos, phusiologikos
  - naturally: phusikōs
  - nature: phusis
  - negation: apophasis
  - noun: onoma
  - number: arithmos

- objection: enstasis

- odd: perittos
  - one: heis, hen
  - opposite: antikeimenos
  - opposition: antithesis
  - order: taxis
  - paronym: parónomos
  - part: meros, morion
  - partake of, participate in: metekhein
  - particular: merikos, tode ti
  - perceptible: aesthētos
  - perception: aesthēsis
  - perfect: teleios
  - place: topos
  - popular (writing): exēsterika
  - position: thesis
  - predicate (v.): katēgorein
  - predicate (n.): katēgoumenon
  - predication: katēgoria
  - premise: protasis
  - present: nun
  - primary: prótos
  - principle: arkhē
  - prior: proteros
  - privation: sterēsis
  - proof: apodeixis
  - proper: idios, okeios
  - proposition: protasis
  - prorium: idion

- qualitative change: alliōsis
  - quality: poion, poiōtēs
  - quantity: poion

- real being: hupostasis
  - received opinions: endoxa
  - receptive: deiktikos
  - reflection: epinōta
  - relation: skhēsis
  - relative: pros ti
  - rule: kanōn

- school (writings): akroamatika
  - science: epistēme
  - scientific: epistēmonikos
  - self-subsistent: authupostatos
  - sensible: aesthētikos
  - sentence: logos
  - shape: morphē
  - sight: opsis
  - signified: sēmainomenon
  - signify: sēmainein
  - similar: homoiōsis
  - simple: haplōus
simultaneous: hama
time: khrónos
true: álēthés
thought: nóema
transcendent: exéirémenos
ultimate (genus): genikóttaton
statement: logos
subject: to be a: hupokeisthai
subject: hupokeimenon
universal: katholou
unmediated: amesos
verb: rhéma
virtue: aretē
when: pote
where: pou
white: leukos
word: lexis, phōne

English-Greek Glossary

thing: pragma
thought: nóema
time: khrónos
true: álēthés

Greek-English Index

References are to the page and line numbers of the CAG edition, which appear in the margin of this translation.

abebaios, unreliable, 79,10
adiairetós, indivisible, 19,10.14
adiaphoros, indifferent, 32,8
adírhthrotos, unresolved, 50,9
adíkia, injustice, 102,19
adiaphoros, indifferent, 32,8
adoúnas, incapacity, 51,22; 86,24; 87,18; 91,10-12
adírhetos, goodness, 6,15
agnenie
ignore, 79,27
be ignorant of, 81,28
agnosia, ignorance, 70,3
agnostos: unintelligible, 43,21; unknown, 14,7.12; 93,11
agros, field, 13,13
aidios, eternal, 45,18
aisthésis
perception, 33,25; 67,21; 74,23;
75,27-76,7; 77,1; 80,25
sense, 82,7; 86,15-23
aisthétikos, sensible, capable of perceiving, 15,25; 38,21; 48,5.6; 76,6
aisthétos: that which is perceived,
67,21; 77,1.2; perceptible, capable of being perceived, 28,26; 41,10;
45,17; 47,2.3; 60,2; 74,23.24;
76,1.3.6.7
aitia, explanation, 7,22; 66,6
aition, cause, 21,21ff; 67,23; 76,15;
103,20; 104,2ff; 105,1
aitiatos, caused, 67,23; 76,15
aitiatiké, accusative case, 68,7.11
akaitros, inappropriate, 47,11
akatalépsia, total ignorance, 2,11ff
akation, rowboat, 72,2
akhías, fog, 15,7
akhóristos, inseparable, 28,9

akkoria, pallor, 87,18
akolouthés, follow from, 50,4;
71,13.15
akolouthésis, implication, 103,9-20;
104,21
akolouthos: feature, 23,7; 23,9;
natural sequence, 5,3; 24,22;
consistent, in accordance with,
32,24; corollary, 78,18
akoueín, understand, 57,21
akris, insect, 105,5
akroasthais, listen to, 1,9; 4,26; 6,21;
65,26
akroamátikos, esoteric, 4,19.26.28;
6,27
akroatés, reader, 66,11
akros, extreme, 10,13ff; 96,2ff
aléthés, true, 4,29; 5,1ff; 8,17; 10,17;
10,19; 13,5; 34,14; 64,17;
78,21.23; 92,22ff; 100,16-20;
100,23-101,7
alétheia, truth, 5,20; 6,28; 8,5.18;
14,18; 34,21; 50,2.20; 52,22;
53,11.13.20; 60,15; 80,8ff; 88,10
aléthinein, speak truly, 9,13.15;
34,15ff; 35,4; 52,19; 66,28; 67,6
alethismos, genuine, 21,5
alloiosis, qualitative change, 92,20;
105,24-106,3
alloósis, qualitative change,
83,3-21; 105,15-23
allos, other, 21,15; 22,16; 27,27;
65,29; 91,28
alotrios, improperly, 43,21
alotrioun, be different, 16,25
alogos, irrational, 31,25; 32,3; 42,2ff
ambluóttinein, be dim-sighted, 15,7
amerés, indivisible, 6,12
amerístos, indivisible, 91,25
Subject Index
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accidents, sumbebêkota
are in substances not as parts, 47,15
are not third substances, 43,15-22
belong among the realities, 21,1
do not constitute substance of the subject, 28,5
have their being in particular substances, 40,24-41,5
need to be in a subject in order to exist, 25,18
only accidents inhere, 27,29
particular accident, merikon sumbebêkota, 26,25-29,23
universal accident, katholou sumbebêkota, 29,25
account, logos
each thing is made known both by a name and by an account, 15,10
includes both definition and description, 20,14-22
of being (logos tês ousias), 17,10-21,3

affection, pathos
a sub-species of quality, 81,6-83,2; 86,2,6-87,12
being affected, poskhein: a secondary category combining substance and quality, 92,10; species of, 92,19ff
affective quality, pathêtikê poiôsis:
and affection constitute a species of quality, 81,13ff; either produces or is generated by an affection, 81,10ff; affective quality vs. affection in relation to things vs. sensations, 86,13ff
affirmation (see also negation), kataphasis
is generated from a substance and

an action, 34,25
not in all cases obviously true or false, 35,4ff
Archimedes, 75,14
arrangement, keisthai
category arising from the combination of substance and relatives, 92,12
definition and division into species, 93,1ff
be, being, einai
in bare thought vs. independent existence, 9,26-10,12; 70,11
predicated homonymously of the ten categories, 16,19ff
is form, 21,13
is vs. 'is said of', 26,24; 36,15ff;
40,23ff; 41,17; 60,11
of other categories requires category of substance, 35,16
of relatives, 77,29
beings, ta onta: division of, 10,12;
25,5-25,12
belong, huparkhein
belonging in a subject divisibly vs. indivisibly, 91,25ff
contraries belonging to a subject, 96,13-24; 99,27; 100,7; 102,10
differentiae belong to a subject as intelligible parts, 47,1-17
features belonging to: substance, 51,13-52,14; quantity, 65,11ff;
relatives, 67,14ff; 70,16ff; quality, 89,15ff; 90,1ff
not belonging as a part is differentia in definition of particular accidents, 27,4ff
opposites belonging to a subject, 27,4ff
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99,8,27
proprium of x belongs to x alone, 51,15ff
relatives belong together, 104,10
vs. inheritance, 27,27ff
capacity, dunamis
species of quality, 81,10ff; 84,21ff
fitness for natural things, 81,11ff
natural disposition either in relation to a universal or with respect to ease, 85,5-27
category, kategoria
signifies nothing true or false, 34,12ff
neither an affirmation nor a negation, 34,18-27
said without any combination, 32,20ff
four principal and primary categories: substance, quantity, quality, relative; the other six arise from the combination of substance with the remaining three, 92,5ff
origin of, 24,21-26,4
cause, action
paronyms called after efficient or final cause, 21,21ff
cause and effect as relatives, 67,23;
76,15
priority of, 76,15; 103,20; 104,2ff;
105,1
change, kinesis
is either substantial or accidental change, 105,9ff
is found in four categories: substance (coming into being and destruction), quantity (growth and diminution), quality (qualitative change), where (change of place), 105,17ff
vs. actuality (energeia), 55,10ff
change, metabole
species of: generation, destruction, growth, diminution, qualitative change, change of place, 83,9
found in four categories: substance, quantity, quality, where, 83,10
colour, khôrma
division by means of affirmation and negation, 26,6ff
in respect to affecting quality and affection, 82,21ff; 87,1-3
distinguished from figure and
shape, 83,30ff
coming into being, genesis
as a species of change, 83,8,12
of a proposition from a substance and an action, 34,19ff
of substances, 46,16ff
substantial change constitutes genesis, 105,12ff
common, koinon
boundary, 56,9ff; 57,1-9; 57,25-33,25
said in two ways: what is partaken of indivisibly vs. divisibly, 19,10-14
with respect to: homonyms, 15,17-16,6ff; 17,10; 18,6ff; 19,17ff; synonyms, 15,17-18,6ff; 19,17ff; proprium, 44,18-21
concepts, noêmata
Aristotle's aim concerns only, 8,20-9,16
words and things mediated through, 9,17-10,14
condition, diathesis
perfective actuality not producing an affection and easy to lose, 82,9ff
state and condition constitute a species of quality, 81,7ff
two senses of, 84,6-11
continuity, 54,18-55,3; 57,25-58,26
line, surface, body, time, and place are continuous quantities, 54,17-18
the parts of a continuous quantity meet at a common boundary, 56,9-10
exhaustive division of the continuous is possible only in thought, 58,1
contraries, enantia, 101,14-102,21
and substance, 49,12-50,12;
52,13; 53,16-24; 58,9; 64,6;
69,27; 94,19
definite quantities do not have contraries, 62,3-18; 64,15-65,18;
69,27
division of, 95,10-96,4
do not always divide into the true and the false, 100,22-101,13
examined as things and not as contraries, 102,1ff
found in a single subject, 102,11ff

changing in substance, 56,9ff; 57,1-9; 57,25-58,25
said in two ways: what is partaken of indivisibly vs. divisibly, 19,10-14
with respect to: homonyms, 15,17-16,6ff; 17,10; 18,6ff; 19,17ff; synonyms, 15,17-18,6ff; 19,17ff; proprium, 44,18-21
concepts, noêmata
Aristotle's aim concerns only, 8,20-9,16
words and things mediated through, 9,17-10,14
condition, diathesis
perfective actuality not producing an affection and easy to lose, 82,9ff
state and condition constitute a species of quality, 81,7ff
two senses of, 84,6-11
continuity, 54,18-55,3; 57,25-58,26
line, surface, body, time, and place are continuous quantities, 54,17-18
the parts of a continuous quantity meet at a common boundary, 56,9-10
exhaustive division of the continuous is possible only in thought, 58,1
contraries, enantia, 101,14-102,21
and substance, 49,12-50,12;
52,13; 53,16-24; 58,9; 64,6;
69,27; 94,19
definite quantities do not have contraries, 62,3-18; 64,15-65,18;
69,27
division of, 95,10-96,4
do not always divide into the true and the false, 100,22-101,13
examined as things and not as contraries, 102,1ff
found in a single subject, 102,11ff
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have independent reality, 63,15-25
eed not be in the same genus, 102,16ff
never coexist in a single subject, 63,27-64,9; 102,6ff
quality admits, 70,2
species of opposites, 93,13ff; 94,1ff;
95,1-27; 98,10ff; 99,10ff
subsumed under the same category, 89,18ff
vs. relatives, 63,15-25; 69,23-70,8
conversion, antistrophe of relatives, 73,1-13; 97,24; 98,4
is really 'equiversion', 70,25-71,8
convert, antistrophe: definition and thing defined must convert,
27,12ff; proprum and that of which it is the proprum must
convert, 44,12ff; priority preclude converse implication of existence,
103,9ff; relatives ought to be convertible, 71,9-73,1
counter-objection (see also objection),
antiparastasis, 53,1ff; 62,4; 63,11; 101,6
Cratylus, 3,1
Cynics, the, 2,2.7
Cyrenaeics, the, 1,17
definition (see also synonyms, homonyms, heteronyms, polyonyms), horismos
a kind of logos, 20,14-21
some things cannot be defined, e.g. supreme genera, 20,15; 26,30ff;
44,7-12
should be made of genus and constitutive differentiae, 21,14
of what is in a subject and of what is said of a subject, 40,7-16; 44,29-45,3
vs. description, 20,14-22
Democritus, 1,15
demonstration, apodeixis
instrument to distinguish true and false, 10,15-22
is a syllogism, 11,1
description, haplographe there is homonymy among things
signified by, 20,17
a kind of logos, 20,21
differentiae, diaforai are different when genera are
different, 31,16ff
are intelligible parts of substance, 41,3-13
are simple substances, 45,17-46,10
can divide genera in many ways, 32,1ff
constitute the subject, 46,28
differ from accidents, 46,20-47,2
essential (but not accidental) differentiae of subordinate genera are always the same,
32,9ff
of heterogenous things are always different, 31,15
of substances cannot be accidents, but must be substances, 45,5ff
divine, theion
the divine is completely unrelated and transcendent, 37,5ff
division, diairesis exhaustive by means of negation and affirmation,
26,4ff
four-fold and ten-fold division of things, 52,19ff
in thought vs. actual, 58,1
of the Categories into three parts, 14,3ff
doing, poiein
category arising from the combination of substance and quality, 92,10
definition and division into species, 92,17ff
Epicurus, 1,15
figure, eidos
and shape constitute a species of quality, 81,24ff
is applied to inanimate objects, 81,24ff
is manifested only on surface, substance remains unchanged, 83,24-84,5
is manifested in our own representation, 83,28
every shape also has a, 87,21
form, eidos being of a thing, 21,13
and quality, 86,18,22
is prior by nature, 38,7
proper definitions are derived from it, 21,14
not an accident, 27,30ff
genus, genos
'different genera' said in many ways, 31,19ff
each has specific differentiae, 31,15ff; 32,11ff
intelligible vs. perceptible, 41,9ff
not all are secondary substances, 39,1-12
notional entities, 9,8ff
doctrine, 65,1-6; 102,16-20
of quality, 84,13ff; 86,2; 84,22;
91,10-26
of substance, 15,13; 41,20ff; 50,19;
52,14
secondary substances, 43,15-44,4
predicted accidentally and relatively of a subject, 31,12
predicted of species, 13,14; 29,20ff;
41,20ff; 42,14-43,5; 48,2-9
signifies a plurality and a certain quality, 49,6ff
ultimate genera, genikatakata: are only predicated, 13,17; entitled categories', 13,19
Gorgias, 22,8
categories of relatives, 73,1-13; 97,24; 98,4
differentiae of subordinate genera are always the same, 32,9ff
are intelligible parts of substance, 41,9ff
defined genera are divided, 41,10ff
definition and division into species, 92,17ff
having, ekhein
category arising from the combination of substance and relatives, 92,12
definition and division into species, 93,5ff
there is a category of having, but not of being had, 33,15-22
Hedonists, the, 3,16
Heraclitus, 2,25
categories of relatives, 73,1-13; 97,24; 98,4
differentiae of subordinate genera are always the same, 32,9ff
are intelligible parts of substance, 41,9ff
defined genera are divided, 41,10ff
definition and division into species, 92,17ff
having, ekhein
category arising from the combination of substance and relatives, 92,12
definition and division into species, 93,5ff
there is a category of having, but not of being had, 33,15-22
Hedonists, the, 3,16
Heraclitus, 2,25
categories of relatives, 73,1-13; 97,24; 98,4
differentiae of subordinate genera are always the same, 32,9ff
are intelligible parts of substance, 41,9ff
defined genera are divided, 41,10ff
definition and division into species, 92,17ff
having, ekhein
category arising from the combination of substance and relatives, 92,12
definition and division into species, 93,5ff
there is a category of having, but not of being had, 33,15-22
Hedonists, the, 3,16
appropriate means of defining
substance, 36,22ff
and affirmation: as opposites,
93,16ff; 94,15ff; 98,8; 100,14ff;
101,1-13; generated by combining
items from different categories,
34,26ff; not the same as what
they signify, 97,11ff; provide an
exhaustive division, 26,4ff
and truth, 34,12ff; 100,14ff;
101,1-13
number, arithmos
quantity, 54,13; 57,1-9; has no
contrary, 49,15; is discrete, 54,17;
57,1-9
contrariety and, 96,21; 98,18; 99,15
in the soul vs. in perceptible things;
the latter is composed of parts
having position, the former is not,
59,20-60,9
one in number, 30,4,15.22; 51,5;
58,8
opposed to relatives, 62,25
objection, enstasis
and counter-objection, 53,1ff
one (see also number, substance), heis,
hen, 21,22; 30,12; 50,5; 51,5,6
opposites, antikeimena, 93,7-101,13
four kinds of opposition, 93,15-17;
affirmation and denial, 94,15ff;
100,13-101,13; contraries, 94,9ff;
95,1ff; 98,6-100,12; prevision and
state, 94,10ff; 97,18-100,129;
relatives, 94,5ff
order, faxis, of the study of logic, 13,6
paronym, parónuma
commonality and difference with
respect to both the name and the
thing, 22,22-23,19
not exactly in the middle between
homonyms and synonyms, 23,25-
24,12
neither in a subject nor said of a
subject, 30,2
particular, to merikon
not said of any subject, 25,17
particular accident, merikon sum-
bebēkos, 25,25-29,23
particular substance (see also pri-
mary substance), merkē-busia,
25,5ff; 26,18; 36,4; 40,19ff.
perception, aisthēsis
Categories is concerned with
things known by perception,
33,25
is a relative, 67,21
is the basis of our conception of
quality, 80,25
what is perceived is prior to perception,
74,23ff; 75,26-76,8; 77,1
Peripatetics, the, 3,14
philosophical schools, 1,14-3,20
Plato, 2,7; 3,5,9; 6,24; 18,10
his refutation of Protagoras, 67,2-8
his refutation of the undecided
(ephektikos) philosophers, 2,13
invented the word 'quality', 81,25
on relatives, 70,10-14
said that reference to the divine is
by negation, 36,26
polyonyma, poluónuma
tings differing in name, but having
definition in common, 16,5
Porphyry, 9,9; 25,7: 41,7
position, thesís
a species of relatives giving rise to
category of being arranged
(keisthai), 69,6-21
predication, kategoría
and substance, 41,2; 45,11; 47,24
in language, 11,3; 20,21,24; 38,13
of genera, species and individuals,
15,14ff; 15,24; 30,8; 42,16; 45,11;
48,3ff
simple vs. compound, 66,ff
transitivity of, 30,24-31,12; 48,3ff
priority, proteron
five meanings of, 103,1-104,12
the prior and the posterior are rela-
tives, 104,ff
privation, sterêsis
not a being, but a privation of being,
34,9
not the same as to be deprived,
97,1-8
spoken of only with respect to a
pre-existing possession, 98,5-28
proprium, idion
belongs to all and only that of which
it is the properum, 44,13
of quality, 67,13.15; 90,28; 91,2;
92,14
of quantity, 65,10ff
of substance, 44,11-22; 45,7; 46,6;
47,21,22; 51,5-52,12
Protagoras, 66,26-67,2
puzzle, aporia
raising a puzzle is the route to the
resolution of the puzzlement,
79,24-80,13
Pythagoras, 1,15
qualified, poios
is what partakes of quality, 80,25-
81,3
on qualified and quality, 80,14-92,2
things qualified participate in quality
but are not always called paro-
nymously after them, 88,25-89,13
qualitative change, alloësis
change (metabolê) in affective qual-
ity, 83,22
accidental change (kinesis) in the
category of quality, 105,14-19
distinguished from growth, 105,24ff
quality, poiótēs
alteration arises not from every
quality but only from affective
ones, 83,4ff
features of: contrariety and more or
less are not features of all quali-
ties, 89,15-91,1
further division of: fitness/actuality;
perfective/hurtful; producing/not
producing an affection; hard/easy
to lose, 82,2-83,2
genera of qualities are classified
under relatives but their species
under quality, 91,10-92,2
is defined in terms of the qualified,
80,21-81,3
is that in respect of which things are
called qualified, 87,ff
many relatives are subsumed under
generation, 91,3-92,2
on qualified and quality, 80,14-92,2
location of the category, 80,20
species of quality: (1) state and con-
dermination, manifested in actuality,
84,20-85,3; (2) capacity and inco-
paracy, manifested in potentiality,
84,24-85,26; (3) affective quality
and affection, 86,1-87,20; (4)
fine and affection, 87,21-88,4
quality, poion
quantity, poson
substance, 36,22ff
definite and indefinite, 62,5-13
determinate, 63,1-9
distinguishing characteristics of,
61,9-66,4
division of, 54,16-65,3
has no contrary, 62,1-66,4
in the strict sense and per accidents,
60,14-61,8
opposites such as large and small
are not quantities but relatives,
62,15-64,21
position among the categories:
quantity occupies the first
position, 54,1-15
propria of quantity
not having a contrary, 65,15ff
being called both equal and unequal,
65,20-66,3
relatives, ta pro ti, 66,5-80,13
being and essence of a relative is
nothing other than its relation to
another, 77,27-78,16
contrariety: some relatives, but not
all, admit it, 69,22-70,8
convertible if properly specified,
73,1-23
division of 67,16-25
independent things in themselves or
bound in relation: can be thought
of either way, 76,8-17
knowledge of: as one knows one
relative, so also will one know the
other, 78,29-79,8
more and less: some relatives, but
not all, admit it, 70,15-27
one species of relatives, position,
gives rise to one of the categories,
69,6-21
position among the categories,
66,5-13
reality of, 66,21-67,10, 70,10-14
simultaneous by nature, 73,22-74,8
species of, 83,13-91,21
title: why is it 'On relatives' and not
'On relative'?, 66,13-21
universe, 66,1-21
universal parts are not relatives,
79,15-23
what is subsumed under relatives
is necessarily classified under some
other category as well, 91,29-92,2
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applies to animate objects, 81,24ff
figure and shape constitute a species of quality, 81,24ff
manifested only on surface, substance remains unchanged, 83,24-84,5
simple, haplous, see under words, substance, predicament
simultaneity (see also under relatives, contraries), to hama, 104,13-105,6
its first meaning is with respect to time, its second with respect to nature, 104,15ff
soul, paubhê
definition of substance applies to the individual soul, but not to the transcendent one, 37,10-20
number in the soul vs. in the perceptible thing, 59,21-60,4
is the subject that the sciences are in, 75,23
category of quality as applied to, 81,30-82,10; 83,17; 86,12; 87,12
species (see also under quality, relatives, change), eidos is more a substance than a genus is, 41,19-42,20; 50,18ff
not all are secondary substances, 39,1-16
signifies a plurality and a certain quality, 49,6ff
species in genus vs. genus in species, 29,12-23
species of substance are called secondary substances, 43,15-44,4
subject for its genus, 13,14; 15,24
state (see also condition, privation), hêxis
change of state is substantial, 86,5ff of the soul and of the body, 81,34
one species is a perfective actuality that is hard to lose and does not produce an affection, 82,2ff
state and condition: constitute a species of quality, 81,7ff; 84,8-11,24; as relatives, 91,ff
vs. privation, 93,16-94,29; 96,7-14; 97,4-19; 98,10; 99,7-100,24
statement, logos
does not receive contraries in virtue of receiving anything itself, 52,15-53,25
has no reality at all, 59,22ff
is a discrete quantity, 57,10-24
made up of things not having position, 60,10ff
Stoics, the, 1,18
subject, hapokeimenon
and contraries, 102,9-14
and opposites, 98,14ff; 96,14; 98,24; 99,8-26; 100,6
constitution of, 46,23
destruction of, 28,3ff
differentiae of, 46,25; 47,7ff
in a subject vs. said of a subject, 9,6; 25,16-26,20; 29,25-30,22; 30,25ff; 36,16ff; 37,3ff; 40,8-17; 44,16-30; 47,7ff; 48,15ff; 91,22ff
subject and accidents, 25,19ff; 27,23ff; 28,5ff; 41,1ff; 46,17ff; 91,22ff
substance vs. subject, 25,21-26,16; 28,9ff; 36,16ff; 41,1ff; 46,17ff; 47,7ff; 48,15ff; 58,8; 91,22ff
with respect to existence, 26,11ff
with respect to name and definition, 16,27ff; 40,8-17; 44,27ff
with respect to predication, 13,13ff; 26,11ff; 30,25ff; 32,15; 40,8-17; 48,4ff
substance, ousia, 35,10-53,25
ancients' definition leads to absurd consequences that some substances are relatives, 77,3-25
Aristotle uses 'is' when talking about, 26,24
composed of genus and constitutive differentiae, 15,11-16
composite (see simple vs. composite) definition of 'substance': cannot be given, since substance is an ultimate genus, 44,9
applies neither to God nor to the transcendent soul, 37,1-20
division, manner of, 37,22-38,22
concomitant features (parakolouthêmatos) of being said synonymously of everything, 47,18-48,14; not admitting of more or less, 50,8-51,3; not being in a subject, 44,5-46,10; not having a contrary, 49,12-60,7; being one in number and exception of contraries, 51,4-52,14; signifying a particular this, 48,12-49,11
general sense: the reality of each thing, 21,27
not every substance is a subject, 25,22-26,16
not in a subject, 25,20
other categories presuppose category of, 36,10ff
primary vs. secondary: have their naunepia and definition in common, 36,17; particular substance is called primary, universal secondary, 36,3-21; primary is included (in divisions) under secondary, 36,ff; 39,15; primary substances serve as subjects both for the existence of accidents and for the predication of universals, 42,12ff; secondary substances are not in a subject, 44,27-45,4; species and genera are secondary substances, 39,2ff; without primary substances neither universals nor accidents would exist, 41,13-17
proprium of: being one in number and receptive of contraries, 51,4-52,14
self-subsistent, 33,13
simple vs. composite, 35,18-36,2
Categories is concerned with composite substances, 34,4; prime matter and form are simple substances that are inferior to the composite, 35,21ff; substance of the gods is simple substance that is superior to the composite, 35,20ff
ultimate genus that cannot be given a definition, 44,5ff
vs. subject (see under subject)
surface, epiphaneia and quality: in respect to affection, 82,24ff; in respect to figure and shape, 83,24-84,1
species of continuous quantity, 54,17-56,7; 58,18-20; 60,19-61,3
vs. superficies, 58,ff
sylllogism, sullogismos
collection of propositions composed of nouns and verbs, 11,ff
demonstration is a kind of sylllogism, 11,1
synonyms, sunonuma
things having in common both name and definition, 15,17-24
things, pragmata
are characterized either by their matter or by their form or by both, 21,10
time, khronos
is the measure of change, 60,25
natural order of, 59,10-19
truth, alêtheia
affirmation and negation divide in every case into true and false, 100,16ff
and falsehood do not derive from statements or opinions, but come into being by things being altered, 53,7-17
in assertions, 34,14ff; 52,22; 53,11ff
requires combination of subject and predicate, 34,14ff; 100,23ff
universal accident, katholou
sumbebekos
both said of a subject and in a subject, 29,25
universal substance, katholou ousia
said of a subject but not in a subject, 25,16ff
universals, ta katholou
do not need primary substances in order to exist, but in order to be said of something, 40,18ff
not prior to the many but in the many, 41,6-11
said of a subject, 25,16
utility of Aristotle's philosophy, 6,9-15; 13,4-11
virtue, arete
is a quality, 70,2-6; 81,31; 82,10; 83,18; 89,2; 102,19ff
as a contrary, 102,19ff
shares neither its name nor its definition with its subject, 40,15
when, pote
category derived from species of quantity, 69,11ff
category arising from the combination of substance and quantity, 92,9
definition and division into species, 93,2ff
where, pou
category derived from species of quantity, 69,11ff
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category arising from the combination of substance and quantity, 92,9
definition and division into species, 93,3ff
words, φόναι
Aristotle uses 'is said' when reasoning about, 26,23
simple: first application prior to nouns and verbs, 11,8; 13,7,9; 14,22; signify simple things by means of simple concepts, 12,1; 15,14
writings, Aristotelian, sungrammata
division of, 3,21-5,31

form of the narrative in, 6,25-7,6
way of teaching in, 7,6-14
interpretation of, 7,15-8,10
systematic (suntagmatika) vs. notebooks (hupomnématika) 4,4ff
popular (exéterika) vs. axiomatic (axiosmatika) [= school works (akroamatika)], 4,18ff
theoretical vs. practical vs. instrumental (division of school works), 4,28ff
commentator on, 8,10-19

Xenocrates, 3,11-13